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FARM AND HOME WEEK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The Dates Are Set For March 27-30

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance: single coplea three centa.
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion and very reaaonable.

—Had 1300 Visitors Last Year

4

Farm and Home Week, held an
nually since 1907 at the University
of Maine and ln the late years at
tracting over 1300 visitors, will be
held1 this year on March 27-30, it was
announced by Dr. Leon S. Merrill,
dean of the College of Agriculture.
The committee responsible for the
1933 program is as follows: Chair
man. Maurice D. Jones, professor of
Agricultural Economics; A. L. Deer
ing, director of the Extension Serv
ice: L. M Dorsey, professor of Dairy
Husbadry; and Pearl S. Greene,
head of the Home Economics De
partment.
The program of lectures, demon
strations, and other features has
been arranged to assist farmers and
homemakers in meeting problems of
the present time. Thirteen organi
zations in Maine are cooperating
with the committee in organizing the
program.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, February I I, 1933

FULL COURSE ROAST TURKEY DINNER
FIFTY CENTS

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette

1933 AUTO PLATES

OPEN

TODAY

DORMAN’S

Self-Service Shoe Store

Boston Excursion
FEB. 17

$5.50

MAINE
CENTRAL

MAINE

Central

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

Volume 88..................Number 18

A WALK, IN RETROSPECT

COURT WILL ADJOURN TODAY

Wherein Is Visualized Thomaston’s Green Street 55 Years
Ago, With Soliloquies

One and Only Traverse Jury Does Endurance Stunt—
Criminal Cases Disposed Of

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
'above. Alanson Tobey, who married
Many who remember Thomaston in Loretta Lermond lived here also. The
its flourishing, shipbuilding days } house is now occupied by Lizzie Tobey
must have enjoyed, as did I, the re- | end her aunt, Aroline Lermond Gor((•♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦If
cent article by Mrs Ellis Copeland, j walz.
and now "would you like to take a i Then there is the weatherbeaten
walk?" noting the houses and other , bouse in which lives a family by tlie
ONE YEAR AGO
buildings that lined Green street and 1 name of Wilson. Oliver Copeland
the occupants thereof, 55 years ago, i and family were its last occupants—
or thereabout?
it was tom down and gave place
Prom the flies of The Courier-Oa
Here we are, a large congregation, | years later, to a more imposing
zette we learn that—
sedately filing out of the Baptist j dwelling—the Pillsbury house.
Ex-Governor Cobb accepted ap
Church, where a stirring sermon was | At one. time, the Waterman familj
pointment as 8tate chairman of the
delivered by Rev. Dr. Matthews; and ; lived in what is now the Strout place:
drive to bring money out of hoarding.
who was the soloist? Ada Blacking- I Capt. James Young also claimed that
ton of Rockland. The gathering was as his home—which came first I do
A district council cf the American
well sprinkled with sea captains not remember but, previously. Alee
Legion was formed in this city, known
home from foreign voyages and, in ’ Edwards and wife, who was Mary Ann
as the Knox, Lincoln & Sagadahoc,
those days, it was, to me, quite thrill Morton, made this their home and
Louis Cates of Rockland was named
ing to watch the'grown-ups in their , there we find them during this walk.
as commander.
Grammar School, who know’s when
William E. Koster became sales
Republicans are beginning to take Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes.
The words “weighed in the balance , It was built. The lower part was first
manager for the Sea View Oarage.
Pinchot's advice to reorganize. Alice
and found wanting." always fill me used as a Primary school. I judge, and
Oeorge W. Ames. 69, died at his Longworth was Dolly Oann's dinner with awe. a feeling that has clung I can now see Elmira Morton pouring
guest.—Tampa Tribune.
home on Oliver street.
through the years, so deep an impres- [ water on the floor In order to show
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
sion did that sermon make.
the youngsters, more clearly, the
TONSILS
Down street we go, by the snug j meaning of "delta”—this method was
DANCING
No risk to patient: no hospitalization house where resides Capt. David i used to bring home vividly other
NEW ARMORY BALL ROOM
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m. Hodgman. his daughter Hattie, his things geographical. She was a con
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
wife Delia ("Deal") and his mother- scientious teacher as was Hattie Al
Saturdays
Admission: Men 35c; Indies 15c
in-law, Mrs. Bucklin; and then come:- ' drich. I used to admire her pink
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Men admitted for 25c before 9.30 P.M
the William Metcalf place—you may cheeks and thought her very “cute"
Osteopathic Physician
KIRK S ORCHESTRA
Offlce TeL 136: Res. 83.
Thomaston j remember the good wife. Melina, and ) although that word hadn't then come
18*lt
the two musical sons. Maurice and I into common usr.
157S78
I Sidney. No doubt, as we pass. they.
Let me hpar "He paid too much for
I boy like, are itching to use the ham- hLs whistle!" or think of—
i mer and nails, but whoever heard of
"See thc kitten on the wall.
Sporting with the leaves that fall| such actions on a Sunday, 60 years
DON’T FORGET OUR
withered leaves, one. two and three,
I ago. more or less? Mr. Metcalf was
From the lofty elder tree, etc."
I a genial man and fond of children,
And I am back in that schoolroom
j Whenever I, as a little girl, met him. reciting over and over in order to get
TOMORROW
i each said: "Hello Piper!" Why. I the proper quirk in the voice. Later,
| do not know.
Judson Kalloch, in that same build
• • • •
ing, proved an efficient teacher.
These Turkeys were bought at the Nathan Farwell Farm
How little things like that, of the
Now w’e pass the John Young resiI dence where Evelyn, the youngest reading class, do cling in the mind,
j of the children, is standing in the forcing into the far background hap
! shade of the big elm. that marks the penings of much more importance!
• • • •
! entrance to the new street—Ludwig.
IncI This daughter is now living in the
402 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH’S
Parly in life, the children in out
! old homestead, as Mrs. Israel Snow. family were taught not to chew sec
Let us glance up Ludwig street. ond-hand gum. rather to eschew it;
Alonzo Atkins is building a cosy house as to apple-cores, we found it "more
! there: next Is the Jennie Miller home blessed to give than to receive"’ At
i and David Lermond is remodeling a homc. we would not have used a com
! house moved from the "Comer." in mon drinking-dish, but how eagerly
1 the vicinity of the Stimpson block, we waited for a drink from the long
j He is adding an ell and building a handled dipper, as the pail of watei
WILL BE REQUIRED MARCH 1ST
! barn. Ludwig street was named in was carried up and down the aisles of
] honor of one qf Thomaston's noted thc school room There were always
For the i pedal convenience of the public all places of registration
physicians, whose place was later plenty of applicants for the job of
in the State will be open all day on three Saturdays, Feb. 11, Feb.
bought by Seth Gerry and is now going the rounds with the H20 pall.
18 and Feb. 25.
known as the Ernest Montgomery
Microbes had a pretty easy time of
On February 27 and 28 the offices will be open continuously from 8
estate.
if in those days and. yet, people man
a. m. until 8.30 p. m.
We will get back on the track. Now aged to round out the allotted span
We earnestly solicit suggestions which will lend to create better
j there's a vacant stretch of land— ol years. Bedroom windows remained
service.
j probably too soggy to be desirable v clo'ed at night, especially during In
ROBINSON C. TOBEY.
! house lots. Later, John Bcverag? clement weather, yet. one does not
188:23
Secretary of State
I built a workshop there and I under- find in these scientific, antiseptic,
: stand that building ha- been turned caloried days more red-cheeked chil
into a fine dwelling-house.
dren than the early days knew.
The Dunbar-Slcwart house was no’
We wore a scandalous amount of
then tn the picture, but thc present clothing, compared with the presenthome of M. E. Webber was. in the f;ay attire.
Climatic conditions
early days, occupied by Capt. Waite- systems of heating homes and public
] Carney, his estimable wife, and chil buildings and other factors have
dren—Walter, Pauline, Lottie and brought about the change and yet wc
I Oeorge
oldsters of the two-petticoat days
Next we see the residence of Eliza (and who laugh at them, now) be
beth McIntyre, a Thomaston milli- lieve that whereas w’e carried too
! ner <she did not buy old bones i. her much covering, the folk of the pres
sister Catherine and brother Alex. ent generation, many of them, go a
In the next house, we find Emma deplorable length in the opposite di
Vose and her mother.
rection.
Next on the list William Oillchrest
Faintly do I recall the little
II the painter) his wife. Octavia, and Knowles abode at the corner, next
STUDLEY BLOCK, MAIN STREET
J their several children, also thc grand- above the school building. Standing
O father. James Oillchrest
I wonder in the doorway of this house is a
how manv times the latter ha* driven stocky man; who remembers more of
a [ me out of his splendid field where this house and its owner’
ss? | the strawberries grew, also the patch Tlie interesting Tarbox residence
of cranberries—that ts, of course be- ian o!d-timer) comes to view; th:
I fore I was impressed by that sermon grandfather's home it is and he ha* a
J aforementioned. Capt. Carney, his pottery establishment adjoining the
| wife Sarah and daughters, Elizabeth bouse where he makes bean pots,
and Ida come next and then John flower pots and the like. With him
Morse, his wife and daughter Eliza- are his daughter “Sis" and grandson,
i beth, who later became Mrs. Thomas the friendly man we now know as
j Dunn and whose offspring still live "Billy" Tarbox.
in Thomaston. In the "Will John"
That house should have been pre
1 Singer house, that was.
served. I wonder If there’s a picture,
At the bend of the hill, is thc other than a mental one. of It today
[ Charles Lenfest house and, below There was. at one time, a big swing
that, what was known as the Howe attached to one of the tall trees at
. place, the occupants of which I do not 1 the northern side. From the High
TRIP
ROUND
remember.
School I have, accompanied by an
Then the Willard place—father, other adventurous spirit, made a bee
mother and daughters Clara and line for that swing and raced back, in
From ROCKLAND
Margaret (Mrs. Ed Miller, as time time to answer the recess bell. The
went on) and son Charles comprise swing did not entice as much as the
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24
this family.
thrill of having to “speed."
HALF FARE FCXR CHILDREN
Below the track, lived John Ler
On a knoll, with swampy land in
mond: hc was lost at sea. off thc Irish the rear, stands the tiny home of
BUY TICKETS IN ADVANCE
coast, at the time Capt. William , Nancy Myers—she’s a good soul, goes
ONLY
Willey perished. John Lermond had ouj ji jo washings and is too old. it
a laigc family, a son Percy now in , seems> for such hard
How
$5.00
Seattle, being the only survivor.
I lavishly that woman puttied her
Round Trip From
• • • •
I windows!
NEWCASTLE
A chum and I often planned that
RATH OR
At the root of thc hill, live Alfred
BRUNSWICK
Strout and family, including Sister wc would be old maids and. together
Railroad
Railroad
Sarah. I can remember a very large live in that house when we grew up:
ASK AGENT
tree! horse chestnut. I believe) b»lng evidently wc were bom weatherhauled along thc street and trans forecasters. because we married and
18-20
each
planted at this place. Think it came had several children
• • • •
from the grounds of the Knox
Between thc Myers house and the
Mansion.
Crossing the street, we come to the blacksmith shop was a gap in the
spacious homc of Rufus Sumner, who landscape. As time went on. a furmarried a Jordan—there's a daugh riture shop was built there. Tht
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
ter Sadie, who became Mis. Hinckley, blacksmith shop is a busy place usual
ly. but this being Sunday it ls closed
Fred's mother.
Up the street and we stand before and we cannot “watch the burning
that fly. like chaff, from a
-- the Metcalf house where live Clarissa sparks
("Class") and her aged father. She threshing floor." At thc present time,
arc almost in a class with
I is noted for her wit. sociability and blacksmiths
culinary art, and takes ship-yard the dodo.
Hert^we see the Episcopal parson
boarders.
At the north of this house and close age and that must be Minister Ward
beside It. trains thunder by—the track passing from his front door and on
ts on trcstlework over the street and a few steps to the back entrance of
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
to the south of the Willard property. the vestry, leading to the church
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
That trestle was lots of fun for boys, proper. Other rectors may have lived
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
In the parsonage but “Ward" is the
and girls of the tom-boy age.
Panting, we go to thc house at the only name that comes to mind.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
When we began, church was Just
hill-top, or near, for the hill Ls steep.
Coaches Arrive In Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Charles Morton is leaving his resi “letting out" and now we reach thc
dence on his way to the dry goods edifice on the opposite comer—tlie
store; formerly he .was with his Episcopal Church.
The bell is calling to worship and
father, Joshua Morton, in thc ship
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
building business, conducted where we watch thc pillars of the church as
Fare to New York: One way $7,00. Round trip I 3.00
thc Morse boat-shop now stands. His they become seated—at last, thc
wife was Sarah Waterman and there building is filled to overflowing and
are two daughters. Mary and Ellen— the service begins.
E the former became Mrs. Thomas
By a miracle, this old and quaint
Tickets May Be Purchased At
church escaped the flames that took
Singer.
There was a well at this place that such a toll tn the vicinity, at that time
Tel. 620
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
had tlie bucket, rope and crank at- of the big fire, the date of which I do
tachment^think there was also a not exactly recall.
So endeth our walk, ln retrospect.
similar water arrangement at the
Charles Lermond residence, next
“Yews fqo"
He who neglects the present
■- moment throws away all he has.
•- —Schiller.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Superior Court was on the road to
The one traverse jury which was
adjournment when Tlie Courier-Ga impaneled Thursday was made up
zette went to press, every minute of thus: Fred C. Dyer, Rockland, fore
the five days having been well utilized man; Percy W. Blaisdell, Rockland;
by Justice Powers.
Mrs. Naomi H. Bossa. Friendship:
Tlie only traverse jury which was J John L. Carroll, Washington; Ernest
impanelled had only one trial, but Ciaytor, Vinalhaven; Mrs. Agnes
distinguished itself by staying out Hart, Hope; Fred T. Heal, Camden;
fiom 3 p. m. until nearly midnight. | Charles King, Camden; Samuel A.
The case under consideration was Macomber, Rockland; Arthur Mar
State vs. Newell L. Kinhey of Rock- ( shall, Camden; Herbert E. Morton,
land, who had been indicted on the Vinalhaven; Mrs. Caroline B. Page,
charge of rape. County Altorney Owl's Head.
Jerome C. Burrows appeared for tlie ! The supernumeraries were: Fred F.
State and made a most excellent im Harden. Rockland; Fred O. Jameson.
pression in the handling of his maid- J Warren; Miss Florence M Kaler.
en case as prosecuting attorney. Tlie i Rockland; William A. Paul, Rockport:
leteran attorney, L. R. Campbell rep- I Alonzo T. Seavey. Cushing; Everett
resented the respondent. The jury R. Stone, North Haven.
• • • •
supped at the Copper Kettle but even
The traverse jurors reported for
'('liis man of undying fame, whose birthday tomorrow will form • tills privilege failed to bring the mem
thc subject of many an eloquent pulpit discourse; and whose deeds live j bers together in their views, and a duty Thursday but only one jury
was impanelled, Fred C. Dyer of
anew as they are being retold in public observances the length and 1 disagreement was finally reported.
Rockland being named as foreman.
The
Klaggecroft
Manor
burglary,
bieadtb of tbe land.
which occurred early tn November, The other Jurors were promptly ex
was disposed of by sentencing Ernest cused and are back In their various
Lermond to two to four years in Stale homes little wiser as to Jury pro
Prison, and placing Roy Taylor, his cedure than they were before they
accomplice in the charge of Parole came.
• • • •
When Fire Swept Through Three Floors Of the Silsby Officer R. A. Webster for two yeart.
Hie
only
civil
case to go before thc
Ii. was Taylor's first offense, whereas
Apartments Yesterday
l ermond had served in jail for an Jury was that of Ann L. Allen of
other offense. The entry "continued Thomaston vs. Roy E. Estes of Rock
Rockland’s nearest approach to a damaged mainly by smoke and watei. for sentence" was made in the case land. assumpsit on account. Mrs.
The tenants on the other side of of Taylor but the enforcement of the Allen brought ln the sum of $200 for
frrious fire since the lime company's
hydrate plant was destroyed last July the building were Edward O'B. Oonia sentence will depend upon his be balance alleged to be diue on an auto
recurred yesterday when thc building ar.d John Durrell. whose apartments havior during the ensuing two years. mobile sold to the defendant. iTic
g was for the full
known as the Silsby Apartments at L vere "smoked" but not otherwise
In moving for sentence on Ler
interest Ensign Otis
Summer street was damaged to the damaged.
mond County Attorney Burrows em
Alan L. Bird for dcThe fire, which occurred at noon phasized thc fact that summer resi
extent of about $5000.
fendant.
Starting near the ground floor, time, was discovered by Mr. Libby, dents are a powerful asset In the
• • • •
origin undetermined, the fire swept who tried to avert its spread with an community, but receive no benefit
around the sheriff's
so rapidly into the upper stories that extinguisher, but thc blaze had a nice from the schools and are entitled to
saying kindly things
three families occupying tenements toe-hold, and kept on farming. Cap'n all the protection they can be given.
Thursday about Fred O. Jameson,
on the western side were forced into Cheync and his family of Central Fir?
Clarence Peters who pleaded guilty a Warren Juror, who brought over a
Station put a stop to its career, anti te. breaking, entering and larceny at nice little valentine in the form of a
the street.
Those tenants were Jesse Brad did it nicely.
N F. Cobb's store, was ordered com ! box of nice Northern Spy apples.
street. an employe of thc I. L. Snov; | Cne tenant was without insurance mitted to the State School for Boy* ] Thc disappearing act beat anything
Co.; Donald S. Pish of the Coast ' and another had sought that protec- at South Portland.
Houdlni ever did.
• • • •
Ouard cutter Kickapoo. and Kendrick ! tipn only the previous day.
Winfred Blanchard who pleaded
The building ts owned by Mrs. Har guilty to thc larceny of five hens from
Libby, an employe of thc Corner Drug
Oeorge Wooster, thc Owl's Head
store. They were able to save most riet Silsby Frost, daughter of the E Howard Crockett, was sentenced to man who cut tree tops on another
of their belongings, thc others being i late Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Silsby.
six months in thc county jail, where man's property, and sold them to
he has been for some time awaiting 1 Rockland parties for garden uses in
trial.
the spring, was sentenced to two
• • • •
months ln jail.
• • • •
Former Governor William T. Cobb
called
at
the
Court
House
yesterda'
Oeorge
Tiffany,
who has been
First let us tell you that tlie Mayhew Tent. D.U.V., Mis. Carrie
to pay hts respects to the presiding under observation at the Augusta
House;
Sons
of
Union
Veterans
Aux

Washington's Birthday celebration
justice, Herbert T. Powers, whom h( State Hospital, was allowed to gu
Peb. 19 will be held at Park Theatre, iliary. Mrs. Velma Marsh.
Thc members are asked to meet at has knowm intimately for many years free, the charge of burning a house
instead of Strand, as originally in
American Legion hall Monday eve Governor Cobb places a high estima to gain the insurance, being nol
tion on Judge Powers' ability.
tended.
pressed.
ning at 6.30.
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh. chair
man of the publicity committee as
sures The Courier-Gazette that thc
NINETY-EIGHT MONDAY
full program will appear in Tuesday's
Albion Allen, Knox County's
issue, and the public's interest Is
Is Six Months’ Embargo On Lobsters From the Maritime
oldest Civil War veteran, will
1-ound to become lively after that
observe his 98th birthday next
Provinces, Port Clyde Man Thinks
publisation.
Monday. Friends arr arranging
In addition to tlie musical features
a postcard shower and there
tnere will be three .-peakers. touching
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
stance. A duty was levied on it under
will be other friendly attentions
upon three phases of lhe first PresiOn the lobster situation I reiterate the Hawley-Smoot tariff act. 1 think
incidental to the anniversary.
cent's life—as a soldier, as a states
my former statement. “Let well It was. so as to almost bar it from this
Mr. Allen is in excellent health,
country. Today that same rope, first
man and as a Mason
and bids fair to be another
enough alone." Evidently Rockland's quality, copper oleated, sells five cents
Mrs. C. F. Snow will be general
Knox County centenarian.
genial lobster dealer takes exception a pound under first quality American
chairman of thc celebration, and ar,to what I have said. He misquoted rope.
Mr. Look tells us that it is only
rounces these committee selections.
me when he told the public that 1
FOREIGN COMPETITION
true in my own locality that 80 per
Lady Knox Chapter. D. A R.. Mrs
said. "Things were good enough." I cent of the fishermen are in favor of
Snow: Edwin Libby Relief Corps The Canadians Are Said To Have Our said, “Things were bad, but could bc retaining the present law. Guess he's
Mrs. Adelma Mullen; Fales Circle,
Maine Boatbuildrrs Worried
forgotten how the tide was running
worse."
Ladies of the G AR.. Mrs. Priscilla
There are ten million people walk at thc State Capitol thp night of the
lobster meeting.
Maine boat builders are now feeling
Smith; American Legion Auxiliaiv
ing our streets in search of work, due
Isn't -It true tliat Knox. Hancock
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton; Huntley-Hill thc competition of a foreign country. largely to thc foreign Importation of und Washington Counties, the big
To
bc
sure
there
is
not
much
boat
Post, V.F.W Auxiliary, Mrs. Myra
goods which are produced here. On three, were almost 100 percent for the
Watts; Ralph Ulmer Camp. S.W.V.. building going on lor the fisher folk fop of this our Maine lobster dealers do law? However, there's a faint
of the Maine coast this winter, but a
Auxiliary, Mrs. Ella Hyland; Ruth good part of what there is is going are asking our legislators to pass a possibility that a few of the conservat’ves have changed to thc liberals,
to Nova Scotia builders Labor is law which will enable them to handle due possibly to alluring propaganda.
Canadian
9-inch
lobsters.
cheap in Canada, and a supply of de
It's hard to believe that a 9-lncli
Wouldn’t It be loyalty on the part
sirable spruce well adapted to boat
of our dealers to ban Canadian lob law will ever help us. Even so. Mr
building, is easily available.
Look would have us believe that pros
As a result, the Canadian builders sters? Is it possible that they can't perity is Just around the comer if
see the results? Can't they see that
can
build
a
boat
for
approximately
we'll only change our law. There is
Once a year, usually al Christ
50 percent less than Maine builders it will put the fishermen of Maine in only one thing that will save the
mas, Nilo gives the automobile
direct competition with Nova Scotia
who
must
pay
much
higher
prices
for
fishermen of New England. Placowners a Bargain. This year Nilo
their lumber and who cannot work so and New Bruns-wick? It will not only an embargo on Nova Scotia and New
waited until February. Here it is;
cheaply. There are stories that some do that but it will put iis In the same Brunswick lobsters for at least six
of these Canadian boats get over to boat as Massachusetts fishermen. months In the year. This will relieve
WASHING,
75c
owners in the States without the pay- You mav sail into any fishing pert on a bad situation and possibly our 200<,
GENUINE ALEMITING.
75c ’ ment of duty, but even
the ful: the Massachnsettts coast, ask any fishermen who have dropped out of
duty is paid, thc craft aic still very fisherman how his law compares the picture will be able to resume
ALL LABOR. PER HOUR.
75c I much cheaper tn price than they can with ours, and he will tell you that
Sydney H. Davis
Maine has the only lobster iaw. Oo hostilities.
HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED, 75c ! be built for in Maine. Canhda has
Port Clyde, Feb. 9.
down
to
Manumct
,
White
Horse
secured practically full control of the
BATTERIES CHARGED,
75c
lobster industry and nearly put our Beach. Warren's Cove or Sedgwick
lobstermen out of business. Norway and the fishermen will tell you that YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THESE PRICES FOR CASH
monopolizes thc sardine Industry and our law is superior to theirs.
FEBRUARY ONLY
Statistics clearly show that lob
promises to send our sardine factories
O CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!
after their forerunners, tlie pogy fac sters on the Massachusetts coast are
(Written In memory of Prenldent Lin
depreciating under thc 9-inch law. coln.
tories.
to whom the poem refers as the
Now the Canadian boat builder ; It ts also a fact that practically all Captain of the Ship of State).
of their lobsters weigh from 90 to O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip
have our native builders worried.
105 pounds to the hundred count.
Is done,
Is it good business on the part of The ship has weather'd every Tack, thc
Capt. R. F. Saville. Knox County
prize we sought Is won.
chairman of the C.M.T.C. advises ap  thc Maine fishermen to catch all lob Thc port Is near, the bells I hear, thc
MEETING
sters
over
the
9-inch
mark,
which
people all exulting.
plicants to get in touch with him a
While follow eyes the steady keel, the
K. of P. HALL
early a* possible, bearing in mind they will have to do if a 9-inch law
vessel grim and daring:
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 12—2 P. M. that last year thc applications out is passed?
But O heart! heart! heart!
O the bleeding drops of red.
United Labor Committee on Lights, numbered the quota—18 in all. Cap;.
I say It isn't. It will bc fine for the
Where on the deck mv Captain lies.
Water and Relief
Saville also desires to have thc coun dealers as they will make thetr six
Fallen cold and dead.
All Workers Are Invited
and
seven
cents
per
pound,
while
the
ty morc widely represented. Write
18-lt
O
Captain!
My Captain! rise up and hear
fishermen
will
be
losing
that
amount
to him or call him by phone.
thc bells:
after about six months’ time.
Rise up—for you the flag Is flung for
Mr Look refers to the White-Nel
you the bugle trills.
bouquets and ribbon'd wreaths
son bill and tells how little could For you
for you the shores a-crowdlng.
I be done, due to thc fact that we had For you
they call, the swaying mass, thc
eager faces turning:
j a different law from other States.
Hear Captain! dear father!
I’ll tell you frankly that the trouble
This
arm beneath your head!
Our unlimited outlet lor native
I wasn't with us. It was simply this:
It Is some dream that on the deck.
poultry enables us to pay you high
You've
fallen cold and dead
Watts Hall, Thomaston
; There were loo many opposed to it.
est prices. Consult us before you
[ However, we'll work on the assump- My Captain does not answer me. his lip.,
sell.
j tion that we have a duty on foreign
are pale and still.
| lobsters. What will be thc results? My father does not feel my arm. hc lias
COHEN BROS.
no pulse nor will.
Simply this: They’ll sell them cheaper The ship
Is anchor'd safe and sound. Its
Largest Shippers in Maine
Music By
voyage closed and done.
and our markets will still be flooded.
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3
From
fearful
trip the victor ship coiner
I can buy a lobster boat built tn
Eastern Serenaders
In with object won;
WARREN. ME.
Canada,
pay
transportation
charges,
Exult.
O
shores,
and ring. O bells!
ot Waldoboro
No lots too large; none too small.
But I with mournful tread.
duty to the U. S. Government etc.,
Walk
the
deck;
my
Captain Ilea
ADMISSION 15 AND 25 CENTS
Trucks will be in Warren all winter
and still get her cheaper than tf I buy
Fallen cold and dead
18-20
13T8tf
her here. Take Holland rope for In
—Walt Whitman.

THREE FAMILIES DRIVEN OUT

THE WASHINGTON CELEBRATION

THE LOBSTERMEN’S SALVATION

NILO

NILO'S GARAGE

Attention Poultrymen

LEGION DANCE
Thursday, Feb. 16

The Courier-Gazette

TWO-HOUR DEBATE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Knox County Pastor Took
Part In the Resubmission
Controversy

Come unto me all ye that labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give
you rest.—Matt. 11:28.

Arguments for and against a propcsal to resubmit to the electorate
the State's 48-year-old constitutional
amendment prohibiting intoxicating
liquors dinned about the ears of the
legislative committee on Temper
ance Thursday.
Robinson C. Verrlll, Portland at
torney headed tlie resubmissionists
while Rev. Frederick W. Smith, super
intendent of the Maine Christinn
Civic League, directed the prohibition
group.
The two men, near the close of the
hearing, took issue on just what tfic
Legislature would be doing if it passed
the measure. Mr. Smith said "this
Legislature cannot refer any part of
Intimate glimpses of Lincoln and the constitution to the people.'' He i
rare anecdotes throwing new light on was referring to the point hammered
his character and achievements were at bv proponents that tlie peoplp
presented at yesterday's Rotary Club should have an opportunity to express
meeting by Judge Edward K Gould their desires.
who was in fine speaking fetUe. Judge
Verrlll, in opening for th» selfGould viewed the Great Emancipotor through the eyes and writings of styled "wets" declared the legislature
Hannibal Hamlin, William Pitt Pes- would "not be repealing'' the ametiuj
‘ j Artemus
.
voting
the referendum
renden
and
Ward a trio „r
of n>ent
Mr bv
Smi|h
« for
w fhfit
..n vnt>
Mr. Smith said that "a vote for
Maine men which had great influentthis
measure"
by
any
legislator
would
in the presidential decisions. Justic
Powers was a special guest and spoke be a vote for repeal. “We do not be
a few words commemorative of hls,.lieve, , that
. _ this
. , committee or this
personal esteem for the late Judge j
80
word as
Butler. Col. E. A. Robbins of Camm ,fa?°r of
repeaJ
*****'
den was a visiting Rotarian and the wlde prohibition But a vote for thi«
guests included C W Eastwood of ' ",ea™.r<‘ «• Just that and ,hat °nlY”
New York, M. P. Richardson. J. C.
.
wets Wlew temperance would
Furrows, F. A. Tirrell and Judson I be We
more
easily
achieved
by
methods
Flanagan of this city.
ether than prohibition.” Verrill said
The dinner Wednesday for the! J? °f*nln8 "Su®cil!,n,t <>PP°™mtV
Boys' and Girls' Service Club was pro- :
t*en «!vm Prohibition and it has
vided by employes of the Central been found wanting. It has not acMaine Power Company, and the menu c0^lsl?ed afly
afforded roast lamb, potatoes, earro's. I
P1*
tLr’u>
people of Maine
onions, bread and butter, milk, cookies liad * cJ’ai?ce. t0 ^te on the ouestion
bi 1911. just 22 years ago. Then
jello, oranges and bananas. Rev H
R. Wlnchenbaugh offered the bless a total of 120.000 votes were east and
ing. The guests, including Mayor C. repeal of the state law was defeated
M. Richardson, were much impressed by only 758 votes.
"In 1911 no woman could vote. The
by the fine behavior of the 45 chil
dren who partook of the dinner. The amendment to the U. S. Constitution
dinner next Wednesday will be fur permitting women to vote was not
nished by Chapin Class of the Uni- tatified until 1920. Women who voted
since then have never voted on pro
versallst Church.
hibition. No man under 42 years of
The committee appointments of the age In this State has voted on the
Executive Council have been an State liquor question.
"We wets believe in modification
nounced bv Gov. Brann. Forrest H
Ecnd, who represents the district in and oppose return of the saloon
which Knox County is located gets There are available methods, under
these committees: Educational Insti this bill, to provide for that. Thtutions. Election Returns, State Hos- question would not be voted on until
pitals and Pcwnal 8tate School. Mill- . September and in the meantime the
tary Affairs. State Highways and | Oovernor could name a liquor control
State Prison. It is especially gratify- board to find methods to preserve the
ing to this section to have the Jetof eve*y°ne
ftrson man on the State Highwcy , Hillman H. Smith of Portland
ccmmittee. as we have needs in Knox ! executive secretary of the Association
end Lincoln counties and he knows 1 fcr Reform of Maine's Prohibition
Law presented petitions "bearing
them.
about 16.000 names." asking the LegisMrs. N. L. Witham conducted the : lature "to give the people the right
lesson at the meeting of the Speech I to vote."
Mrs. J. H. Huddilston of Orono said
Readers Club Thursday afternoon.
Special features were presented by the proponents "failed to prove a de
Miss Maude Marsh and Mrs. Frank mand for repeal. What demand there
Hewett. One new member was an Ls was largely stimulated by outsiders
nounced. Miss Eliza Hannegan of and much money from outside the
Portland will be guest of the club state was used, particularly in PortFeb. 23. It was voted to hold the . land."
benefit bridge, postponed from Feb. , Harry B. Crawford of Houlton.
3, at Mrs. Freeman F. Brown's home master of the State Grange, said "the
Thursday afternoon. Feb. 16 at 2.30 Grange opposes it. We believe the
The club meeting of that day will bc Present law can be enforced "
emitted.
! Jefferson C. Smith of Waterville
___________
i president of the State Young Men's
Department officers of the Maine Christian Association, said tha: h
Teachers' Association have been an- knew "none of the 23.000 boys and
nounced Among the appointments 5<-ung men in our membership faver
are: Grammar and High Schools. reP^l of the present law"
William M. Cullen cf Lewiston (a ' Mrs. Althea G. Quimby president
former Thomaston boy); English.
the Maine W.C.T.U. said. "There
Herbert L. Prescott of Bangor (a fcr- is oo call for an expression of opinion
mer Rockland boyi; Rural Helping cn this question unless it would bring
Teachers. Mrs. Alice Creamer. Wal health and happiness to our people
doboro; Teacher Training, William The bill is untimely. This is rot a
D. Hall. Castine (a former Rockland proper or good time to bring forth
boy).
i something that so vitally affects the
----------------home. Conditions are not normal
Tne Woman's Missionary Society of! H would be difficult to get a normal
the First Baptist Church met Wed- expression of opinion."
nesday with 22 members present, and She presented letters from Maine
Mrs. MacDonald, leader. There wasI college presidents and principals of
no definite program. A few items 1 high schools and other institutions
from the different missions were ' which she said "spoke of the sobriety
cited and the time was devoted to , cf the students."
prayer for missions and for those
a. A. Heald. president of the Conengaged in the missionary work.
1 gTegatlonal Churches of Maine, said
----------------"The present law is the best law f
THOSE DAYS OF THE '90s
, existence.
We should not be
------stampeded. Let other states in hysWhen John L. Sullivan Retained m teria and passion pass on such quesTriumph His Diamond Belt
. tions and then we can see how they
------I work out."
A recent issue of the Saturday Eve- j n-v. F. W. Barton of Tenant's
ning Post carried a thrilling story ot: Harbor, head of the Maine Christian
the olden days of the ring, when John j Endeavor, said his organization “opL. Sullivan was its dominant heroic pcsed anything that would lead to
figure and McCloskey among those' the return of liquor."
who aspired to take from him the I -what will we have to replace re
celebrated diamond belt. The story peal?"
awakened memories the country over j
-----------------of those tremendous days of the '90s. i g. C. Forbes says every one of us
Writing from Eagle Rock, Va., to hls : must be a salesman, but our idea is a
friends of the newspaper, Jimmy Me- buyer or two wouldn't hurt—Macon
Nama ra says:
! Teic gra ph.
"Sure 'tis mesilf that well remim- j
bers the Great McCloskey Fight. 1;
could and did thin feel lhat I was
one of the two of thim, as Johnny
Thornton would say. Thim were the
greaat days, and cannot be repated.
Gone foriver, but not forgotten."
And then Jimmy adds;
"We are trying here to ride out
this depression, and so far have kept
a hand on the rudder and hope to
land soon on the solid shore. Brother
Tim will soon be coming down for the
balance of the winter. He has sent
Home Grown
us a keg of Ed Dean's hard struggle
sour krout and we are living fine."
DAFFODILS
NARCISSUS
HOTEL LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
CARNATIONS
Sundav. Hotel Lincoln in New
COLONIAL BOUQUETS
York will celebrate its fifth anni
CINERARIAS
versary. Plans for an elaborate
celebration have been made by
Maine Grown
Manager John T. West and the Re
liance organization, under which the
ROSES
Lincoln operates. The highlight ol
ihe celebration will be the unveil
VIOLETS
ing of a new portrait of Abraham Lin
coln done by Eric Maunsbach, fa
On Order—
mous Scandinavian - American por
trait painter. This will be followed
ORCHIDS
by a reception and tea to which ail
GARDENIAS
of the Lincoln’s permanent guests
have been invited.

VaZenfine

Suggestions

LOBSTER BILL HELD UP
The Senate refused Thursday to j
consider a bill by Senator White, to j
regulate importation of lobsters into
the United States. The measure
which will retain its place on Lhe
calendar, Ls designed to aid New j
England lobster dealers from Ca

nadian competition.

Every-Other-Day
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CITYWIDE SURVEY

To Be Made Here In the ln-;3?
terest of the Boy Scout
Program

Those who were listening in
upon the WEEI broadcast at 6.15
Tuesday night were afforded a
rare treat when the regular sta
tion announcer interviewed How
ell C'ullinan, who, as you all now
know, is Die man who gives such
a highly entertaining and com
prehensive news broadcast for the
Boston Globe at 8.20 a. m. and
12.15 p. in. each week day.
The occasion of this interview
was the fact that Mr. Cullinan
(whom the interviewer referred
to frequently by his nickname of
“Cully") went on the air that
morning for his seventh year—
never absent and never tardy, ac
cording to hts own proud claim.
It has not always been an easy
matter to be on the job at that
time in the morning, for Mr. Cullinan's duties have kept him out
as late as 3 a. m.. but it would ap
pear from the interview that he
has several alarm clocks and that
all are as faithfully on the job as
he is. So that is how it comes
about that you hear the familiar
salutation "Good morning, every
body" at exactly 8.20 a. m.. day in
and day out.

■e ♦ »

-

Mr. (ullinan Ls a Cornell man
and an ex-service man. so widely
traveled that listeners gasped
when they learned that he has
mode a trip around the world, has
been four times to Europe, has
been up in the vicinity of Green
land, and has been to ever so
many other places. He wrote to
me recently that he expected lo
spend his summer vacation with
hls mother in the Adirondarks.
but has promised to make Rock
land a weekend visit, the time for
which was rather indefinitely set
as “within the next six months."

The February meeting of the Rocklaud District Committee, Boy Scouts
of America, was held at the Chamber
of Commerce rooms 'lhursday eve
ning. Chairman Allan F. McAlary
presided. Other members present
were H. P. Blodget:. Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald, Harold W. Whitehill.
Lawrence Leach, C. H. Duff. John M
Richardson. Benjamin Dowling. Her
vey C. Allen, E. L. Toner. Commis
sioner Theodore Lewin jmd District
Executive Chandler. Reports of Dc
eember and January meetings wen
lead and confirmed District Exeeaitive Chandler reported on the work
cf the past month.
Plans were outlined for a city-wide
survey as a means of determining the
number of 12 year old boys who are
not being reached by Scouting. The
chairman suggested that a yearly
Scout program in the Sixth and Sev
enth grades to stimulate interest it.
Scou.ing might be feasible. Supt
Toner offered his co-operation. Mr
Dowling suggested that a valuable
contact with the parents could be
nmde through the Parent-Teacher
Association. The chairman aopointed a statistical survey committee
consisting of E. L. Toner chairman.
John M. Richardson and Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald.
The need of a troop organization
nzauon
committee was explained, and it wa*
voted that the chairman appoint
int this
committee, with the advice and
id censent of thc commissioner.
it
Harold Whitehill brought to the
attention of the committee the fac
that many boys were prevented from
receiving merit badges because of the
difficulty of obtaining the necessary
15 cents from the depleted family
treasury, and stated that the feeling
among the boys was that it was un
ethical to require this fee inasmuch
as the badge was presented as an
award of accomplishment. The com
vot-
mittee supported his opinion and
ed to pav for all awards not furnished
lshed
by the Council.
The meeting was adjourned at 8 30.
with 12 members present.

MrCAl.I. PATTERNS IN STOCK

Starting Next Monday
FINAL CLEARANCE on

our regu-

It's not too late ... and what a saving you make
lar stock . . . less than half price.

'Sy

n£l

■

$24.50 COATS
$39.50 COATS
$58.00 COATS

$8.75
$18.75
$29.50

w
I

Final Clearance on Felt Hats
tu

Good chance to get a Good Felt Hat for all summer wear at
Bargain Prices

IJ

$

A Few Dresses To Close
$2.00

TENANTS HARBOR

$3.00

$5.00

Formerly up to $14.95

It snowed off and on Sunday about!
all day with a little fine rain, which J
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
nad? it quite slippery. Only about |
cne inch of snow fell. It was a good
day to spend in the house and rt ad
Rouge. Of thc 300 in hls regiment.
a book.
CAMDEN
84 were killed or wounded. He reFred Foster has been doing some
»»
j
ceived an honorable discharge on Dec.
Events of tremendous and
electric light wiring for Ernest RawMrs. Raymond Pooler and childre
lgS4 He w.as
,o juiia
worldwide importance have been
ley at his barber shop.
?Lr°r,tla"d
°f h" mOthe
Pavson and to them were bom six
Lincoln Academy and Camden High
conveyed to WEEI’S thousands of
THE LEGION SMOKER Mrs A T Newhall
Miss Doris Patterson. James Pat
children, four of whom are now liv
listeners, and it was easy to see
Charles F. T. Seaverns oi Hartford. ing. Alden P of Hope. Albion P Jr.,
terson, Jimmie Smith and Murdock were the winners in last night's league
that he ranks the Lindbergh
basketball
contests.
Lincoln
defeating
Smith have been confined to the
of Lincolnville. George B of Portland,
The Boys
flight from New York to Paris as
J With the Big
° Mitts i is in towm on a fishing trip.
house the past week with bad colds, Rockland 43 to 39 at the local gym,
and Fred K with whom Mr. Allen
the outstanding one. "That," he
but are all improving.
Furnished a Very Lively Mrs. William R. Caminoni and now resides. He is a remarkably
and Camden defeating Rockport High
said, "made the perfect broad
daughter Mrs. D. Preston Wysong smart man and it seems impossible
Friends of Mrs. Norma Hawkins 36 to 18 on the Camden court. It
cast.” It was Mr. Cullinan who
Entertainment
are returning today from a visit in when conversing with him to realize
are pleased to know that she is re was the second league defeat of the
first gave to the radio world the
New York city.
covering from her recent illness of season for the Rockland boys.
he has nearly rounded out the cen
announcement of ex-President
Fists flew at the American Legion
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap tury mark.
pneumonia.
Congratulations and
The girls’ games resulted thus:
Calvin Coolidge's death. Mr. CulMr. and Mrs. Kempster Hawkins Rockland High 63. Lincoln Academy hall Thursday night—not as a demon- ter, O.ES., Monday evening.
many happy returns of the day.
linan's winter home is at the
The Philathea Class of the Baptist
who are spending the winter in Wa 14; Camden High 51. Rockport High etration of hatred, but as part of the
Harvard Club of Boston. 374 Com
Church was entertained Friday night
terville were visiting Iriends here
25.
entertainment furnished at the at the home of Mrs. William Wil
monwealth avenue.
INGRAHAM 1111.1.
last week and expect lo return again
The Rockland Game
monthly smoker of WuPiow-Hclbrock liams. Union street.
------the first of March.
Miss Teresa L. Arau will entertain
Tlie community wa. add tiled by
Erskine and Tukey each scored pCst
The New York Philharmonic Or
A good quantity of wood Ls being
ihe dta-h of Mr . Minnie Johnson
, the Monday Club next week.
chestra will bc heard in a spe
cut here this winter. Some of th. .«» buk.U, but P«nakl_ th. >.!■
The Thimble Club meets next MonF, t 2. She was lik. d
cial all-Wagner program in comss*.;.sr±aE' “J r3,.
•™' i<"“r "■pp-',r'a
cutters are E I. Pease, Ernest Pease,
evening with Mrs. Annie Bowden
, .
,,
,
memo.-ation of the 50th anniJames Cant. Murdock Smi'h. Albert Black was high for the evening with i in the ring as an opponent of Smith day
The ladies of the Methodist So- wry much by all who knew her.
virrary of the composer's death.
Herdcrson. Norman Barter. Warren 19 points. The score:
’ ar.d while the laljer is possessed of ciety will hold a food sale at A S.
The servici which havc been held
Sunday, from 3 to 5 p. m.
Lincoln Academy
Philbrcok and Herman Rawley.
mere cleverness at the present time Prince's store Saturday at 930.
al the Holman Memorial Chapel since
Mr?. Lizzie Leach of Warren visited
G
F
Pts it was the opinion of all that BoardThe Philathea Class of the Baptist
The death of Bertha Cushing
relatives in this place last week.
Erskine, If .............. 8
0
16 man, with more experience, is going Church has accepted an offer from AU3. 14 will be dl'continijrd until
Child, well known vocal teacher
Al Rawley and Albert Slingsby Fuller, rf ________ 2
1
5 I to make a very good man. He dis- B J. Knight to hold a sale of all warmer weather. The worshiopers
and singer, in Paris Wednesday
11 plays excellent form
piped in a well for Fred Smalley 8immons. rf ........... 0
1
1.0 A. food products at hls store on are leaking forward to have Mrs. L.
was announced in the Globe
16
Monday. It was a good jeb well done Tukey. c ................. 8
0
16 Keizer outpointed Golden
but a commission basis. Feb. 23-25 Ment W. Me:' er with them aaain to fur■ adio news Thursday. Mrs. Child
44v.culd never have lived
Mr. Smalley has a fine well which is Reed lg ................. 2
0
to tell the bers of the class will be in attendance
lfte P,nsram and are grateful fo>was heard in coWeert in Rock
93 feet deeD. and has plenty of water Weston, rg ............. 0
111 ;ale had some of the latlct's terrific and the patronage of the public will
'umrae- guest: did ln helpland • -veral years ago while a
Well “Boze." you are doing fine.
be appreciated.
repair ihe chapel. Thanks also
' swirgs connected with his jaw.
gui t here. Mrs. Hazel Burr At
43
20
Fveryona enjoys reading your "awav
Thc bout between Phelps and Tate
Mrs. Alameda Porter entertained t0
‘
furn. ltd the program
wood was privileged to study
back" articles, and the one this week
Rockland High
was a lively one. and the latter com the Friday Reading Club this week ' ,cr ta;h Sunday; there has been quite
with Mrs. Child at the Lang
cn schools was a good onc. In those
attendance for the mall comPts bined some dancing talent with his Mrs C Kendall Hopkins was reader.
F
O
Studio in Boston for a period of
dhys teachers who came from cut of Thomas, lg _______ 0
Regular meeting of Camden Com- n|u>uty
0
0 fkticuffs.
two years or more.
town were obliged to beard around at Pietrosky. rg........... 9
1
19 j Al Wilson and Young Hooper, who mandery. K.T.. Tuesday evening________________________________
thc homes having children who went Freeman, c ............... 3
The Ladies' Farm Bureau will mest
7 l.ave appt-urid in many local exhibi
1
The s'ory of -hat marvelous
to school I think il was three days Pellicani, rf ............. 2
3
7 I tions. gave an excellent demonstra at Megunticook Orange hall Wednes
for llir next
tenor John McCormack was tcld
to a pupil, so if a family had five who Frohock. If ............... 2
day afternoon at 1.30. Subject, "Home
4 tion of their skill with the mitts.
0
las*, night over WGN, illustrated
months of
attended, the teacher would board Amata. If ................... 1
Flower
Gardens."
O'Brien
of
the
cement
plant
wa,
0
2
with popular selections.
His
there 15 days, and so on. Give us
Mrs. Nellie Wright will entertain
rather too many guns for the Kickfirst number was "Believe Me If
seme more “old pal."
the W.C.T.U Monday afternoon.
17
5
39 i apoo contender. Pendleton.
All
Those
Endearing Young
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
The annual Board of Trade meet
John L'Diner has been hauling 1 Referee: Mahan.
Two young flea weights Phelps and
Charm*," and if I heard rightly
ing
will
take
place
at
the
Y.M.C
A
wood
for
Norman
Barter,
taking
ad

• • • •
R:binron. did a lively turn, a bloody
he said it was the first song he
MAGAZINE
vantage of a three-inch snowfall.
The Camden Game
nC5e
lhe former
amon« th? Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock A
learned.
full attendance is desired as officer'
Capt Samuel Lowe and Waldo |
casualties.
*•**•«•••
-I owe
-....................
. .......................................
and Tete
gave a fas. will be elected and other matters of
have completed
their trailer ami „ ^rd .ro»«d UP >3 points and was
Make sure of lovely results and
There are some fine bands on
new everyone who has seen it want* a prominent factor in the two to one aRd cia>.Sy exhibition of sparring
importance will be discussed
long satisfaction from every dollar
the air these days. One of them
—
......
,.
defeat
which
the
home
team
visited
----.•
--------.
one just like it.
Russ: 11 Reynolds and Richard
you put Into vour home by follow
is
the
Canadian
Grenadier
Rcdney Simmons and son Maurice upon Rockport High. The score:
Staples did such a good singing act
ing HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, the love
Guards which I heard over
Almost
a
Centenarian
Camden
High
cf Glenmere were in the village V. edthat they were showered with coins.
liest of home magazines. Each
CFRB last night.
Pts
resday. It will be recalled that MauAlbion P Allen of Hope will be 98
O
F
Charles L. Robinson swung into the
month it offers you countless new
0
iies Is the young man who pitched a Melvin. If ............... 1
2 bteaoh with a volunteer band, which years of age Monday. Following his ideas for your house. Its rooms, and
STRAND THEATRE
0
4 was liberally applauded.
17-inning tie game with the up rivwr Treneer, If............... 2
birth at White Head. Ftb. 13. 1835. the garden that frames It.
13
Lord, rf ................... 5
3
nine last year.
he lived a few years atMetinic. mov
"What Price Success" might well
7
1
ing to Hope when nine years old and
Seme of the young fellows arc go Dean, c .................. 3
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
Send Si. (mentioning this ad)
bc the title oi "Employees' Entrance." ing to put cn a sparring and WTes-- McLeod, lg ............. I
0
for the past 58 years he has lived in
2
to
which carries the all star cast caaate’- ling exhibition in Morris hall next Clark, lg ................. 0
1
that place on the farm where he now
1
Next Week's Games
irg of Warren William. Loretta Wednesday evening, admission 15 McKeon, lg ............. 0
0
0
resides with his son. Fred K. AJlen
House Beautiful, 8 Arlington St,
Monday—Texaco vs. South Thom He is the son and third oldest mem
Yeung. Alic? White. Wallace Ford and cents. The contestants will be: Brown., rg ............. 3
1
7
Boston
aston.
Allen Jenkins comir-g Monday ar.d Archie McLaughlin vs. Ollie Johnson:
ber of the family of John and Susan
Tuesday
—
Burpee
vs.
Kickapoo.
Tuesday.
■Bartlett)
Alien
to
whom
four
sons
3S
15
6
Chick Freeman vs. Woodrow Under
Wednesday—Ladles' night.
For the first time since the talkies, wood; Leslie Underwood vs. Johnnie
and six daughters were bom, and of
Rockport High
Thursday—Wholesalers vs. Eagles whom are now living besides Albion
that beehive cf humanity, the throb Reid; Calvin Smith vs. Philip
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Pts
F
G
bing, pulsating department store, Murphy; Herbert Melquist vs. Ted Grant, rg................... 0
STEAMBOAT CO.
P.. Herbert Allen of Roslindale
n and Eagles vs. Barbers.
0
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
with all its ramifieuition.s, arid its Stimpson; "Dump" Monaghan vs J. Annis, lg ............... 0
Mass., Miss Antoinette Allen of New
o
0
Steamer
leaves Swan s Island at 5 3C
Tlie I.*ague Standing
ton. Mass., and Mrs. Helen Watts of A M StonliiKtnn
thcurands cf employees, has been John Bald.
6 25, North Haven 7.25.
o
E. Annis. lg............... 0
0
Thomaston.
mad? thc lceale for a nlcture. In
W
L
PC.
PF.
Vlnalhaven
8 15 due to arrive at Rock
8
Collamore. c ............. 3
2
land
about
9
:•••
In
1856-1858
Mr.
Allen
worked
in
Wholesalers,
“Employees' Entranee,” Warren Wil
17
63
.787
22.636
4
Payson, rf ............
0 4
Return—Leaves Rockland at t oo ? m.,
liam plays the role of a ruthless, un
56 24 .700 22.699 Virginia cutting ship timber. He en- Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston6 Eagl:s.
L. Snow. If ............... 2
2
listed
in
Co.
G.
21st
Maine
Regiment
I
Ington
Ht 4 4O: ' lue u> arrive at Kwan a
Sc. Thomaston, 57 33 .633 25.035
scrupulous department store general
manafr r, whose dynamic, driving
58 37 .611 26,479 in 1863. and besides many other bat- 1 blan<1 about 8 00 p- MK H RT1N3ON.
18 Texaco.
Kickapoo.
force for success, causes him to dis
43 47 .478 25.124
130-tf
Referee; Wotton
Eurpee
29 61 .322 24.121
regard every feeling for hls fellow
Barbers,
v.crkers. He Ls a macnine—too busy
22 68 .222 23914
THF FOX HI NT
fcr anv but the casual love affairs
North Station
|For The Courier-Gazette |
which he has with some of hls pretty
I have listened and heard the hunter’s
tinpicycs, whom he discards at his
BOSTON
Thc Three Crows arc doing considtale.
will—adv.
How they tramped the mountains erable less cawing these days. Last ■
night they again fell before the »
through sleet and hall.
500
And come hiome at night with nothing mighty onslaught of Wall's Wonders, »
PARK THEATRE
at all.
This week we have two especially nice bargains for our customers.
| Worn out and weary, too tired to crawl. finding Snow's total ot 587 a distinct «
ROOMS
handicap. Snow also had high single, g And they are dandies, too. First—
The color and romance of the south |
! The next morning they started Ior the 114. The summary:
7,
With BATH
woods red hot,
ir pre-rebellion days and the adven- i
Wall's Wonders—Jordan 491, Snow Z
With Den. Rex. Flash and Spot.
ture and excitement of the far West
| I think Wood Thomas led the way
587, Wall 496. total 1574
»
In thc days when the red man ruled
Over thc hills and lar away. *
The Three Crows — Horrocks 484. 2
These ire a wool and cotton mixture, medium hp.avy, good patterns,
thc plains, are blended in Zane Grey's
I When all of a sudden old Dan gave a' Cummings 541. Mason 529, total 1554
The Oclden West," the Fox picture
well made and will wear and look well.
leap
vita Oeorge O'Brien in tne leading
[ Bringing the rest of the pack to their
feet
(<x
EXTRA
PERSON
ole. ccming Monday and Tuesdav.
Five
; We followed those dogs to Dunbar's
An old family feud destroys the
hill—
match
Where If Reynold hadn't holed they
| 'ove of a bov and a girl. The you’h I
which
would be there still
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
' where he meets and marthis se
Corduroy and Wool Knickers and Corduroy Laced Leg Pants—Big
-ler another girl ard a son i" born
It is surely great sport and my fun's 108 as
Just
begun.
Bargains—Look them over!
The father and mother are killed by
total,
But nevertheless I am seventv-one:
Iiecutlva Office
| the Indians and the child Ls reared
And when bedtime comes and I dream of (115i
Thc summary:
|
I >o manhood bv the savages, finally to
the rounds.
HOTEL MANGER
Wholesaler^—Rogers 256, Mcating 2
It takes me over the same oid grounds.
btccme their leader. O'Brien plays a
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
313, Glidden 302, Martin 291, Cobb « Of course we have Better Pants for both men and boys—and we've
dual role, the first during his sue- '
some that are our especial pride, but tliesc we advertise today are
But of all the sport on land and sea
321. total 1484.
Pleoie vend------ Recognition Cordl
Tliere ’s none on earth like the lox built
tcsrful career in motion pictures.
Texacos—J. McLoon 278, Mayo 304, Z O. K. Will give good satisfaction.
for use by friends ond myself. No
for
me
Special children’s matinee Tuesday
obligohon.
And If ever you happen thia way my Darls 306, Dummy 262. Fitz 289, total
it 4 o'clock; 10 cents.—adv.
friend
1428
»

LINCOLN AND CAMDEN WIN

Send T

MANGER

I

MEN’S WORK PANTS, 98c

a50

BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS

Nome -

The real hunger marchers will
reach Washington when the Dcmotratic Administration takes over the
job —Anacortes Mercury.

Street-

CHv -

- - - -----

I will tell you these stories from begin
ning to end.

I know you will like them If you like
the game.
So I am now sinning off Byron Rider, My Name,

We know a banker’s son who says
he doesn’t scratch matches on the f
bottom of his shoes any more because
It tears his socks.

WILLIS AYER j

Every-OtKer-Day
Public supper at Legion hall lonlght, 5 to 1 will be in charge of Mis
Ida Huntley.

IN THE
CHURCHES

Thc Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
Post A. L., meets Monday evening at
7.30. Each member is asked to take
another member whose attendance
has been irregular.

TALK OF THE TOWN

WEATHER

Two days almost cold enough to
freeze the gull's feet to their roost on
the ice of Lermond's Cove, and now a
brisk snowstorm—where is that de
luded groundhog this morning? If
he isn't hiding in hls hole as a false
prophet after leading us to believe
winter was nearly over, he ought to
be. Says Rideout: Heavy snow will
descend upon Maine later in the day.
and continue as such until it ends late
tonight. It will not warm up many
degrees and will be colder tonight. The
wind will shift to the northwest. The
barometer this morning read 30 1 and
was falling rapidly. Temperature 23
at 8 o’clock.
The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon at the clubroom.

Next week's attractions at Park
Theatre: Monday and Tues&ay,
George O'Brien in “The Golden
West;” Wednesday and Thursday.
Carole Lombard in "No More Or
chids;" Friday and Saturday. Tim
McCoy in "Fighting for Justice."

NAMED FOR ANNAPOLIS

1

Representative Partridge of
Maine yesterday made the fol
lowing recommendations for the
Naval Academy at Annapolis:
Principal: Cedric Kithn, Wal
doboro; first alternate, Harold
MacDonald, Rockport: second
alternate, Charles R. Ilunloon. |
Jr, Kumt'oid; principul Rich
ard E. Knowlton. Rockland:
fir.-1 alternate, Frank W. Spriwil,
Jr., Pemaquid.

Attractions at Strand Theatre next
week: Monday and Tuesday. "Em
ploye’s Entrance." with Warren Wil
liam and Loretta Young; Wednesday
and Thursday, "Frisco Jenny," with
Ruth Chatterton; Friday and Satur
day. "Sailor Be Good,” with Jack
Oakie.

knox COUNTY”

TEXACO

An Important meeting of Ihe Uni
versalist parish will take place Wed
nesday evening following circle sup
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
per. A meeting of the Sunday School
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 13—Monthly meeting of the Par officers and teachers will also take
ent-Teacher Association
place Friday evening at 7.30, thLs be
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 14—Camden—C. C. H Club Valen ing the monthly business meeting.

Interest is centering on the “Penny
supper" at the Universalist vestry tonight from 5 to 7 o'clock, under the
direction of Miss Mary E. Sylvester
The "penny a dip" idea introduced at
a similar supper last year proved
popular. The menu will afford a
wide variety to choose from.

“OJf

We Thank You For Your Enthusiastic
Acceptance of
WATER=WHITE

I saw your ad. in The CourierGazette," said a Rockland man who
stopped at Hotel Bellevue in Boston
lhis week. "So, apparently did a lot
of others," came the prompt response
from the manager.

tine Ball at the Opera House.
Feb. 14—Annual banquet of Past Presi
dents* Association of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps.
Feb. 16—The Junior Class. R H. S..
presents "The Automatic Butler.” a
farce ln three acts.
Feb
17—13 to 9.301 Meeting of
Woman’s Educational Club.
Feb 17—Klppy Karnlval at Rockland
High School.
Feb 17—Rubinstein Club meets, with
miscellaneous program ln charge of Mrs.
Orace Crie
Feb. 19—Celebration of Washington's
Birthday at Park Theatre.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 22—Third annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hell.
Feb 22—Quarterly meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Thomaston Bap
tist Church.
Feb 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at the Opera
House
March 6—Monthly meeting of City
Government.
March 7—Second District Council of
the American Legion Auxiliary meets ln
Union.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day charity
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman
Maude Blodgett. Carolyn Stewart and
Thelma Stevens
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
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SERMONETTE
An Historical Night

|
I
i
:
|
i
I

We acquire misconceptions of
biblical characters. "Meek as
Moses." Moses, the towering fig
ure of history. The man who
boldly threatened Pharoah to his
face The leader for forty years
to whom death meant nothing.
The gentle Christ, whose lowly
birth and peaceful demeanor
have been so over-emphasized.
His birth in a stable was an ac
cident of the times, due to a de
cree of Caesar Augustus, that “all
should return to their own city,”
for tax enrollment. Bethlehem
was crowded. The inns full. And
Mary's time for deliverance had
come.
At twelve his wisdom astonished
all. He was able to discuss the
religious and political life of his
day with the learned doctors in
the temple.
From the com
mencement of hls ministry his
life was vibrant and militant He
met the great personages and
scholars of his nation — further,
he rebuked and defied them.
They hated him. from Herod to
Caiaphas and Pilate.
Nicodemus was a distinguished
man. a Pharisee, member of the
high court, the Sanhedrin, a mas
ter ln Israel. He came by night,
a night he was never to forget.
It transformed this secret fol
lower into the bold espouser of
the one he sought.* He was later
to defend Jesus from those of his
own rank, who sought to kill him.
and at his death he brought the
rich gift of one hundred pounds
of myrrh and aloes to prepare
the Saviour’s body for burial.
From the darkness of that night
to everlasting light Jesus brought
Nicodemus.
William A. Holman.

RANGE OIL

Within The Last Year Hundreds Have Turned to
Texaco.
For Better Burner Performance—Less Carbon and
More Gallons Per Dollar—Call 51 or 730 Today. Order
Texaco Water’White Range Oil—Then Leave It If
Your Burner Will Let You.

A. C. McLOON G CO.

"Everything in Oil Burners"

503 Main St.

Rockland, M<

(AT THE FRIGID AIRE SIGN)

part by Ross McKinney. Special ’
recognition will be given to the
couple over 60 years of age. married
the greatest number of years. Mr
MacDonald's subject will be. “Your
Rights.' The happy prayer ana
praise meeting will be held on Tues
day evening at 7.15.
• • • •
Boy Scout Sunday will be observed
at the Universalist Church tomorrow
at the 10.45 service, when the Presi
dent Hoover award will be made to
the troop of that church for meeting
membership
requirements.
Rev
Ocorge H. Welch will have as the
topic of his sermon, “The Oreat
Galilean." The quartet
will present
■
two anthems—"O Taste and See.
Marston and "There Is a Holy City,"
Shelley. Church school. Knickerbocker Class and the Women's Class
will meet at noon and Intermediate
Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. with June Mile?
leading. The week's activities inelude: Chaoin Class Tuesdav evening
at the home of Mrs. C. E. Daniels'.
circle supper Wednesday at 6 oclock
followed by an important parish
meeting and the monthly meeting o!
the Sunday school officers and teach
ers Friday evening at 7.30.

MISSION CIRCLE MET
------Mrs. Beatrice Welch Gives Inlercsting Paper On Phnebr and Alice

APPLETON RIDGE

Mis. Esther Moody and son Ron
ald. Mrs. Esther Demuth and son
Kenneth. Miss Ruth Moody and Mas
ter James Watson attended the clinic
• The Universalist Mission Circle In Union Feb. 3.
meeting Wednesday at the home of
Washington High and A. H. S.
Mrs. David Talbot had 35 members played basketball again Friday eve
and one guest present. Mrs. Talbot ning at Riverside hall.
was assisted by Miss Maud Pratt, j Mrs. Faustina Brown Meservey is
Carrie Sherriffs. Mrs. Florence ill and her grandmother, Mrs. Addie
P‘ke' **rs Hester Chase and Mrs Robbins. 1s caring for her.
Carrie Palmer. Relief sewing occuSeveral from this place were at j
P*d P*rt
the time. Response to Hope Corner Wednesday evening j
y0'1 yail- en.tered
P? keen n" where A. H. S. presented thetr senior
terest.
was based on "Righteousness.
play to a large audience. The net |
Inn nnllinfr
vsvxmmnn
The calling committee aannounced
that 18 calls had been made since proceeds were $21.50.
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter
the January meeting. The sewing
were visitors Thursday afternoon at
committee reported eight large quilts Mrs. Evelyn Pitman's.
and three crib quilts given to needy
Lawrence Whitney was overnight
families since the first of the year,
Two ,tops are now on hand, one guest of Johnson Pitman Wednesday.
Pieced ,UP and donated by Mrs. Clara
TREMONT
Crockett. These wil be finished ano
Pla?d m the near future. The quilt
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding
made at the Copper Kettle was men- have as guests the latter's parents,
“°‘led' the,<’“dt ha',n« ***" P'*^ Mr. and Mrs. Trask of Atlantic.
and completed, all materials for Other guests at the Harding home
lining and stuffing being given there. recently were Mr. and Mrs. Brewer
A donation of three pairs of home of Hulls Cove.
knitted mittens was received from
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Murphy have
Mrs Alice Fish, and these will be returned to Rockland after visiting
P>“ed
Mrs
Allen Wilson I his sister Mrs. Vesta Gott and other
Mrs. Beatrice Welch in charming relatives.
0;d fashioned costume gave a fine
Mrs. Jacob Kelley entertained the
paper on “Phoebe and Alice Cary, ladies aid this week with 13 present,
i these being among the "Famous one new member . Mrs. Edw. Howe.
women of the Universalist Church'
Capt. John Latty of the schooner
which the circle ts studying this Theoline sailed from Southwest Har
, year.
Mrs. Welch impersonated bor Tuesday for Belfast where he
| Phoebe Cary. Beginning with Ihe will load with potatoes for New York, j
early girlhood of the sisters, Mrs.
Tremont Chapter, OJ1S.. held Its
Welch touched upon outstanding in- installation Thursday night.
, cldenls of their lives, particularly
Ben Wooster is having his logs
1 their friendship with John Green- hauled off the Dodge lot to the mill
leaf Whittier and reading his tribute to be sawed.
to the sisters in his poem "The Two
I Singers.” Several of the sisters'
We are not strongly in favor of the
beautiful poems were read. At the proposed five-day week, but we
j close of the paper Mrs. Katherine wouldn't mind having a five-day
Veazie. with Miss Margaret Stahl at weekend—Atlanta Journal.
the piano, sang “One Sweetly
Solemn Thought" (Phoebe Cary)
BORN
and "My God! The Covenant of Thy SEAVEY—At Ellsworth. Jan 28. to Mr
nnd Mrs Harold Seavey of The Cuck
Love” (Alice Cary).
Cary

Ool. F. S. Philbrick has received
from the War Department one of tlie .
Earl Smith has been in Waterville bronze medals awarded to all surviv- 1
for a few weeks for the telephone ing Civil War veterans who are able
to show honorable discharge from the
company.
service. On one side is a bas relief
portrait of Abraham Lincoln, and his
The Knickerbockers, meeting in the familiar motto: "With malice toward
W. H. Olover store from 12 to 1 Sun none, with charity for all." On the
day will have for “the Maine ques reverse side is the inscription "The
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal!,
tion"—the cut in education.
Civil War. 1861-1865."
Rev. E. O. Kenj'on. rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
Charles. T. Smalley returned yes
Chasing chimney fires in near zero for Septuagesima Sunday: Holy com
terday Irom the Slate Capitol where weather would not be such a terfibl: munion at 7.30, church school at
he had business before several com hardship if all resulted like the one 9.30. choral eucharist and sermon at
mittees.
at ex-Mayor Charles M Harrington's 10.30, vespers at 7.30.
TIIE ST. GEORGE (TII'R( IIES
____
residence on Summer street. With
Ridge and Port Clvde
The subject of Mr. Rounds’ ser
Oeorge O'Brien in “The Oold»r. Ihe fire extinguished the boys were
„ .
, „ .
,,,
West" will be the attraction at Park invited to turn their attention to the mon tomorrow morning at the Con
Services for Sundav. Peb. 12, wi..
Theatre Tuesday afternoon when the hot lunch provided by Mrs Britt. gregational Church will be. "The Re be:
Tlie “all out" never sounded on thc ligion of Abraham Lincoln." The
children's matinee is held.
At the Ridje, 10.30 a. m.. and at
latter occasion as Mrs Britt still had Sunday school will convene at noon.
Port Clyde. 3 p. m., the subject wi.l
Tne regular meeting of the Knox an abundant supply when the gsuianr The Comrades of the Way will meet be "Mr. N. M . Mr. C. M.. and Mr
in the vestry at 6.30.
and Lincoln past grands and past chemicalists took their departure.
S. M." The pastor. Rev. Milton R
• • • •
noble grands will take place at Wal
At First Church of Christ. Scien Kerr, officiates at both services
At the evening service at the First
doboro Wednesday. Supper as usual.
Special Christian Endeavor evenirg
Baptist Church Sunday at 7.15 a tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster
at Port Clyde at 7 p. m. The Enchorus of male voices will add inter streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 deavorers
are furnishing a fine proM'ss Gail Sharpe, daughter of Dr est. Their part in the program will and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
and Mrs. William Sharpe has been be introduced by a piano medley of mon tomorrow will be "Soul." Sun gram with special features. Miss
chcstr. social editor of the Year familiar hymns. TTien the chorus day School is at 11.45. Wednesday Cora M. Brown, at one time pastor of
Book at House in tlie Pines, Norton. will swing into the stirring strains of evening testimony meeting ts at 7.30. the Wiley's Corner Church, and who
fcr many years has been a missionary
Mass.
"All Hall the Power of Jesus' Name." The reading room 1s located at 400 hi the mountains of North Carolina
Mam street, and is open week days
with
solo
parts
taken
by
Gerald
Marwill be the messenger. Come and
The Lighthouse Department gains
from 2 until 5 d. m.
• • • •
bring your friends, as Miss Brown is
a notable accession through the gerson. There will be a quartet num
ber a capella, and tn closing "Onward
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church an interesting speaker.
launching at Bath of the new tender Christian
Soldiers" will afford solo
Sunday School at the Ridge at 11.30
Hickory, which will be used in New parts for R. K. Green and Ross Mc tomorrow Mr. Marr will preach at
10.30 on "Fitted for life’s greatest a. m., at the Port. 2 p. m.
York harbor.
Kinney.
Midweek services, Wednesday 7
battles." The anthem will be "O
olds Light Station, u daughter
Paradise." Oordon Williams with p. m. at the Ridge, Thursday at 7 at
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has organ
Mrs. Esther Graves, Mrs. Etta solo by Mrs. Ruth Hoch. The Boy thc Port.
ized an orchestra under the direction
WARREN
DIED
Everyone cordially invited to all
of Emma Harvie. It ls to be used for , Ccvell and Mrs. Margaret Lufkin of Scouts will attend in uniform. Sun
CRAWFORD- At Hawthorne. Fla.. Feb.
I
Isle
au
Haut
were
taken
into
mem

day school meets at noon and Ep these services.
1 Ella (Carroll), wife of Henry C.
the work of the Lodge and for social
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn entertained Crawford,
formerly of We«t Rockport.
bership at the meeting of Edwin worth League at 6 o’clock. The ser
entertainments.
Mrs. Laura Brackett. Miss M. Grace DEARBORN—At Lincolnville. Feb. 9.
Tenant’s: Harbor
! Libby Relief Corps Thursday evening mon subject at 7.15 wifi be 'The
Walker
add
Mrs.
Alice
Watts
at
din

Nena C.. wife of Oeorge Dearborn,
There will be the usual services at ner Wednesday.
aged 63 years, 2 months. 9 days. Fu
The Winslow-Holbrook drum corps 'The entertainment program featured harp on the willows.'’ Prayer meet
the Baptist Church Rev. F W. Barneral Sunday at 2 o’clock from late
Tuesday.
will have a 3 o'clock rehearsal at the : readings on Lincoln by Mrs. Eliza ing will be at •7.15
Warren
friends
will
be
saddened
to
• • •
’• idence. Burial In Camden.
Plummer,
song,
"Carry
Me
Back
to
Ol
ton,
pastor,
Sunday
morning
and
at
i
1I
„»
avn
..
w
„
“
Armory Sunday afternoon under th<
tin......
learn
unfavorable
news
of
the
conSULLIVAN
At East Boston. Mass. Feb.
Wiley'
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the Lit the Wileys Comer Church ln t.ie dition of lsaac Ellis Starrett who is
direction of Capt. S. E. Willard, ! Virginny," Mrs. Ida Huntley, and
7 Maurice Sullivan, aged 70 years.
Funeral Sunday at 2.30 from St. James |
US A., whose Instruction is show ! trading. “The Road to Nowhere," tlefield Memorial Church will oc afternoon, sermon subject "The Man ill at the home of his daughter, Mrs
Church, Thomaston
Mrs. Millie Thomas. Circle supper cupy the pulpit as usual. His morn
ing emphatic results.
Alfred Haw« m Union Mr and Mrs BURNETT—At Rockland Feb 9. Sybella I
Endeavor
the , Ernest
was in charge of Mrs. Velma Marsh ing subject will be, "The mercy of Man., ” Christian
.
,
,,, and
.
L. Starrett were called there
B widow of William R Burnett, aged ,
The choir will sing the ngular evening sendee will be coir- Thursday ,0
Mrs „awes wh0
68 years. 2 months. 11 days. Funeral
Rockland's onlv self-service a.ioe Mrs. Emma Hall and Mrs. Nellie Mc Jehovah."
anthem,
"I
will
praise
thee,"
bined.
at
7
oclock
with
Miss
Harriet
I
b^.^
her
father
has
,
wo
other
sick
Kinney..
Sunday at 2 o’clock.
store is opening today in Studley
Thomas and Norman Crockett will Long as speaker. Services at Wiley s ones. her hU5toand, lu from Jaundice,
block, next door south of Studley
IN MEMORIAM
Miriam Rebekah Ledge sponsored a sing a solo. Junior Church will meet (CTTlcr at 7 oclock and Mrs. F. W arid
arid hpr
her rtaiifrhtpr
daughter Nnrma
Norma.
Furniture Co. The store is under the
In loving memory of Oeorge W. Lud
at 10 30. and Sunday school at 11.45
will ring. Bibl* Clars will
Mrs. Martha Watts was called to wig who passed away Feb 13. 1922
same management as the successful card party Tuesday afternoon at Odl at which everybody is welcome. 1 Barton
Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
"Dcrman's" shoe shop at Thc Prook. Fellows hall. There were three tables, The young people's meeting at 6.15 have its regular monthly meetir' Rockland Thursday by the death of
Loving memory outlasts all.
prizewinners being Mrs. Crockett.
Monday evening in the vestry when her father winlam H. Maxey which
Sadly
missed by hls Mother. Brother
is led by Miss Olive Bragg and the
and Sister.
•
The annual banquet of the Past Mrs. Fred Collamore. Mrs. Josephine topic is, "Fruitful Christian Living.” RevJohnHolmanof Port Clyde wi’' j occurred late Wednesday night
be
the
speaker,
subject,
"The
Sunday
Burns
and
Mrs.
Lina
Carroll.
Mr>.
“
““
Mrs. Orace Campbell who has been
Presidents Association of Edwin Libby
Evening service at 7.15 will be Question." Everyone cordially
CARD
OF
THANKS
in

Helen
Paladino
acted
as
hostess
ill the past five weeks ls now able to
Relief Corps takes place Tuesday
I wish to express my deepest apprecia
opened by a session of song. The
be out again and take short walks.
tion of the many kindnesses shown me
evening at 6 o'clock at Orand Army C ircle supper was in charge of the subject of the sermon is ’The second vited.
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn is caring for and my late husband. Edward 3. Spear
Long Cove
hall, each member lo invite one men. At the business session two death." Prayer meeting meets Tues
my thanks for the beautiful Dowers
St. George's Church (Eplcopal).
Sidney Wyllie who was stricken and
guest. Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham will applications for membership were day evening at 7.30 and the Bible
sent for the last services.
received.
An
invitation
was
extended
Fcv.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector:
Church
!
Wlth
in
wgestton
Monday.
Mrs. Ada Spear. I
pi eside. An interesting program has
study at Earl Randall's, Washington
Mrs. Alena Starrett Ls ill with
been arranged. Dues will be payable. ta the Warren lodge to confer the de street on Friday evening at 7 o'clock. School at 2 o'clock: evensong and ser grippe.
CARD OF THANKS
gree Feb. 21. A mock wedding was This study is open to anyone who mon at 3. Everyone welcome.
We wish to thank our counsel, Ensign
____________
Gloria Haskell has chicken pox.
Thc Auxiliary cf Sons of Union presented, with Mb's Madlene Rog wishes to attend.
Otis; the Court and the Jurors, for the
czYl i-t-lj ti irttt a
Ernest Achorn, Sr., is out again courteous and Impartial treatment we
• • • •
Veterans meets Wednesday afternoon ers contributing readings in her usual
SOUTH THOMASTON after a siege with grippe.
received during the trial of our case In |
“The Question of the Ages." will
tc work on quilts and sew pathwork pleasing manner.
Superior Court Thursday
The officers of Forget-me-not. j Warren fire department had a cold Knox County Mr
and Mrs. C. L Allen. ,
be the subject of the sermon at the Chapter
Members are reminded to take sewing
were
impressively
and
rfflride
Thursday
night
at
10
o'clock
Drastic
reductions
in
round
trip
Thomaston
.
First Baptist Church on Sunday
accessories,
particularly
needles
ciently
installed
Monday
evening
bv
when
called
to
a
chimney
fire
at
the
fares
by
rail
from
all
stations
in
morning. The special music will be
Circle supper at 6 will be in charge ot
Past District Deputy Grand Matron James McManus residence, South
Mrs. Mae Cross. Mrs. H R. Winchen- Maine on the Maine Central Railrc'd furnished by the junior vested choir. Belle Frost, who was ably assisted Warrep road. There was no damage
to
Boston
over
Washington's
Birthday
They will sing "The Second Psalm."
taugh and Mrs. Harold Thomas. Ir.
during the ceremonies by Elizabeth
The regular Child Health Conferthe evening Washington's Birthday are announced. Tickets may be pur Protheroe. and "Beautiful Words of Babb as marshal. Amy Tripp as or- , ence will be held next Wednesday i
chased Friday, Feb. 17. good for re Jesus.” Meridith. The church school
will be observed.
turn within seven days, reducing the will meet at the noon hour with ganist and C. S. Watts, chaplain. ! at the Congregational vestry at 2
The officers: Margaret Gilchrist. ! P- m. Those who received their first
fales Circle. Ladies of the G AR cost of the trip from some stations to classes for all ages. The Christian worthy matron; John Ingram, worthy inoculation for diphtheria a month
met Wednesday for picnic supper and abcut a quarter of the regular round Endcavorers will conduct thetr serv patron: Janie Fullerton, associate aS°. may take the second onc at
a business session. Plans were made trip fare. Some of the larger reduc ice at 6 o’clock. The people's eve matron; Harvey Crowley, associate this time.
lor a card party at Grand Army hah tions are: Rockland-Boston from nihg service will open with the big patron; Gladys Harlow, conductress;
The Congregational ladies’ circle
with Mrs. Amelia Carter in charge. {15.92 to $5.50; Newcastle-Boston sing ’supported by the organ and Flora Baum, associate conductress; j served a valentine supper Thursday
$11.80
to
$5;
Bath-Boston
from
$10
43
piano.
The
music
of
this
hour
will
Mrs. Priscilla Smith was named
To give the egg producer
furnished by a chorus of men with Susie Sleeper, secretary; Ethel Har- evening Mrs. Anna Starrett, chaira better opportunity to dis
housekeeper for the supper to pre tb $5; Calais-Boston from $27.24 t.v abespecial
grouping of songs with solo rington. treasurer; Charles Watts, I man of the committee, had the tables
$7.
Comparable
sharp
reductions
will
pose of his product we have
cede the meeting of Feb. 22, when a
decided to operate an Egg
parts by Gerald Marzeson and Ray chaplain; Elizabeth Babb, marshal; attractively decorated with red and
Auction at our plant in
picgram in observance of Washing be made effective from all ether'sta mond Greene. The chorus will also Clara Rackliff, Adah; wEva Sleeper, white paper napkins, lighted red
tions.
Portland.
ton's Birthday will be presented.
sing, "Hold the Fort,” Bliss witn so.o Esther! Lotta Crowley, Martha: ' candles, cream cakes with red jellv.
The plan has been used
Louise Butler, warder; Cleveland tinted applesauce, and jelly cut in
There will be a rehearsal in prepiwith success in other parts
At the annual meeting of the Civil
Sleeper, rentinel. The ceremony wa>
form of hearts. A menu of sliced
lation
of
the
forthcoming
installa

of the country.
War Memorial Association at G A R.
interspersed with vocal solos by Mrs. i
.r°as' P01"^; apple sauce, jelly.
hall Tuesday night these officers tion of Golden Rod Chapter OE.S.
Eggs shipped to the Auc
Atwcod of Rockland, and readings by ( “•*ted beans, salads and sweets was
tion will be received any
were chosen: President, Mrs. Mary at the Masonic Temple Sunday aft
Lotta Crowley and Bertha Borger- serv('t*
ernoon
at
1
o'clock
and
Tuesday
eve

week-day
from 7 A M. to
P. Cconcr: vice president, I. Leslie
FLOWERS
5 I'. M. AU eggs will be pro
fon. The supper committee, Louise , _
. 7 !
7~“
Cros■; clerk. Edward K Gould; treas ning at 7 o'clock. The installation
tected
by
refrigeration and
Butler, Floratylle Allen. Harvev L
1 ,ake cha"ces wlthout autom°shipping charges will be ad
urer, Mrs. Mae B. Reed: auditor. will take place Wednesday evening
Will
Delight
Her
Crowley
and
John
Ingram,
deserve
:
“
'
vanced.
Henry C. Chatto; trustees, Mrs. Millie at 8 o'clock, with Mrs. Vivian Hewett,
much credit, as through their efforts
®
Roberts
Veazie,
Thcmas, Mrs. Eliza W. Plummer. Mrs. retiring worthy matron, in charge
This Is a sure way of dis
a delightful repast was served
|
February 14
posing of your eggs and we
F. Helen Paladino, William N. Benner. She will be assisted by I. Lawton
40-8-tf
nearly 60 invited guests and mem.
urge that you write at once
Bray retiring worthy patron, Mrs.
for complete information.
bers. The installation stands out as
Edith Tweedie as chaplain, Mrs. Alice
Silsby’s Flower
CARD OF THANKS
“Nilo."
an
exceptionally
successful
event.
We
wish
to
exnretu,
our
sincere
thanks
Comstock
as
marshal
and
Mrs.
Amy
18’ft
Shop
Thc installing matron commended to our friends for their kindness and PORTLAND, ME., EGG AUCTION
Tripp as organist. There will be an
during our recent bereave
371 Main SL
Forget-me-not Chapter on the good sympxthy
informal
reception,
program
and
re

Frank H. Robie, Mgr.
ment; especially Knox Lodge. No 29.
I am ready to make out your in
Rockland
work
its
members
are
doing,
each
I
O
O.
F.;
also for the beautiful Doral
freshments
in
the
banquet
hall
at
the
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
329 Commercial SL, Portland, Me.
tributes
active member trying to fulfill tlie
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street. close of the ceremonies. Each mem
Samuel E. Lamb. Miss Hattie Lamb.
noble precepts of thc order.
ber may invite one guest.
Mrs Sidney Benner.
•
12-tf
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“TRAINER’S”
Try Our Unexcelled Coffee and Doughnuts
: : NEW SPECIALS : :
We serve ten or twelve New Special Dinner
Combinations Daily

Saturday Night Baked Bean Supper, 20c and 30c

SPECIAL SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER
50 CENTS

1888—1933

FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF SERVICE
Forty-five years ago we commenced to serve people hi this
locality who desired to own their homes and the business has bren
a success through all this timr. Thrrr are a few -Implr reasons
for thLs success.

We make loans only on real estate mortgages.
We charge only 6% interest
The expenses of making a loan wilh us are small, only
the cost of looking up title and making and recording
papers.
No commissions or bonuses.
Small monthly payments, about the ?ame as rent, cover
all charges and pay off the loan in about twelve years.
You want a home.
W'e are ready to help you get it

Rcckland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

i8Str

NOTICE TO INVESTMENT OWNERS

Rent a
Safe Deposit Box
Price Only Three Dollars Plus Tax

Our Vault Control System Insures
Same Safety As the Large City Banks

INVESTIGATE Before You INVEST

The Officers of the ROCKLAND SAVINGS

BANK will analyze and give you the Stand
ing of your Stocks and Bonds.

No Securities To Sell

Rockland Savings
Bank
Established

1868

Deposit

Here

For Jig Saw
Puzzle Makers
1-8 in. Ply Wood, 75c and $1.10 per sheet
Cardboard, 7 l-2c per sheet

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
Headquarters for Sherwin-Williams Paint, Largest
Stock and Lowest Prices in the County
ROCKLAND, ME.

STANDARD WEIGHTS I

25 YEARS AGO

itaawp;-

By Bushel As Provided By

straw-

Maine Statutes
A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings whirh interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month, 1908.

Prank A. Knight, Civil War vetcran. died suddenly at the Head of
the Bay. He served in thc Second
Maine Battery and Second Maine
Cavalry.
Tlie Ash Point polo team was
aching to get at the Whitney Cor
ners.
Temperature 15 degrees below
aero (Peb. 5).
Inez Farnham, aged 10, walked to
South Hope and return in less than
flve hours.
Governor Cobb was named one of
thc receivers of thc Consolidated
Steamship Co.

Every*Other-Da^

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 1 1, 1933
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THE MAY DAY
MYSTERY

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
nf 1913 and Public Laws of 1916. Cut
it out and keep for reference.
1 Bushel—Pounds

1

7;,^'................................... J*
................................. n
y .................... ....................

Beans
Beans,
Beans,
Beans,
Beans,
pole
Beans,
____
Beans.

Beets

Lima.......................................
shell
..................................
Soy
........... ........_.......
scarlet or white runner,
..........C......
string u..,.,
Windsor (broad• .............

Bcets. mangel-wurzel
Beets, sugar .............
Beets, turnip................
, Beet Greens
Blackberries ...... . ........................... .
Blueberries .........................................
Bran and shorts .........
Buckwheat ... .... „.............................
Carrots ..._...................
Corn, cracked ...........................
Corn. Indian ...........................
Cranberr'es .......................................
Currunts
..... ........... ........... ............
Dandelions .........................................
Feed ............................ ........ ..............
Flaxseed ................ ..................

Octavus Roq Cokers

56
28
58
50 .
24 I

47
60
60
60
60
12
40
42
20
48
50
50
56
3;
40
12
50
56

The store used by Dreamland
Theatre was to be converted into a
bowling alley, and amusement par
lor, witli John P. Whitney as pro
prietor.
The O. P. Hix block. Main and
Pleasant streets, was sold at auction
to L. P. Clough and Dr. E. W. Gould.
There was some sleighing the first
ol February, but nothing to brag
about.
Knox County jail had 21 occu Hair .............................................................. it I
pants.
Kale ........................
_______ l!
V. A. Leach left the employ of W. Lime .............................
_______ 70 ,
O. Hewett Co., where he had been Meal (except oatmeal) ............... . 50
for 20 years, with the intention of Meal, corn
___ _ 50
' Meal, rye _ ___
going into business for himself.
_____
50
Real estate owned by 117 indi Millet. Japanese
_____ 35
viduals who had failed to pay their Oats
----- 32
1907 tax. was sold at auction Col- Onions ...........................
52
lector Clarence A Packard acting as Parsley .........................
_____
8
auctioneer.
i Parsnips —__ ___
----- __ 45
Maurice Studley was clerking for Peachea. dried ...........
........_.. 33
---------- 22 I
O. Dudley Gould In Warren
Peanuts, green ...........
Miss Jennie M. Draper resigned as Peanuts, roasted .........
---------- 20 1
superintendent of Knox Hospital Pears
---------- 58
..........„ 6o;
and was succeeded toy Miss Lena Peas, smuo'.ii ..........
_.... .... 28 I
French.
. Pea*, unahelled. green
............... 56
Arriving at New York on thc
winkled ..........
........ __ 60 j
steamship Comanche were Capt Potatoes ................ .
---------- 54
James Fales and hls crew of nine ot Potatoes, sweet ...........
------------ 48
the four-masted schooner Helen E Quinces ......................
40
Taft, which was sunk in collision off Raspberries .......... ........ _...............
---------- 46 1
Cape Lookout Lightship. The men „‘ce- rough
______ 56 I
had been afloat for hours, cold and
* ......................
---------- 70
hungry, when picked up
Salt, coarse ..........
___ 70
Fred W. Wight became campaign
r“rk Island
____ ._ 60
manager for Hon. William T. Haines.' Sa" tine —.........
60
who was seeking the Republican Salt. Liverpool .................................
Seed, alfalfa ....................................
60
gubernatorial nodnnation
....... 60 j
Thc City Government made a new Seed, clover .......................
44
electric lighting contract for one Seed, hemp
year—a renewal practically of the Seed, herdsgrass ___________
existing contract which was 62 lights Seed. Timothy ........................
Seed. Hungarian grass ________
48
at $87.50 each.
Dave Sawyer knocked out Dick Seed, millet .............___............. ___ 50
orchard grass __ ______ 14
O'Brien in the third round at the Seed,
Arcade, but was outpointed by Bart Seed, redtop _____ ____ ____ ____ 14
Seed. Sea Island cotton ................ 44
ley Connolly in Portland.
Seed, sorghum _______
50
Francis Smith died at his summer Seed upland cotton .......
30
estate. Warrenton Park, aged 84.
Spinach _________ __,
12
The First Baptist Church cele Strawberries ..................
40
brated its 75th anniversary. The Tomatoes ........................
56
roll-call had 170 responses. Among Turnips. English .__....
50
the distinguished visitors was Mrs. Turnips, rutabaga ......
60
L. M. N. Stevens. president of the Na Wheat ... .........._....... __
60
tional W.C.T.U. The exercises ex The standard weight of a
tended over flve days. Protestant
barrel of Flour Is _....
196 lbs.
pastors who added words of con The standard weight
if
gratulation were Dr. A. W Taylor.
barrel of Potatoes is ____ 165 lbs.
Advent. Rev. Russell Woodman Tbe standard weight of a
Episcopal; Rev. E. H. Chapin. Unibarrel of Sweet Potatoes Is.. 150 lbs
versalist; Rev. Robert Sutcliffe.
Methodist. Rev. J. H Quint. Conjrcgationalist. Rev. W. J. Day was pas Frank Winchenbach. a daughter.
tor of the First Baptist Church and
Warren, Pleasantville. Feb 3. to
gave the historical address. Por Mr. and Mrs. Grover Newbert. a .-on.
traits of Revs. Kalloch. Hsley, Butler,
Pleasant Point. Feb. 8. to Mr. and
Chase. Roberts and Parshley were Mrs Winfield Fllnton, a daughter.
unveiled. There was more than a
score of visiting clergymen.
I The marriages for thia period j
The opening week of motion pic- were:
tures at Farwell Opera House was a
Camden. Jan. 16. David Arey ana
success. The singer of the week was Mrs. Clementine Heal
Miss Nela Daggett Fred M. Eugley
Rockland. Jan. 22. George Harrison
was manager.
Sherman and Mary Louise Preston.
Mayor Arnold H. Jones was elected
Rockland. Jan. 22. William R.
president of the Maine Press Asso Haines of Rockland and Nellie C.
ciation.
Farr of South Thomaston.
Fred P Hosmer entered the em
Deer Isle. Jan. 19. Calvin Stinson
ploy of thc Carnegie Steel Works in and Mildred Conary.
Pittsburg.
Friendship. Jan. 30. George N J
The county commissioners voted to Montgomery of Bucksport and Miss
establish a rock-breaking plant.
Harriet M. Cook of Friendship.
James Hanrahan died al Tlie
Friendship. Feb. 1. Harry H. j
Meadows, aged 64.
Poland of Friendship and Miss Ina
Samuel M. Veazie. well known hard
Flanders of Waldoboro.
ware dealer, died, aged 80
Clark Island. Feb. 1. Charles Me- ;
Mrs. Enoch Davies, 75, died at her Leod and Mrs. Louisa McConchie.
home on South Main street.
Rockland. Feb. 8. Frank C. Pratt I
Fire which started in a rubbish and Miss Anna Jeanette Clough.
heap at the rear of the KimballBoston. Feb. 6. Charles R. Davis
Wise block (owned by the Security of Boston and Mina Maude Messer ol
Trust Co.i did $8000 damage. The Camden.
Rockland Hardware Co. had occupied
Deer Isle. Feb 8. Arthur Marshall
thc block since 1901.
and Miss Lenora Thompson.
• • • •
An Owl Club was formed at the
Horatio Alden of Camden resumed'
Northend with L. H. Duncan ae
president.
his studies at Harvard.
Oregon apples were selling at 5
Edward W. Robinson. 82. died at
cents each. Owing to their exces thc home of his daughter. Mrs. Clara
sive cost only two dealers were hand Williams, in Thomaston. He servedj
ling them.
as postmaster under Lincoln.
E. N. Nelson bought the A. W.
Capt. George Smith of Vinalhaven
Stetson barber shop In Jones block. arrived from Gloucester in his new
The first annual report of James auxiliary schooner.
Donohue, commissioner of Sea and
Mrs. Mary E. (Hobbs) Payson died
Shore Fisheries showed that the in Hope, aged1 78.
catch for 1907 was valued at $360,000
Frederick D. Waldo. 65. died In
more than that of the preceding Thomaston.
year.
E. H. Bradstreet was elected high
A banquet was tendered to Judge priest of the Royal Arch Chapter at
Arno W. King at Crescent Beach Vinalhaven.
Vice President J. H. Montgomery of
Lindley M. Oushec's store in Ap
Camden was toastmaster. Among pleton was destroyed by Are, with its
the speakers were Judge King. J. E contents. U. S. Gushee'e stable was |
Moore. A. S. Littlefield, L. F. Star twice on fire, due to the sparks
rett. Senator L. M. Staples and Judge carried by the high wind.
A. N. Linscott.
A new light station was established ]
Rockland Y.M.C.A. beat Bates on Robinson's Point, northwesterly
College at basketball 52 to 18. The side of Isle au Haut.
-----------------I
Rockland players were Gay. Mar
shall. Phllbrick. Hall and Trainer
Has it ever occurred to Congress}
Phllbrick was high man with 10 that it might relieve the tedium of thc I
baskets.
regular routine by doing something
Charlie Robinson debonair looter Just once without taking three months i
in Farnham's Oichcstra lost his hat to do it?—Macon Telegraph.
at a masquerade. It came back by
express.
Tlie annual report of Knox Hos
pital showed that receipts exceeded
expenditures.

These births were recorded:
Rockland. Jan 20. to Mr. and Mrs
Bereno Thayer Kimball, a non.
Rockland, Jan. 13. to Mr. and Mrs
Hollis Merry, a daughter.
Rockport. Jan. 19. to Mr. and Mrs
Roland Crockett, a son.
Warren. Jan. 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Starrett. a son.
Warren, Jan. 21, to Mr and Mrs,
Clifford Spear, a son.
Rockport, Jan. 22, to Mr and Mrs
William Overlock, a son.
Rockville. Jan. 25, to Mr and Mrs,
Harry L. Brown, a daughter, Ethel
Altena.
Stonington. Jan. 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Irving O. Barbour, a son.
Rockland, Jan. 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Robbins, a daughter.
RvcWwisLJau..28, to Mr. and Mrs.

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart of all activities
Beautiful rooms and nigh
class servtee.

A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture Every room steam heated
Rates: (Enropean Plan)
Single rooms $2.50 per day
npwards
Double rooms S5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jarobsrn Cafe in the i
Building
I Ownership-Manaaementj

WILLIAM M. LRMEVj

Too long hours of continuous use
of the eyes should be avoided by a
rest at intervals. If only for a few
minutes, at which time they can be
benefited by being bathed with or
dinary eold water from the faucet.
Dr. Sol. Rosenblatt explained In
"Eye Hygiene and Heat," an ar
ticle appearing In Hygeia, the
Health Magazine.
' It Is the heat that Is generated
over a long period by excessive use
of the eyes that causes the eyes to
become tired. Rent affects the eyes
ln numerous ways. Doctor Rosen
blatt explained. The heat generat
ed by excessive use of Ihe eyes
over long hours, added to the ordi
nary body heat; the heat of fever
repeated over a period of years:
the hent of brilliant sunlight or too
Intense artificial light, and tlie hent
of furnaces over a period of time
are detrimental to the function of
the eye.
Nature provides a safeguard In a
manner somewhat similar to that
of the water-cooled motor. Trans
parent fluids are circulated within
the eye. and the anterior surface
of the eye la bathed with fluid com
Ing down from tlie tear gland
above the eye. The peculiar spe
cial function of the eye requires
transparency, and excessive heat
destroys that quality; the loss of
transparency ls fatal to Ihe func
tion of that special organ, even
though Its form and strength are
fully regained.
Poaaible to Retrieve
Letter From the Mail

W.M.U

SK.KVICC.

A story that abounds in

the Cohen humor, with that

famous detective character, Jim Haovey, in the
45leading
45

role.

A fast moving, colorful, humorous,

mystery story that will keep every reader awaiting

anxiously for the next installment. An unusually
good serial that will be printed in these columns.

Do Not Miss the Opening Chapters
Starting

Tuesday, February 14
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

1l

2

r

SS 10
w;

9

i5

________
IL
II
lb

Mosque of Omar

I 17

14

21

W

2Z

Z3

w
w
3»

I

15

lL

3b

35

w
UM

37

48

39

1

40

3i

42

41
47

1r

51

i 59

58

5b

55

54

bo

43

B

52

57

Visitors to Jerusalem never fall
to make the Dome of the Rock or
the mosque of Omar one of the first
things to see. It is sometimes con
sidered to be the finest building In
Asia, If not In the world. It is oc
tagonal in form, each 8ide being
66ty feet wide and composed of
richly colored marble and tlie, with
a dome of beautiful proportions.
In part It Is the work of the Mos
lems before the Crusaders, but the
Crusade?* enlarged It, and Suiteman the Magnificent completed It
In 1561. When you have seen Its
Interior, says a confirmed globe
trotter, the mosaics, the rich mgs
given hy a past sultan, the Six
teenth-century ataln-glasa windows
and all the architectural effects and
groupings, you realize why It la so
praised. It ls the chief landmark
of the city.

SS: bl
Governmental Department*

b'3

fel

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
1-Light and fine, ai a 45-Come short of
48-Tavern
line
50- Crowd
5-M ind
51- Seed covering
9- Cauterize
53-Withere
10- Beaidea
55- Negative reply
13-A metal

15- Small piee
16- Near
17- Exchange
18- Compasa point

I

SS
30

34

4b

45

W
49

53

29

17

35.

Tf, In a moment of artificial brav
ado or pensive dream, you should
mail a letter which, come morning,
you are sorry you mailed, there ia
a regulation way of getting it back.
I am told that au average of two
letters a day are thua recalled ln
Manhattan and the Bronx, says a
writer ln the New York Morning
^Telegraph.
By the Monroe doctrine, or some
thing like that, one's letter belongs
to one until the sender gets It in
bis hands. That’s a post offic-- rule.
Here, then, is what you do. Re
address a second envelope, a dupli
cate of the flrst. and rush to room
224 at the central post office. This
Is the office of the assistant post
master .Give the man your fac
simile envelope and ask for form
1500. Fill It in. It asks nothing
more personal than your name, we
tanderstand.
The post office promptly gets in
touch with the substation of the
district to which your letter has
been aent and with the carrier who
naturally would deliver It.
You then go home and wait for
notification that the letter has been
recalled, whereupon you go down
•nd claim It. Letters to distant
points are wired or even cabled
for. and the aender must pay for
this, but for letters within the eity
there Is no charge. I thought you'd
like to know.

7

13

lo

19

18

b

5

4

56- Steeple

58- Gain
59- Pal
61- An ineect (pi.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Wants
19- Strikes gently
20- A grain
24- Soon
25- Greek god of war
26- Girl'e name
28- Organe of hearing
29- Prefix. To
30- A serpent (pi.)
32-Exiet

34-A time period
62- Oanger
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
19- Wharf
63- Remarka
36- Labor
21- Golf mound
37- Ascend
VERTICAL
22- Troop
39- Misehievoua child
23- Muaical note
1-Thin
40- The moon
25-Skill
2-Wanderad from the 43-Currents
27-Percolate
44—T rap
truth
30- Becaute
3- Obtain
46- A native of Scotland
31- The noetrile
47- Backbone
33-Preparee for conflict 4- Muaical note
49-Loweat tide
5- Exist
35- Forebode
52-Worthless leavings
36- Body of soldier*
6- Atmoapbere
54-Royal Naval
7- Wrathful
37- lndefinite article
Reserve (abbr.)
8- A knot
38- Spoken
57-Lump of butter
9- Rob
41-Farm animal
59-Mail (abbr.)
42-A eity thoroughfare 11-Den
(abbr.)
12-Breaata, aa the tide 60-Half an er
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

VIRGINIA'S FAMOUS GARDENS

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Thr most Intereating ipot la
thr Eastern Hemlaphere dur
ing thr winter months.

Condition* That Affect
Human Eye Injuriously

(a|b L E
u R AL
p A T
D o M, E e«a 1 R
An event of ‘ntcrest to every garden j
M A S T E R
enthusiast ln America, the annual | 0 T T E R s
Garden Club of Virginia tour to the I
G E T
L 1
famous old homes and gardens of |
H E E. L S
s N A P s
Virginia, has been scheduled for the
A D
S p E. A R
E M
week of April 24. More than 100 of
r
A
N
A
o
the fine old estates that have come i
R R
1 5
A D D E R
unscathed through the years from
N E R V E
Colonial times, will be opened to the
S A B O T
public through an arrangement of
1
R 1 B1
O E
the Garden Club with the owners. ,
E T E N T
u T E R S L
Thc proceeds of thc tour are used for i
T o fp
1 R E
R E. E
the restoration of publicly owned his- I
T E □ Pl
torlc gardens, and through the efforts j
lL E M
ol the Garden Club the gardens at
Stratford, the birthplace of three fa
mous members of the Lee family, and Last spring several Maine residents
at Kenmore, home of George Wash motored to Virginia to visit the old
ington's sister . are being restored. homca and gardens.

□

Four of the governmental depart
ments are older than the govern
ment under the Constitution. These
are Departments of Foreign Affairs,
Treasury, War and Post Office.
They were re-established by the
first congress under the Constitu
tion, changing the Department of
Foreign Affairs to Department of
State. The office of attorney gen
eral was also established In 1789
and 1870 the name waa changed to
Department of Justice. The De
partment of the Navy was estab
lished ln 1789; Department of the
Interior, 1849; Department of Agri
culture. 1889; Department of Com
merce (and Labor), 1900; Depart
ment of Labor, 1913.
Modern Slang Expression

Honky tonk is the expression
used to describe a restaurant which
bag the characteristics of those of
the Llmehouse district of London.
The expression originated from the
words given to the type of music
usually played ln theee places. The
music ls Chinese and Is character
ized by deep drum beats used as
bass for walling melody. If one
stretches his Imagination he can al
most hear In the drum beats the
words "honky tonk, honky tonk."
The cafes were of the lower class,
dancing girls and opium being two
of the attractions. The expression
was used during the World war to
describe Parisian dance halls of tbe
lowest class.

1835

1933

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

.

Waldoboro and Kockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials la Stone
... ..............
1229-V

ROCKPORT

Two Youthful Frocks For Spring

An all-day session of the Farm j
Bureau, in charge of Mrs. Nina Car- i
roll, will be held Feb. 16 at the home j
of Mrs. Erlene Davis The subject ‘
for discussion will be "Home Flower ’
Gardens."
Mrs. Thuriow Flagg and daughter »
Marjorie who have been guests sev- I
eral weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd ;
Moody, have returned to their home in Waldoboro.
Douglass Davis who has been con- j
fined to the bed the past week,
threatened with rheumatic fever, ls I te ported as in somewhat Improved ’
condition, and it is hoped that he may •
I be able to re-enter school Monday.
Kenneth Knight has sub-leased of *
Jasper McKenney the Ralph Wilson j
house on West street and is now occu- (
i pying itRev. F F. Fowle. Solvelg Heistad. •
Ruth Miller and Lots Bums attended ,
J the hearing Thursday at Augusta on
the repeal of thc eighteenth amend
ment. Miss Heistad spoke for the j
High School girls of the State against ;
tlie repeal.
The Johnson Society will meet next :
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Marion Ingraham.
The postponed meeting of the Carj rJval Committee was held Thursday
' evening at the High School building
and largely attended by members of
| the senior class, parents and mem| bers of the committee. It was voted '
j to allow each of the 18 members ot
the senior class $47.75 toward the ex
penses of the Washington trip which
j i ■ to be made via the Pennsylvania '
R. R.. unless the class decides other1 wise. Should anv member of the class
decide not to make the trip their al'cwance will be turned back to thc ]
5 f ciueational Fund.
Services at the Baptist Church, I
George F Currier, pastor: Church t
:ihool at 10 o'clock; morning worship ,
at 11. with special music by the choir, '
■Vew York Pnrit Fathioot i ildreii '- storv. sermon "The Victory J
TWO lovely costumes for the new pllclty and Its many duty possibili cf Faith;" B.Y.P.U. at 6. subject,
| "When Ls Friendship Christian?"
* year are shown ebove. both of ties
rrair; service at 7, singing of thc old J
them designed elong youthful lines
The frock shown at the right ts
end developed In soft fabrics, either of Suede Cord, one of the new rib hymn?, sermon. "Christ's Resolution .
Trytohelp Club •
In white or tn the various pastel bed materials made of silk and for Reception."
meets Monday evening at the home of J
shades.
Acele yarn. Like the other gown, it
At the left la a girlish but swag Is designed along quite youthful Mrs. Edith Overlook; a valentine
ger coat suit la Mataloy. a eoft rib linea but with its white simplicity
social will be held Tuesday evening |
bed crepe made of dull Acele yarn, relieved by the contrasting band
for the entire Sunday school; Ladies I
shown In simple white but also In trim outlining the square neck,
Circle Wednesdav at the church: |
triguing In soft sun cloud shades.
prayer-meeting Thursday evening, •
shoulder and down the front side
Toe coat, whea removed, leaves e
continuing the lessons on Favorite •
!-»•<- sleeveless frock featuring closing. This. too. Is effective when
Passages. Isaiah 55, choir rehearsal •
large buttons at the front closing. carried out in some of the pastel
following.
Il bas aa appeal both from Its slm- shades
Regular Sunday services at the J
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F. Fowls,
pactoi: Morning service at 10.30 Sun- }
.............
WALDOBORO
day School at 11.45: Epworth Leagu? '
j at 6 30. Beverly Wellman, leaders eve- j
The past grands and past nobit
j ring service at 7 with selections by ,
grands association will meet in Odd
quartet, also a vocal duct.
Ftllovs hall Feb. 15. Supper as usual
A very pleasant surprise awaited i
Next
Monday afternoon
the
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Miss Hclen Dunbar Thursday evening ,
Meenahga Sewing Club will meet in
IwfeCB following thc service at thc i
Grange hall and supper will be
Bap'.ist Church, she was asked to the t
f:rved to the members. The regulcr
PET MARJORIE
parsonage on the pretext that the j
meeting of the Grange will be held
pastor's wife Mrs. G. F. Currier I
lr. the evening.
ET MARJORIE," Sir Walter wished to see her o1 an important i
George Larrabee of Stonington has
Scott called her, little Mar matter. On entering he found the
been visiting at Oscar Smith's.
rcom filled with friends who had J
Capt. James E. Creighton of Thom jorie Fleming who lived near him Iu }I congregated
to celebrate her birth- (
aston, Capt. E. L. Hichbom of Stock- Edinburgh, whose whimsical person
ton Springs, and C. L. Pascal of ality aDd astonishing literary career day anniversary. The time was ;
socially, and a beautifully .
Rockport were at Capt. Willard begun when she waa six and ended spent
Wade's Monday.
by her death just before she was decorated birthday cake, made b.v '.
Hazel Cain, was featured in the •
Mr and Mrs Frederick L. Brum nine, won her unusual friends In j Mis
refreshments served by Mrs. Currier '
mitt of Boston are at their home on her day and a peculiar sort of fame a- - isted by Mrs. Mildred Rhodes and ’
Friendship street.
ever sluce. A statue of Pet Mar j Miss Ruth Orbeton. As an expression .
Mrs. Rinaldo F. Waltz observed her jorie waa set up Just last year in ! cf appreciation for Lhe valuable aerv- '
90th birthday anniversary Monday her birthplace, Kircaldy, Scotland,
ice rendered tn all branches of church '
and was the recipient of many gifts ■ and she Is mentioned in the Diction ,' work
Miss Dunbar was recipient of a
from neighbors and friends.
ary of National Biography as one | fine gift, the presentation being made .
Cedric Kuhn motored to Portland
i by Mrs. Nellie Magune.
last Saturday. On hls return he was whose "life ia probably the shortest
accompanied by George Kuhn a to be recorded in these volumea, yet
BURKETTVILLE
student at Brown University, who will one of the most charming charac
ters."
spend a week at his home here.
Mary, widow of Ulmer Turner died i
Marjorie Fleming was born In Ftb. 2. She had beer, in ill health for •
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
and young son have been recent 1806. When she was Just turning several years and a great sufferer.'
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Hass- I six the family moved to Edinburgh j She was faithfully cared for by her .
ner in Portland.
and Marjorie took up writing and | eldest son Everett and sister Belle •
A. W. Gilpatrick of Yarmouth has commenced her famous friendship Howes. Funeral services were held at
been at Mrs. Leola M. Oliver's the with Scott. Part of the Waverly thc home Sunday. Rev. Ernest ‘
past week.
novels were written with Pet Mar 1 Davis of South Montville speke comMiss Mona Jones, a student of Oak | jorie on the author's knee.
| forttng words and Mr. Davis and >
Grove Seminary. Vassalboro, wa.s at
Marjorie has left us s number of j daughters sang two selections. In- ;
home for the weekend.
j terment was at Dexter.
Earl Benner was In Portland tlie I letters recording her childish ob
George Clark who has been 111 with ■
servations and philosophy, an epic
past week.
i grippe is recovering.
•
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess to . In verse concerning Mary Queen of
Mrs. Linwood Mitchell was in J
thc Auction Club Thursday evening, j 8cots, whose royalty she upheld j Union Tuesday afternoon to visit hcr I
there being two tables. Mrs. W. H. ' even while she condemned her j mother Mrs. Elvina Cunningham.
>
Crowell will entertain at thc ncxi | morals, and a Journal written be
A. M. Dow was a caller at Clara!
tween the age* nf six and eight con MacDowell's Saturday.
meeting.
The Star Sewing Club was enter taining more observations on life
Friends and neighbors of Mrs. Myra .
tained at the home of Mrs. S. H
•nd a number of poems, all of them j Collins are glad to welcome her home ■
Bond Wednesday afternoon. The recently republished for the modern after being seriously ill and in Knox j
time was spent in sewing after which reader.
Pet Marjorie died of Hospital. She ls now much Improved.
refreshments were served. Mrs. I. P. aieaalea in 1811.
in health.
Bailey will be hostess next week.
(•. 1113. Western Nevapeper Union.)
Edward Martz is seriously Ul frem
Miss Cora Hoak was guest of rela
flu.
tives in Portland over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy have been
Thc Baptist Missionary Society was
spending a week with his parents 1
entertained at the home of Miss
Another old landmark was removed
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Helen Jones Friday afternoon. A
Jan. 31 when the home of Mrs. Addie'
pleasing program was given to which
Robbins was destroyed by fire. Tne
each member contributed. Sand
place was occupied by Merle Rob
wiches. cake and coffee were served.
bins and family, who have since ■
There were 25 members and guests
moved to North Union. Much sym- •
present.
pathy ls extended to them all ln the
loss of their home.

Who was Who?

t<pi

ROCKVILLE

There will be regular church serv
ice tomorrow with sermon by Rev.
George F. Currier at 2 o'clock, with
Sunday school following at 3 o'clock.
Miss Lottie Ewell is visiting rela
tives in Portland.
F. C. Maloney has begun cutting his
ice. While blocks of fair thickness
are being harvested at the upper end
of the pond there is a sheet of open i
water at the lower end. A few more'
cold days like last Thursday will glad- :
den the hearts of those waiting to cut
their ice.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rock-1
land spent last Sunday with Miss Olive
Tolman Mrs. Cora Farwell, Miss j
Marcia Farwell and Nathan Farwell
were recent callers on Miss Tolman
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SENNEBEC
Arlene Hills who has been 111 ls
now Improving.
Benny Hemenway was a caller at
George Hills' Tuesday afternoon.
Maude Creamer is suffering from
an abscess in her car. but is improv
ing.
Recent visitors at Scnnebec Farm
were Thomas Danforth 'and Lloyd
Bean. Edward Ames was In town
Wednesday.
Charlie Griffin Is cutting thc Ice
for thc creamery this week.
Leroy Hemenway was recently a
caller on his sister Mrs. Chester
Butler.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Blanchard have
moved to their home.
Callers on Earl Butler recently
were Abljah Arrington and Raymond
Paul

.t>

-rS

A COOD FISHERMAN

L.ouis says Ire saw a good fish
erman out on thc lake this morn
ing. l.ouis was quite jealous of
him, too, for poor Louis didn't
land a single fish himself. If you
want to see the fisherman, take
a pencil and join all-'thc num
bered dots together, starting with

Allcgra Ingcrson. Donald Poole and
Edward White have returned to Uni
versity of Maine.
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer entertained thc
Mcthcrs Club Wednesday evening at*
hcr home.
A iarge crew of men have been
cutting wood on the Gordon property
for Union Church. The wood was
donated by Mr. Oordon. Local truck
owners have given their services and
the use of trucks. Thursday several,
cords were hauled and soon there will
b? a chopping bee and dinner served
at thc vestry to thc workers.
The exhibition of patchwork and.
applique quilts is attracting consld-t
erablc attention at (Senter Crane’s.
store. There ls a large display of"
beautiful quilts both old and new.
Mrs. E. G. Carver and Mrs. L. R.
Smith returned Wednesday from ai
week's stay In Portland.
Moses Webster Lodge. F.A.M., will
confer the Fellowcraft degree on one
candidate Tuesday evening.
There will be dancing at Legion
hall tonight.
Atlantic Roj’al Arch Chapter will
hold its annual Installation Thursday
evening. E. H. Bradstreet will be in
stalling officer. The officers: P. A.
White, high priest; O. C. Lane, king;'
E. H. Bradstreet. scribe: H. W. Fifield. treasurer; F. L. Roberts, secre
tary; Oeorge Strachan. captain of
host; L. W. Lane. P. 8.; C. L. Boman.
R.A.C.; L. E. Williams, master of 3d
vail; L. B. Dyer, master of 2d vail;
E A. Smalley, master of 1st vail; E.
______
____ P. A. White. O. C. Lane,
M. Hall, tyler;

dot number one and ending with
■ 4ot number lhirty.-thjree,................. —E. H. Brafljttrwt

i
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The very foundation of American life is the home.

inheritances, financial, as well as sentimental—that home loving peo

ple are law-abiding people.
A

A community is judged by its homes!

As individuals, we are judged

The insurance man will tell you that a home and famiyl is a fine form
of insurance—that home owners are good insurance risks.

by our homes!

Five-sixths of the people of this community are living in family circles
—homes. Over half of the space in this community is devoted to
homes—houses and yards.

Fully half of our lifetime is spent in our homes. Il is the center of our
activities—thc source of our greatest blessings.

Truly, our homes are our castles.

assistance necessary for lhe religious activity of the community.
I hc schools will tell you that the home is the greatest adjunct to edu
cation. That home owners largely pay for the building and mainten
ance of the schools.

Your banker will tell you that the home is one of the greatest factors in
the financial success of the average man and his family. It is usually
the first and chief investment. Bankers will tell you .that they loan
more money to home owners than to any other class of people.
Public Officials will tell you that home owners are community build
ers. That the majority of thc tax-payers are home owners and that
they form the back-bone of the community structure.

The real estate man will tell you that more money is invested in homes
and in home property than in anything else.

The builder and contractor will tell you that a true home, well financed,
pays for itself. A home that will pay for itself and add to the con
venience, comfort, pleasure, economy and efficiency of living, is thc
ideal 1 ionic.
The lawyer will tell you that the home is the largest part of most estates.

i

l he churches will tell you lhal the possessors of homes are the chief
supporters ol the church— lhat they provide the physical and material

RF

Civic and commercial clubs admit that homes form one of the best adver
tisements for thc town—that house yards are more extensive than
parks, and their appearance more important to thc "Town Beautiful.

Business, professional men and skilled labor will all tell you that the
building, furnishing and maintenance of homes is necessary to their
business. That aside from the financial gain for themselves they are
interested in helping you plan, build and maintain your home, help
ing you beautify your grounds.
Home owners are a double asset to a community.
from the community, but contribute abundantly.

They take nothing

Nothing is more constructive in thc upbuilding of our community than
good homes. Nothing is more destructive in our community than sub
standard homes. One of the chief factors in thc community’s existence
is the HOME.

Ej

Let The Courier-Gazette Carry Your Sales
Message Into All The Homes

BL

of This Community
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STATE OF MAINE

IN SEVENTY-NINE

Probate Notices

Barter Column

In Everybody’s Column

‘

The idea behind this column ls to
Advertisements ln this column not to
STATE OF MAINE
three lines Inserted once for 25 make pomlble the exchange of goods or
To all persons interested ln either of exceed
services between people who wish to
cents,
three
times
fo
’
oO
cents.
Addi

the estates hereinafter named:
trade some possession of theirs for other
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, tional lines flve cents each for one time. ;oods or articles. • Simply address the
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1933
gc
in and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents for three times. 81x words Cl
Classified Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette.
CLAIMS—2 P M -H P 186. Resolve 17th day of January ln the year of our make a line.
The
charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
ln favor of Alta M Brown of Rock Lord one thousand nine hundred and
of
three lines, 50 cents for three inser
land H P 427. Resolve In favor of Os thirty-three und by adjournment from
tions.
Larger ud prices oil application.
good Young of Union H. P 538 Re day to day from the 17th day of said
Phone 770.
solve compensating the Oeorge H. January the following matters having
To Taxpayers of Thomaston, Me.:
Thomas Fuel Company.
18-19 been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter Indicated it Is hereby ♦__________________
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition, tylll
Ordered:
exchange right P. O BOX 441, City.
The books will close on or about March
14*16
That notice thereof be given to ull
WHITE GOLD GLASSES ln blue case
Notices of Appointment I persons
interested, by causing a copy of lost, between Junior High and HavenBoards for a partition. I’d like some
------------------------------ thl» order to be published three weeks
first. All taxes remaining unpaid on that
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- successive|y jn The Courier-Gazette, a er’s store. Finder Tel. ROCKLAND 1167. bottrtjs to build a partition. Will trade
16 IB for an awning or truck cover. Write
bate for the County of Knox In the newspaper published at Rockland in
NOTICE hereby given of the loss OAKLAND AWNING CO., 15 Willow
State of Maine, hereby certify that in sa|d county that they may appear at a
date will be subject to collection, accord
the following estates the persona were Probftte court to be held at said Rock- savings book numbered 9543 and the, __i-----uppolnted Administrators.
Executors. jftncj on
21st day of February A D.. owner of said book asks for a duplicate
Will trade for anything, dry fitted
ing to law.
Guardians and Conservators and on the j 1933 at nine o’clock in the forenoon, in accordance with the prevision of the hard
wood. Trade for cars, horses, cat
dates hereinafter named
and be heard thereon If they see cause. State law SECURITY TRUST CO . By tle or hens. MURDICK CRAMER. Wash
EMMA M BEATON late of Rockland.
__
ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. Rockland. Me. ington. Me.________________________ 18-20
deceased December 20. 1932. Alvra W.
MARY J PENDLETON, late of Boston.
15-8-21
1 shall be in the office Every Tuesday Eve
Gregory of Rockland, was appointed , Mass., deceased. Exemplified copy of Will
Will accept one cord of fitted hard
Admr and qualified by tiling bond and Probate thereof, together with a
wood ln exchange for 150 feet of 1 inch
fnnu»rv 4 1933.
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will and
or 100 feet of 1>« Inch diameter new best
ning for collection of same, or will call
R HERBERT HAGER, late of Union. Administration, asking that the copy of
quality Manila rope, or 70 feet 1 inch
deceased December 27. 1932. Herbert I . said will may be allowed, filed and regalvanized steel pipe. BICKNELL MFG.
Grlnnell of Union, was appointed Admr . ' corded ln the Probate Court of Knox
upon request.
CO.. Rockland. Mu.
18-20
and Qualified hv filing bond January ! County, and that letters of Admlnls10 1033
tratlon with the Will unnexed be issued
w
Will exchange late popular phonoMARY E CLARK late of Thong’tnn to Walter E Pendleton, of Boston. Mass.,
WANTED for cash, a '29 or ’30 Dodge ' graph records for anything useful. InGEORGE E. REDMAN,
deceased. January 17. 1933. Eva E. Vose with bond.
or '31 Chevrolet four door sedan Must | quire KITTREDGE'S PHARMACY,
be extra good. No dealers. AppW 23:
18-23
of Thomaston was
appointed Admx.. ADDISONW. McCORRISON. late of
PARK ST.. Rockland.
16-18
Collector.
"in?#
1 p?nNORTON
deceased.
and that
Petition
Will trade for anything that offers—
HARRIET
NORTON late
lateoforRockland
Kockianci. Appleton,
fQr Probftte
thereof.Will
asking
the
WANTED at once, long haired kittens, I four nearly new 30x3'2 tires, tubes,
deceased.
Jillian ’ same may be proved and allowed and
Bicknell of R >c^land* *®:s
nJ that Letters Testamentary Issue to Llz- good ones, seven weeks to one year. Tel rims. Huve also a 2-horse wagon and a
293-W
111 PLEASANT ST. City. 18-20 2-horse sled. Extra good condition’
Admx
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
B
McCorrison
of
Appleton.
she
18-19
■
Trade for wood, beans, potatoes. WoulcA
tne Executrix named in said Will.
A RELIABLE man with experience |lke to trade groceries for a 6-cvllndert
CARRIE n
T. dat
BALANO. late of Port rivHg.
Clyde 1 being
wlth»ut
wanted,
to
sell
nursery
stock
In
the
vtengtne. PACKARD'S STORE. Highlands,
deceased. January 17. 1933. Fred B
15.17
Balano. of Port Clyde was appointed
ALBERT L. GUPTILL. late of Owl’s clnlty of Rockland Write for partlcu- clty
Unmusical Auto Horns
,
lars
References
required.
THE
MT
,
———---- -------------------------------------------Admr , without bond
Head, deceased. Will and Petition for
DESERT NURSERIES. Bar Harbor. Me
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
SOPHIE
J.
WEI.T.
late
of
Rockland,
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
samel
Banned by Roman Edict
18-20 Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F,
deceased. December 2Q. 1932 Gladys M may be proved and allowed and that
7 good as new. for a quantity of wood or
AT THE CAPITOL
J Niles of Bangor was appointed Exx . and Letters Testamentary Issue to Lauretta ------------------------------------------------------ —7
Tlie ancient Romans believed thnt
H
n,
infill
nf
Owl's
Head
she
helm,
the
1
1
WANT
to
buv
a
wo
°d
1°L
hard
wood
j coa.1. for trucking service or cash.
qualified by filing bond January 17. 1933 itSHFi"
h Guptlll.
1' of Owl's Head, she being the' PHONE 435-W. Rockland.__________ 18-20 Heater good as new Apply Noll S Perry.
a falling star was a warning of
GENEVRA M ROBBINS late of An- Executrix named in said Will, without'
.
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office. City.
pleton deceased. January 17. 1933. Robie ix)nd.
A SMALL Radio In good condition
•
14-10
some Imminent calamity, but that
B Robbins of Appleton was appointed
wanted. SAM TIMPONE. 24 Front St. .
CLARA
E
YOUNG,
late
of
Rockland,
was before tbe advent of tlie gaso
Exr . without bond
18*20
City.
________________________
Will exchange vour Grain und Feed
ANGIE M MOFFITT, late of Boston. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate _____
line chariot. Modern Roman pedes
n/xourTnw „
rszxzxv «rQrvt
sacks subject to our count and lnspecMass deceased. January 17. 1933. Carl thereof, asking that the same may be ArtP
refe^Znres
ll T PERRY tl° nand free from holes f°r OUr H‘Kh
trians do not live ln fear ot falling
W Moffitt. of Boston Mass, was ap proved and allowed and that Letters J? °R^t°nf
of references. H. T. PERRY. Grade Poultry Stock and Dairy Feeds.
pointed Exr. and qualltled by filing bond Testamentary issue to Edward K Gould,
stars but the raucous blast of the
u We offer you MORE FOR. LESS ' at all
on same date. Gilford B Butler of of Rockland, he being the Executor
times. Highest quality feeds at lowest
named
In
said
Will,
with
bond.
present day automobile horn gives
Rockland. appointed Agent In Maine.
STOVER S
CASH
GRAIN
FLORA C. HUSSEY late of Rockport, , LAURA H SHIELDS, late of Vinal !(«.**«.*«.***«.****• prices.
them more thrills and ehills. As a
STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER
deceased. January 17. 1933. Charles T. haven. deceased. Will and Petition for, a
FEED MFG. CO. on track at 86 Park St.
matter of fact Roman nerves are on
Smallrv of Rockland was appointed Exr.. Probate thereof, asking that the same T
Tel. 1200.
14-16
and qualified by filing bond January 24. may be proved and allowed and that I
edge and authorities have made
4
1933
Letters
Testamentary
issue
to
Charles
•
♦
•
"musical horns” obligatory equip
ANNA A COUSINS, late of Rockland, A Shields, of Vinalhaven. he being the
THREF room
deceased January 31. 1933 Theodore M Executor named ln said Will, without iPt nartlv fur ups talrs apartment to
ment on nil motor cars with the ex
ilsne
I Sautider of Rockland was appointed bond. The petitioner further prays that Rent vert reaaonable
RALPH RICHception of busses, which must he
Exr without bond.
the Court determine as a matter of fact. ARDS 25 Franklin St
17-19
Attest
equlped with some sort of device
whether the omission of J Herbert ----------------------------------------------------------CHARLES 1. VEAZIE. Register.
Shields,
et
als
was
intentional
or
ocONE
ROOM
and
kitchenette
furnished
giving “signals such as are produced
rasloned by mistake
heated and lighted. <5 per week. V. F
WOOD for sale-Junks $8. fitted wood
STATE GF MAINE
by electric bells.'* Diners In Italian
AMBROSE MILLS, late of Rockland. 1 STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 108U 13-tf 110 O. H. CRIE. Thomaaton. Tel. 122-2.
To all parsons interested in either of deceased
18*20
restaurants, startled by noisy horns
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
!
the estates hereinafter named:
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. all modof passing motorists, have often lost
1 At a Probate Court held at Rockland, thereof, asking that the samt may be
,
PRESSED hay and straw for sale, exLUDWIG
ln and for the County of Knox, on the proved and allowed and that Letters ern. hot water heat and garage Apply tra tine quality, delivered
tlielr equilibrium and become hope
Issue to Ada B Mills, ol 69 NORTH MAIN ST Tel 261-J
16-181 MOTOR SALES. Tel
135 Newcastle.
24th day of January in the year of out Testamentary
she being the executrix
■ —- ■ ■
--------- lessly entangled in the yards and
Lord one thousand nine hundred and Rockland
Maine
17-19
FURNISHED APARTMENT ol three
thirty-three and by adjournment from named ln said Will, without bond
yards of spaghetti on a skillfully
dav to dav from the 24th day of said The petitioner further prays that the rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults; LATE popular phonograph record- all
determine as a matter of fact 1 only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock makes 15c each two for ’Sc ul KITpoised fork. As many of the diners
ReDresentative Smith of Vinal- January the following matter having Court
the omission of Llewellyn F St.
16*18 TOEDC.ES PHARMACY
18-23
a
been presented for the action there- Whether
were American tourists Inexperi
Mills
was
I —
- ■
—
.
haven, appeared in favor of his bill to upon hereinafter indicated it is hereby mistake. Intentional or occasioned bv| -----------------------------------------------------------FOUR rooms and bath unfurnished | ONE 60-ACRE farm Buildings In good

Legislative Notices

Dr. Leo A. Ellis has planned to re "Pardner" Tells of the Thrills
open his dental rooms next Monday
Which Cante With His
Dr. Ellis who closed his office to go
to the hospital several weeks ago, has
First Crossing
tecovered sufficiently to warrant a re
turn to business.
According to the school schedule ull Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette
1 saw recently where our friend E
schools in town will close Feb 17 fof
a short vacation.
L. Brown had spoken before the Lions
Albert Elliot and Joel Miller left cf the great changes that had taken
Friday for Boston, where they will at
tend the Sportsman's Show. Upon place between hts first and last cross
their return they will be accompanied ings of the Atlantic. I caught at it at
by Mr. Elliot's sister. MLss Barbara once as I supposed that his first had
of Wellesley College.
been in sail but it had not, and I was
Mrs. Leon Haupt who has spent much disappointed
the past year in New Jersey with her
I wish that I could tell in an inter
two sons by a former marriage, has
returned to her home here. Her esting way the wonderful things that
young son Harold Achorn who has I saw and experienced on my first
made his home with an aunt in Rock- ! crcssin„ They made a great Un
land, has joined his mother here.
j
Mrs. John Spear who has been Ptesacn on my bind and stand out
visiting relatives here and in South with great distinctness.
It was during the year 1879. and
Warren, left Fridav morning by train
for Phillips where she will be at home began in Weehawken, which was then
v.ith her daughter Mrs. Linwood Beal a great oil dock. I don't dare venture
Services Sunday at the Baptist to tell the number of vessels that were
Church will be: Bible School at 9.45 leading and had loaded oil while I
a m.; morning worship at 11, topic was there. It was also the home of
"A Double Life;” YP.S.C’.E. at ti the New Jersey mosquito—perhaps
o'clock; at 7. p. m„ "An Appreciation thc headquarters—and thev sent a
of Washington and Lincoln." The 1 8Tpat delegation to meet my shipmat
music for the morning will be: the Jim and me. As a sort of first line
anthems. "The Shepherd Psalm.” Dr. defence we naturally tacked up net
Protheroe. and “Life, and Life Im ting.
The first night we noticed quite a
mortal." Brackett; response, "Sweep
commotion among them, a sort of
Over My Soul." Harrv Clark.
A chimney fire in the home of Mr. convention, you know, and discovered
and Mrs. Adelbert Williamson. East that one chap had crawled through
Gleason street. Friday morning, was the netting as far as he could get, and
extinguished without serious damage. that two of his fellows, one on either
In a previous account of the meet side had hold and were shoving the
ing Tuesday afternoon in Thomaston rest of the way’ We lived through it
of the Second District Council and one fine morning at sun-up. a
American Legion Auxiliary, space tugboat came alongside with the crew
forbade detailed mention of the ex and towed us dowm the harbor to
cellent program arranged by Mrs. anchor.
• • • »
W. B D Gray and Mrs. Weston
Young. Tlies? numbers were given:
That was the first, now the second.
Reading, The Beau o! Bath." Miss j one night wnile laying there, alone
Florence Dean ol Rockland: musical came a squall—a regular Jun Dandy,
reading. "The Americans.'' Miss How the wind did pipe, and wasn't it
Dean, accompanied by Marshall dark. After a time one of the sails
Bradford; dances. Sailor Hornpipe aloft blew adrift and how thut sail
Tap, Rhythm Tap. Allred Chapman, did thrash and bang up there in the
accompanied by Miss Iren? Yeung: dark. I didn't know enough about
monologue. “These Movie Pests." and the topography of things up there—
musical reading, "The Sub-Deb," Miss rot enough to locate the trouble—
Ruth Barter of Tenant's Harbor, ac and was sent forward to get out some
companied by Mr. Bradford; contral cf the men and tell them "To jumn
to solos, 'The Little Hills Are Call there and make that sail fast." I enced in spaghetti spearing, the risk
therM)f
g,Vfn to
MORTIMER BUTLER,
BUTLER, late
late of
of War-1
War-i $5 week without garage, and $5.50 with repalr:
th^'“ mlle$3000
?-f-r-om FREEMAN S
ing." "Sweet Little Woman O' Mine " didn't go with them.
of hanging one's self was great, ln provide that the State treasurer shal!
L. MORTIMER
main ' -hlghwav
P' STUDLEY. 283 Main St YOUNO 16? Main 8?. Rockland TeL
refund
to
the
towns
of
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'
sons interested, by causing a copy of
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost of Rockland
the
event
of
which
international
When I got my sea legs on ar.d
.. ... ..
__ i this order to be published three weeks Probate thereof, asking that the same , Tel. 1080.
14-tf 766-J
accompanied by Mr. Bradford. The could make myself useful, I found complications and a severing of dip and North Haven 75 per cent of the successively in The CourlertGazette. a may be proved and allowed and that' ------------------------------------------------------------------- —------------------------ --- --------------ift it
Testamentary Issue to Fred M
STORE and equipment to let. WestONE 80-ACRE farm overlooking Penob*
next meeting of the Council will bc myself in the starboard watch and lomatic relations might result. So If motor vehicle registration fees paid
m»vR^nn1e^.rd.tl. Letters
,.
nf
Countj that they mav appear at a Butler
ouucr ana
and Lizzie
luzzip m
M . Whitmore,
wumnore. oom
both end Market. Thomaston. $15 month, scot Bay. Mountains and Lakes. On
held March 7 in Union. At this firs’: got acquainted with the men The you are planning to motor through IDtO au
the State b> the inhabitants O. Probate Court to be held at *ald Rock- of Warren, they being the Executors grocery store location for 50 years V main highway. 14000 Lots of wood and
meeting with the local auxiliary re best man in the watch took me under Rome, and whether you give a the two towns. He said the two islands land, on the 7th day of March A D named in said Will, without bond.
F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
lumber
FREEMAN S YOUNO. 163
1933 at nine o’clock in the forenoon.;
14-tf Main St.. Rockland Tel. 766-J
18-lt
sponse to the roll call was made thus: his wing, told me I was his partner
ESTATE CHARLES F ROSS, late of
"toot” or not, see to it that your are 12 miles "out in tha Atlantic and be heard thereon If they see cause Union,
ONE
WOOD
LOT. 22 acres mixed wood,
deceased. Petition for AdmlnlsAuburn, li; Camden. 5; Damariscotta, j and "Pardner" I was for the next six
ocean;
”
that
there
are
only
six
miles
_______
_ _______ _______
____________
APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block
ESTATE
GEORGE
A
HENDRICKS
miles to Rockland on main high
11; Lewiston 3; Rockland. 6; Thomas- ' mcnths. Jo? took great care of me. auto horn is of the "musical" type, of improved road in Vinalhaven and late of Rockland deceased. Petition for tratlon. asking that Edward C. Payson. MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264 three
FREEMAN S YOUNG. 163 Main
Licence to Issue to Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland, or some other suitable
1-tf way
ton, 15; Union. 5. Farmington re- j can ten y0U jje saj{j tjjal
jjr3, as it may save you possibly 50 lira that it costs $15 to get a car off the of
St..
Rockland.
Tel. 766-J__________ 18-lt
person
be
appointed
Admr..
witlh
bond.
Rockland, to convey certain real es
HEATED
apartments,
all
modern,
four
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more.
When
in
Rome,
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aa
sponded by mail. There were two i voyage had been in the Carrie Melvin
island and back again.
tate situated in Rockland and fully deONE 50-ACRE wood lot. mostly hard
ESTATE WILLIAM McLEAN. late of St tooms. Apply at CAMDEN «k ROCK
and lots of It Five miles to Rock
An automobile ride on Vinalhaven scribed In said petition and distribute Qeorge. deceased. Petition for Adminls- LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
visitors.
cf Thcmaston, Capt. Obed Andrews the Romans do!—Exchange.
14-tf wood
proceeds of sale among the heirs of thc tratlon asking that Thomas McLean of
land on main highway overlooking lake.
he said was "a merry-go-round" saM
There is to be a diphtheria toxoid j felt at once that I had found a long
Oeorge A. Hendricks, living in dif St Oeorge. or some other suitable per
Many other properties have been listed
There are about 250 cars on th* ferent States
with me to sell and are worth more
nlf \n
sel^:ime2iSu of£fe
ilcst friend as I remembered al! about
son be appointed Admr , without bond
Witness MELZER T CRAWFORD Es
than the prices asked
FREEMAN S.
Bees Work Long Hours
Watts hall, Monday, Feb. 20. the the Carrie Melvin
i island.
ESTATE
S
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HEKKING.
late
quire.
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
YOUNO. 163 Main St . Rockland. Tel.
hour to be announced later. This is | Thcn thin
came onto
sur.
• • • •
to Serve Human Needs
County. Rockland, Maine.
of Buffalo. N Y . deceased. Petition for |
766-J______________________________ 18-lt
being sponsored by the State Debfd horizon Mosl wonderfu, of
Attest •
Administration, asking that Robinson >
HAY. pressed und loose at my larm in
Proposed Legislation
A pound of honey that is placed
Verrlll of Portland, or some other suit
CHARI ER L VEAZIE. Register.
ea hc,M the ^^‘ithem all was the Gulf Stream. It
Northport
Write for
prices. L. E.
able
person be appointed Admr. with
15-S-21
on
the
breakfast
table
is
more
than
M;Ix)on. Knox—Requiring that lobdoctors. Dr. Lucy Spear and Dr. _.o_
,
PITCHER.
36 Cedar St . Belfast. Me.
NEW
YORK
Tahor.
cor.
Main
and
bond.
Oliver Cushing will be assisted by
£1
___________________________________
18*20
just a pound of sweetening, says the | ster canners shall obtain a permit
Summer Sts. Alterations, cleaning and
ESTATE WILLARD E HAHN late of pressing.
Suits to order
$17 50.
8-tf
Miss Grace Lawrence. R.N. county *
t
m e8,
/’?' bee-keeping specialist of the Massa 1 costing $10. from the commissioner of the grade of student shall operate a
W. MANN bone grinder for hand
___________________
_________________
.
.
.
Warren, deceased. Petition for AdmlnlsNOTICE—-This ls to notify all persons power or one-hall h. p motor lor sale;
nurse and Mrs. William Flint. R.N. I
*
n A
U'
l"at
Sea and Shore Fisheries and provid- plane until he or she have been tratlon. asklug that Maurice S Hahn that
I will be responsible for no bills also. Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg. self
town m. -se. Two treatments wlU I »’e were In the Gull Stream. I at once chusetts state college. It represents ing for marking of each package of licensed.
of Warren, or some other suitable per- contracted
“
<i.l«iO
round
trips
on
the
part
of
in

by my wife. FUa Lawrence turning trays. Queen incubator. 350 egg,
Fenlason. Anson----- Providing that son
»PP«‘'>ted Admr.. with bond
be administered, followed in six threw cverboard the draw bucket, to dividual bees, each trip averaging , meat.
Berry, after this date. FLOYD B two .5r?od"
500 chick size.
test
it
for
myself
to
see
if
it
was
warm
BERRY.
Rockland.
Feb 9. 1933.
17*19 MARION WILLIAMS. 15 Fluker St..
Blaisdell, Hancock—Requiring that1 au cans or containers sold for use in i estate guy o. thayer, late ot
months by tlie Schick test. There is
Thomaston.
15*20
2.8 miles. In search of nectar from
North
Haven,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad

I
’
was.
I
came
through
it
again
the
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock
lobster fishermen's license of the first the purchase of milk or cream at ministration. asking that Marlon E
a charge of 25 cents to cover cost
TWO INCUBATORS, brooder piano,
Store. 24 ~
Elm 8t. 1Mall orden
of serum. Pamphlets have already feilewing winter in the Straits of which the honey is made. If one class shall be issued only to those wholesale shall have their capacity Crockett of North Haven, or some other land Hair h
.”c.' RHODES
Tel
519-J
sewing
machine,
for
sale.
C.
R
WALbee were to take upon herself the
14-tf i LACE, Warren Me Tel 1-34.
17*19
been distributed to the school chil Florida and still the wonder grew.
persons residents of Maine for ten indelibly marked in terms of liquid suitable person be appointed Admx
without bond.
herculean task of manufacturing a ! years before date of application in- quarts
• • • •
dren. ’Parents are requested to re
PRESSED hay and straw for sale wili
WATCH and Clock Repairing. GrandESTATE WALTER A. QUINN, late of father and antiques. Call and deliver. deliver ln truck load lots. Write or Tel.
pound of honey, she would have tn
turn them to the teachers’. Anyone
stead of present three.
; Lebel. Brunswick—Assessing a tax
Along there somewhere we sailed
A MACOMBER,
23 Amesbury St . for prices J F BRYANT. Thorndike.
is entitled to this service, including fcr days, it seemed to me. through work every day for eight years,
Blaisdell. Haixtock—Permitting the On radios according to their value. 10 I S^trTfi'on"' ISki^r*' thrt“(Seo'rje * l. lockianj?^?
1
13*23
156*10tf Me.
pre-school children, and may ar miles of some sort of little glutinous travel .">.(11111 miles, or nearly twn establishment on tide flats of places per cent of their value to be deducted Qulnn of Rockland, or some other suit
DRY hard fitted wood and Junks
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for
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propagation
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>
each
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under
cover.
$8
T.
J
CARROLL.
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nnd
one-fourth
times
around
the
263-21 or 739-M.____________________ 15-tf
with the town nurse. Parents are tedirs about the size cf walnuts. earth, nnd visit 739,000 individual i quahaugs.
Lebel, Brunswick — Authorizing out bond.
I
fancied
them
to
be
small
jelly
fish
ESTATE ALLEN Y. BOGGS, late Of
advised to consult their physician
1933 CLARION Console Model 10-tube
Knox—Repealing the stat- j treasurers of cities and towns to pay Hope,
such as we see on our shores, but the blossoms of a plant such as rhodo uteMcLoon,
deceased. Petition for Admlnisradio for sale, or will swap for young
regarding the treatment.
which provides that bond must a bounty of ten cents a head on all ti
ation. asking that Hattie A Boggs of
Keys made lo order. Keys maae
stock or for lumber planer. ALTON G.
dendron. Each teaspoonful of honey,
sailers
declared
them
to
b?
"whale
The Men's Community Brother
be provided when prisoners are re- crows killed from April to July 31 Hope or some other suitable person be
WINCHENBACH, Waldoboro. Me
17-19
to fit locks when original keys are
appointed Admx., without bond.
hood wi.l meet next Tuesday eve Rod.' and then Mirrbile Dictu. one according to the stale college man, leased from State Prison on parole.
' in each year.
LUMP soft coal. $7 50: screened. $9 50:
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
day
‘
omebody
yelled
“
There
she
represents the entire life work of
ning in the Baptist vestry, with sup
Walker, Rockport—Opening Knox
Walker. Rockland—Amending the
ESTATE GEORGE A
HENDRICKS,
hard
coal.
$1350:
coke.
$10.50.
J.
B. J
books provide keys for all locks
of Rockland, deceased. Petition to
PAULDEN Tel Thomaston 84-2
18-tf
per as usual. Tne speaker will be blows!" My stars, wasn't X an excited lot I bees.
and Washington Counties to moose Blue Sky Law to include under the late
without
bother.
Scissor,
and
Determine
Inheritance
Tax.
presented
Lieut. Cushman of the State Police. boy! I caught sight of him just as
For Sale—Values: Under our plans of
hunting during the last week in No- term “securities" documents of title by Charles H Hendricks of Stoning
Knives Sharpened.
"MORE FOR LESS" one farmer has been
Services at the Federated Church he spouted and was in the lower rig
vember
to. and certificates of interest in, real ton. Admr.
buying
his feed for 23c per bag. Let us
Prompt
Service,
Reasonable
Prices
Crusoe's Island Home
tomorrow will be: Church school at ging in a trice for a better view. He
Cook. Pittsfield—Reducing amount estate and personal estate when the
tell you how you can do the same to
ESTATE SELDOM D WILEY, late of
9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11 war ahead of us and I open' d him
day
We have Just what you want to
While Alexander Selkirk may
of tuition towns without high schools sa]s antj purchase thereof is accom- Union, deceased. Petition for License to
offset LOW MILK PRICES and 15 CENT
R,. „
Rr .m-umsnt i sel1 certain Real ll.tatc. situated In
o'clock, subject. "The Making of cut by the foresail just in time to see have heen lhe original Iloblnsnn must. pay. for instruction of their pu- panied by
a contract, or
agreement, i union, and fully described in said
EGOS
MORE FOR LESS FEEDS"
Abraham Lincoln." The choir will him go down giving his tgil a most Crusoe, hlenk. rocky, hluster.v Juan pils in other totvns to $1CO per capita which guarantees against financial ‘ petition, presented by Mary Robbins of
made fresh while you wait for 5 bag kits
4®8 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
render. "Why Should'st Thou Fear.' majestic wave. That was my first I'crnandez was not the Island Defoe annually.
Lowell.
1,
Mas
Mass
.
Exx
or
more.
MORE FOR LESS Chick
loss or promises financial gain
Telephone 711
Starter $150: Scratch Feed $110. Egg
by Lorenz. Evening service at 7, ar.d only.
VIRGINIA C. DANIELS, late
Hancock, Casco—Amending all acts
A board of motion picture censors ofESTATE
M-tf
mash
with
oil
$138 per bag. 20 per
wrote about in his book. Crusoe's isThomaston, deceased Petition for
when the subject will be, "The Still
And the Mother Cary Chickens
relating to claims so that they apply to examine and supervise all films ex License
cent dairy feed $108 per bag
Fine
to sell certain Real Estate, situ
granulated sugar this week $4 20 per 100
Higher Path.”
were cf ro much interest to me I laiiil was Tobago, a balmy, hnspit- to quahaugs and mussels as well as hibited in the State and disapprove ated ln Thomaston, and fully described
lbs. Flours 43c per bag up We can
The Sewing Club was entertained never tired of watching them. Th £ I able spot at tbe south end of tbe clams.
ln
said
Petition,
presented
by
Edward
such as are i“sacriligeous. obscene,
solve your feed problems today and
Thursday by Mrs. G. C. Hopkins sailors said that they carried their British West Indies off the Orinoco,
Chase. Baring—Increasing the legal indecent, or immoral, or tend to de K Gould of Rockland. Exr
every day. You can balance your feed
ESTATE EVERIN G DAVIS, late of
budget here and bank the difference.
Each one furnished her own work, eggs under their wings, so hatching where rain falls six months of the
speed of comn^rcial motor trucks base or corrupt morals" would be cre Friendship,
deceased. Petition for Dis
STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
and bridge was played for recreation. their young. Charley Sampson said yeur. and tbe temperature average from 20 to 30 miles an hour on open ated under the bill of Piper of Bangor. tribution. presented
by Merle D. Flies
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFO.
Those in the party were Mrs. Orace they told him aboard the ship Is 81 degrees. Christopher Colum roads and from 12 to 20 miles an hour
CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland.
The bill to abolish the present of Gorham. Admx
1200.
______________________ 16-18
Payson. Mrs. Frank Elliot. Mrs. C Harvey Mills that they knew of ves- bus discovered it in 1498, and called in the compact sections of munici Maine Development Commission and
ESTATE GEORGE A. HENDRICKS,
And other rectal diseases TelALADDIN
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
M. Starrett. Miss Blanche Ravsor •els that had lost their jib-booms It Assumption island. Eighteen thou palities.
LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
substitute a board of trustees to ad Distribution, presented by Charles H
Prompt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Miss Helen Carr. Mrs. Edward New frcm having become tangled with the
Bus;ey. Dixmont—Amending law minister a $53,000 annual approprla- Hendricks of Stonington. Admr
Treated Without Pain
sand people live there now, and
14-tf
combs, Miss Elizabeth Washburn, nests slung from the sky. Very cut? j
ESTATE MARGARET MINIHAN. late
'relating to hunting of skunks and, tion for advertising and publicity
or Loss of Time
Mrs. George Cross, Mrs. Marie and smart little birds Mr. Editor, slieep-furniing (remember Robinson raccoons so that it shall be neces- wa* Drp*ented bv ReD Wentwtfrth of of. Rockland, deceased. Petition tor Dlswa
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wcniwuiin
o
tribution.
presented
by
George
E.
McCrusoe's goats?) is one of the prin
H**’******************-***** *•*«•**•**•*••• •«, |£
Singer. Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs. L.
! sary to obtain a $5 license.
Kennebunk.
’ Laughlin. Admr.
H Dunn. Mrs. Lee Walker, and the with a little daub of white on the | cipal occupations.
Bussey. Dixmont—Fixing the open
Two measures to boost the registnestate fred l gray, late ot
rccts
of
their
tail
feathers.
hostess. A dainty lunch was served
_______ _
season for hunting and trapping fur tion fees on motor trucks were intro- Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final
And the first s?a that I saw come
The remains of Maurice Sullivan
riiieeri hv T it11p*te1ri nf Alfred
One Account presented for allowance by
TEL. 1076
xir„
r read tnat
that,1 bearing
We airiR-i
didn t have time ,to
_
- animals^—in the northern duced Oy Llttieneid 01 Aarea. MI , Leslie B Dyer of Vinalhaven. Admr
a native of Thomaston, who died atcard. What a tumbling and roar
f
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• ZAWX /inlznc "
fl’O COUfltlPS IrOITl (^C v 16 10 Jjn. 31 3tDU based on carrying capacity, the same-) esTATE EVErin g. davis. late of
ROCKLAND
s°uthern coun0es from Nov 1 10 as the present law would provide the I Friendship, deceased. Second and Final 39 UNION ST.
Feb. 7 at his home in East Boston. Whew. I thought that the old packet guSE righ?Iwy thaJ they must j
127Stf
Mass., will arrive this Saturday was surely gone, from the racket and '
following fees: One to one and one- Account presented for allowance by
afternoon. Services will bc held at icar. Am very sure that I should have more flap and less jack —Boston , Farris, Augusta—Permitting publi- half tons. $25; one and one-half to M"‘'DTFF"*S °'v
M
St. James' Church Sunday afternoon have taken to mv heels if I had been Herald.
cation of probate court notices in , tw0, $4fl; two to two and one-half. M^Lte of R^k^nd de^Hled fum
where I could have done so.
at 2.30.
newspapers published in an adjoining
two and one-half to three, $85; and Final Account presented for aiiowFred Oillchrest who recently sold
county, if of larger circulation than three to four. $140; four to five. $225
by Rose McNamara, of Rockiand,
out his store in Portland, ls visiting
newspapers in the county whose court' and $10o additional for each addi- X±TATP .. ___T .
,
Then reefing the foresail and pay
relatives on Green street.
has jurisdiction.
tional ton. The present law provides tSSi, Kd FlJt: .nd Final
Mrs. Vernon Achorn who has been ing cut the sheets to run before th:
Chase, Baring—Requiring drivers jn part: Two to three tons. $55; threeAccount presented for allowance
by
very ill. is able to sit up a short time gale—the wind under the foresail aid YEOMEN of all
of motor vehicles to indicate by sig- to four, $«0; four to five, $125 and ! Etbel Payson of Rockland. Adnw.
daily. Mrs. Flint, town nurse, is ing her over the seas instead of plow
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch*
nol intention to slacken speed, stop. more than five. $150. The other bill! .estate Margaret minihan. ute Since 1840 this firm has f»lthh<'i»
ing through them. And passing a lulp fur delicate or... , ..„, ' of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
lng eggs, prices to suit the times ALcaring for her.
or to back
was based
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on gross
gross weight
weight including
including j . Account
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presented for
for allowance
allowance by
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served the families of Knox County BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me 17*tf
Mlss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick is ship bcund the same wav as ourselves gaiis by taking l)r.T
eorge E McLaughlin. Admr
Gay. Lincoln— Provides that the \ rated carrying capacity and weight George
Admr.
Favorite ‘
PRICE of baby chicks reduced. 8. C.
LADY ATTENDANT
visiting in the lamily of C’.ra.*les and watching the weather she was | Pierce's
State Highway Commission mav plant | Of truck with the charge per hunESTATE WESLEY N WASGATT AND
R I. Reds, accredited flock, heavy lav
11
Woodcock on the South Warren road making of it. Seme of the time she I Prescription.
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ing
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j
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ranging
from
45
cents
on
Petition for Reduction of Bond I
Mrs. J. Walter Strout entertained wcutd be out of cur sight, then bein’- Overcomes back
hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
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R
Wasgatt
of
Kit1
ache,
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so
that
in
rolling
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see
all
Orders
of n thousand and over. $10 per
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the junior choir of the Baptist
tery. Gdn.
Breen, Lewiston—Abolishing closed for 15,000 pounds and over,
! 100
C. N. LIGHT, Waldoboro, Me.
Church at her home Friday evening. about her decks. All very wonderful pains, a n d the
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____________________it-38
time
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ROCKLAND,
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HELEN
BRADFORD
BRYANT,
late
of
1
weakening drains of
Then Eddystone being pointed out womanhood.
An evening of fun and business was
Chase. Baring—Including bicycles I Hearings on a bill introduced by Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition
Women all over the country
8. C. R. I RED CHICKS, high producto
me
at
night.
Then
the
Isle
of
for
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
|
spent, an appreciated part of the
praise it as docs Mrs. Bella Rice of Albany
! lng strain. State tested, and accredited
in list of vehicles compelled to dis- j senator Bissett of Cumberland, which same may be proved and allowed and |
Club, Albany, who says: “I was suffer
for pullorum disease. Write M. M KIN
program being the refreshments of Wight that we always connect with Yacht
play lights on the highways at night. W0Uld allow land owners to turn that Letters Testamentary Issue to Har- I
ing from womanly ills and general weakness.
NEY. Thomaston, Me, St. George road.
the
America's
Cup.
Then
the
tug
ice cream and cake. At the business
rlet Wilson Burgess, of Thomaston, she
I was rundown, my nerves gave way, I could
or phone Tenant s Harbor 56-14
10*18
Chase,
Baring
—
Providing
that
no
j
their
property
into
game
preserves
by
thc Executrix named In said Will,
meeting presided over by the presi beat, sure encugh English, side not sleep—felt weak, trembly and all dragged operator or driver of a vehicle shall i putting up "non trespass” notices, was being
with bond.
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
out.
I
was
restored
to
health
by
taking
Dr.
dent of the choral association, Cecil wheeler, no propeller. About mid- Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. It calmed my overtake and pass another vehicle on ; postponed one week to allow Bissett
tor poultry. By bag or ton. Write ALVESTINA ULMER, late of Cushing
[ FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me. 143*145
Day, the lollowing were elected as J night down goes the anchor and we nerves, I gained in strength, and never felt a hill or curve where a free and un- . to notify proponents of the measure deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate !
officers for the ensuing year: Presi- are told that we are in Gravesend better physically.”
asking that the same may be '
S. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
SERVICE & REPAIRS
obstructed view of the highway ahead ] to comc to Augusta and appear for thereof,
accredited, prices 15c to 12c each ac
proved and allowed and that Letters i
Write to Dr. Pierce'* Clinic, Buffalo,
dent, Cecil Day; vice president. Eay; and we are in England. Wc
, may not be had for a sufficient dis- j the bill. He said he introduced it at Testamentary Issue to irace E Fisk, of j
cording to number. Chickens are now
N.
Y.,
for
fre®
medical
advice.
ALL
MAKES
OF
SETs
Richard Moore; secretary, Cleora ; turn in for the balance of the night
the Executrix i
i the farmer's best bet.
Eggs for hatch
tance to insure such passing with i thc request of ,Lewis B. Hall of Port- Rockport, she beln
Condon; treasurer, Lewis Tabbutt; j wish that we could tell you of the !
ing. Write for prices. E C. TEAGUE.
! named In said Will, \ ithout bond.
i
saJety.
-land,
president
of
the
Audubon
SoWarren.
Me.
Tel.
13-42
14-tf
R. W. TYLER
ESTATE AMANDA L SIMMONS, late I
executive committee, Betty Brown group of boys that met us as we firs! FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF
Littlefield. York — Providing for cjety
I of Friendship, decea -d. Petition to
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain S. C. Reds.
MARYLAND
chairman. Fred Elwell, Belle Coates, i put our feet on English soil <we la5'
only one license plate on an autoj Determine Inherltanci Ta::, presented I
State accredited for white diarrhoea.
PHONE 68-21
Baltimore, Maryland
Richard Paquin. Mrs. Strout was
the stream, having a cargo of oil)
by Charles C. Wlncay . of Rockland,
Bred for eggs, type and color; $14 per
mobile instead of twd as at present '
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Admr. c.t.a.
assisted in serving by Mrs. Florene b eging for a “Bit of ard to put in
hundred for March. Discount on 500
and for the words "vacation land" '
Roal Estate .......................
$2,417,300 00
ESTATE AMANDA E SIMMONS, late
McMillan of Rockland. Mrs. Martha their tco-ooth, just a bit.,"
Loans ............... .... 108.000 00 on such plates
| of Friendship, deceased. First and
Carter. Miss Lelia Clark and Edward
>ji]e 11PXt day or days have their Mortgage
Bissett. Cumberland—To give tbe
... Best treated
Storks and Bonds ..........
14.681,415 82
Final Account presented for allowance
Brown assisted in financing the party- thrills and perhaps could be dupll- Cash in Office and Bank
1 089,015 23 State department of health and wel
by Charles C. Wincapaw of Rockland.
without "dosing"
1,865.772 99
Admr c.t.a.
Others present were Kathleen Ar.- cate<t. perhaps, but the newness and Airentu' Balances ..........
fare authority to provide aid for per
Bills
Receivable
..............
a
37,558
16
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
derson. Celia Slone. Hester Foster, all that sort of thing of this first Interest and Rents ..........
9.692 08 son not being provided for by the :
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Margaret McMillan. Estelle Moore. crossing—never.
All other Assets ..............
159.022 37 overseers of the poor of a city or town
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Pardner
Attest:
Ruth Butler, Marian Felt, Olive
Thcmaston, Feb. 8
Gross Assets
$20,367,776 65 and to charge the expense to the j STAINLESS now, if you prefer
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Rowell, Marie Clark. Anna Sever
____________
Deduct Items
admitted 386.555 23 municipality.
ance. Hazen Cook, Joseph Cross.
Automobile
operator's
licenses
!
A Chicago sociologist insists tha.
$19,981,221 42
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
continued public apathy will lead to Admitted
would be good until March 1 of the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1932
DR J. H. DAMON
Strout Insurance Agency gangsters taking over the country, Net Unpaid Losses ......... $5,587,994 87 year following issuance—bring them
FLU-GRIP
which will be a lesson to them — Unearned Premiums
Dentist
6.109.640 03 into line with motor vehicle regis
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout —Detroit News.
All other Liabilities ............... 3.430.091 13 trations—under a bill by Rep. Hill of
Now Located
Keep
the
bowels open and take
Cash Capital ........................... 2,400.000 OO South Portland.
Insurance iu all its branches
I. O. O. F. HALL. BUILDING
Surplus over all Liabilities
2.453.495 39
BROWN
’S RELIEF
Flanders—Auburn—Providing that
Astronomers think Mars is trying
Probate Bonds
Notary Pnblit
POSTOFFICE SQ., ROCKLAND
all civil aircraft operatin’ ln the
to signal the earth. They probably Total Liabilities and Sur
TELEPHONE
1203-W
on arising and retiring
Vinal Building. Phone 158
plus ..................................... $19,981,221 42 State shall be licensed bv the Secrehave a war on and want Uncle Sam
17-20
D H. GLIDDEN AGENCY, Agent
.
.
,
, . .
.
Norway Medicine Co.
1-tt
THOMASTON, ME. to finance it.—Florence (Ala.) Herald.
Vinalhaven. Maine
18-S-24 tary of State and that no pilot above
110 MAIN ST.
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OCl ETY.

Unusual Bargain
In Antiseptics At
Local Druggists

PICKING BEST FILM

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Here Are Two Lists of Ten,
Picked By Critics—What
Say Yon?

Gladys St, Clair hlorga
Wliat do you consider tlie ten best
Local druggists are Introducing n
pictures you saw of tlie 1932 releases
new
oral
antiseptic
made
by
the
In addition to person ul notes regard
Here is what, a majority of thr
[ makers of Vicks VapoRub. It is
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
critics of the leading newspapers
ment especially dealt es Information nf
i called Vicks Voratone Antiseptic.
social happenings, partlea, musicals, etc.
Of course, the only real proof of
"Smile, Scotti, smile!” shouted | Youth decides, against all sage picked for Tlie Film Daily und see
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will t»e
gladly received.
its quality and economy is actual use. someone to Antonio Scotti, as he counsel, to make a living at music, how it compares with your own ideas
TELEPHONE —................... ............ 770 or 794
1 To make this proof pos-sible, a special stood before tbe curtain of the Met- and then learns in bitterness that it of productions at the local theatres
“Grand Hotel" which received the
[ trial size has been prepared. It con-1 rcpolitan Opera House in his fare- usually can't be done,
I tains 214 ounces—a 25c value. Its! well performance; and smile he did,
'• ‘We gj not exactly discourage greatest number of votes, followed
Cards have been received in this
price, while the limited supply lasts, i although through many tears.
him,’ Mr. Hofmann said. ‘But for by these in tlie order of their popu
city announcing the engagement of
, is only 10c.
Arms full of flowers, wreaths and the merely average, music is not a larity: "The Champ," "Arrowsmith,"
Miss Anna Dart and Richard Edward
You can use Vicks Antiseptic, ln garlandhfatred at each side of him, profession—it Ls a starvation. Every “The Guardsman," “Smilin' Through,"
Lincoln of Edgewood, R. I. Miss Dart
j your customary way, for bad breath;I a parquet full of cheering and ap- effort should be made by the music “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Emma,”
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
“Bill of Divorcement," “Back Street,'
lard C. Dart who have a summer _____________________ as a gargle, mouth-wash, or antisep-1 pluuding people, Mr. Scotti, who has schools to turn into the professional and "Scarface."
lield
only
the
very
best
musicians.
j
tic
lotion;
and
for
all
the
oilier
cus1
caused
countless
thrills
to
the
pubhome at South Hope, and who are
Just why the picture critics should
Mrs. Harry Lcvenseler, West tomary antiseptic uses.
j lie in his long career as singer. re- I do not mean that musical education
well known bv virtue of having spent Meadow road, was somewhat sur- | Bom in a depression yea". Vicks , ceived the whole thing back in ont I should
be restricted; on the contrary huve picked ull of tlie ubove ten Is
many summers at Mrs. Dart’s former prLsed Monday evening when a group j Antiseptic is priced accordingly. The , grand thrill that was almost too it should be encouraged. Every one hard to understand. Most people will
1
Lome here.
cf friends arrived at her home with regular size, large 10-ounce bottle- I much for him. Whose voice had just , who wishes to study music should do agree thut "Grand Hotel" was a
all the fixings for a party in observ a usual 75c value—is only 35c.
b;en heard rising above the noise , so—and I can assure him that noth- splendid production, made more or
Mrs. Evelyn Ludwig, n patient nt ance of her birthday. After much
down by the orchestra rail, singing: ing will make a greater contribution less popular by the art of showman
Knox Hapital, is showing gratifying merry-making, and all packages
"For he’s a jolly good fellow!” None to his happiness in life, I should ship which publicized the array of
improvement.
Swastika Club met Wednesday eve- other than Lawrence Tibbett's. In like to see every person take such a great artists. "Back Street" was I
epened, bridge occupied the remain
Honors were
Rcik- contrastv vw
to ute
the voice
that liuu
had oumu
stilled training so •long
pleasure, and not splendidly done by Irene Dunrt anil i
VC*
wil evening. iiynuio
Wvsx I nin—E with Miss Marion Upham.
•
iu.vv Ciliov
'-'••ft as h"'
der Uzl
of the
Mrs. E. A. Robbins, president of awarded to “the man of the house.’ P°rt- MrsMann substituted | the calling and the hand-clapping for profession is his aim.
John Boies although many were not I
the State Federation of Oarden who very fittingly substituted, and for Mrs- Vivian Kimbalt. Honors a minute and a half with a “good-by”
“ ’But those who seek to make
Clubs, and Camden Oarden Club, to Mrs. Vivian Kimball, with consola- were awarded to Mrs. Leola Mann and speech—Mr. Scotti’s own low, mild music a profession should be en ln sympathy with its theme, but from j
artistic point of view it was a |
gether with Mrs, P. G. Willey and tion going to Mrs. Audrey Teel. Other Mrs. Viva Kalloch. with consola tier, gentle voice, unforgettably pleasant couraged only if Lhey show distinct an
splendid production. It will be noticed 1
Miss Graham of Camden, and Mrs. guests were Miss Susan Spear. Mrs. scing to Mrs Altena Thompson.
promise of becoming the best. If that the comedies are not mentioned, ‘
and polite.
Ralph L. Wiggin of Rockland, mo
i Mr. Scotti has been true to his job, they do not rank high, it is better and how long could the picture j
------tored to Portland Wednesday to at Dorothy Baxter, Mrs. Frances Far- |
Mbs Beth Hagar was operated upon from first to last, and equally true for their own sakes—not to men hcuses continue if they didn’t show
tend a meeting of the Longfellow rand and Mrs. Edith Hallowell.
| yesterday at Knox Hospital for to his convictions. He has of late tion the public’s—that they should something to give an audience one
Club at which Mrs. Edith Banghart
years maintained that one of his best not try to earn their bread bv long chuckle?
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve i mastoid.
of Medina, Wash, gave an address on
parts, perhaps best of all, was that music',"
Now here are two lists of ten each
flora and rock gardens. Tlie local ning with Mrs. C. E. Daniels.
"Even of the few who are encour Perhaps in all cases the acting was
of Chim Fen in Leoni’s “L’Oracolo.'
attendants felt well repaid by the.
Tho
Suitcase
Club
met
Friday
with
Few
agree
with
him,
preferring
hLs
aged
by
the
schools,
says
Mr.
HofMargaret Torrey was the winner of
net of a superior sort, but with con
fine address, the beautiful colored
Mrs. Irene Farnham at her home on Don Giovanni and Falstaff among I mann, scarcely any fulfill their early
slides and Mrs. Banghart’s personal the one-mile girls' race at The Span Rankin street. Much sewing was ac- grander personages, and his Scarpia and possibly secret ambitions. From sideration for the theme, the acting,
ish Villa rink last night by one-quar- ,
,. , ,
. .
, ...
| artistry of production and general
charm.
,
ter of a lap over Betty Lacemewhc
' Patchwork takmg the and Tonio among lesser. However ; this Mr. Hofmann went on to say spectator interest, see what your re
Mr.
Scotti
was
all
for
Chim
Fen;
and
,
that
there
is
increasing
demand
for
Gen. Knox Chapter. DAR., ot finished second. Hattie Heath who taa
as Chim Fen he made his final bow. accompanists and that this branch action Ls to them. You will notice
------Thomaston is to be entertained at a finished third was handicapped by a j
of piano playing now affords morc that neither list includes such
wonderful results of thc photogra
tea on Washington's Birthday, 2 to 5, bad fall at the half-mile mark but , H Bradford Richmond of Bear
O
O.
McIntyre
comments:
“
Not
than any other,
showed her gatneness by setting a fast Hill spent a pleasant day last week even Caruso and Farrar have been • opportunity
at the home of Mrs. Emily Stevens.
pher’s art as Frank Buck's "Bring
“
The
concert
violinist
and
'cellist
puce the rest of the race. It Is rumored as guest of W. B. Wentworth ol more sincerely missed at the Metro- need accompanists,' he pointed out, 'Em Back Alive," or "Congorilla," nor
Circle supper at the Universalist that “Betty" will challenge the win Union, enjoying also the ho ilta’.itv poiitan than will Antonio Scotti, who as well as the various solo voices, such comedies as the Marx Brothers
of Mrs. Harold S. Wentworth and recently announced his retirement. It is a oleusant life for on" who ir. “Horse Feathers” and numerous
vestry Wednesday at 6 will have Mrs. ner to a return race.
her family.
George L. St. Clair as chairman.
I met Scotti some vear ago at Hugh wishes to be free of the worry about ether hits.
Her committee will consist of Mrs.
Mrs. Woodbury Richards of Rock
One Group
and Sadie Murray's. Among other bills and' hotels and the like, and
Lester Sherman. Mrs. Elizabeth land street was hostess to the T&E
Mrs. Lillian Perry was hostess to guests was a cinema actiess, one ol there Ls the prospect of much inter
Washington
Masquerade
with
Haines. Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, Miss Club for sewing Wednesday after Cheerful Circle Wednesday evening those overly brilliant flames appear- esting travel to diistant places and oi
Lionel Barrymore and Karen Morley.
Lucy Rhodes, Miss Jennie Brown, ncon.
at her home cn Wanen street.
ing so suddenly. She was babbling happy artistic associations’."
Cuban Love Song with Lawrence
Mrs. Philip Thomas. Miss Hazel Kel_____
of Hollywood, her latest film, and a
A teacher was conducting a lesson Tibbett and Lupe Velez.
• ler, Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings ol
in
the
early
music.
The
names
main sueei.
truest T1'e Parent-Teacher Association llip at>r°?d: During ’he lull, rhe
Movie Crazy with Harold Lloyd.
P P Bicknell, Mrs. Ralph Loring, North Main
street nave
have naa
had as
as guest
‘^Tmuny famous^o- "Luther" and "Palestrina" were on
Bird of Paradise with Joel Mc
Mrs. Ella S. Bird. Miss Irene Lun- for a week ^Mrs. CaToli^Mernam meets Monday evening at the High
the
blackboard,
from
a
previous
Crea and Dolores del Rio.
School auditorium at 7.30. the s^-akden and Miss Neva Dyer.
of Camden
class. When a youngster was
Piivate Lives with Norma Shearer
— „
_
ers to be ReprerentaUv« N AFogg
He replied: "I sing sometimes.’ questioned to name one of the earliShakespeare Society meets Mon
Earl, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl and L. A. Walker who will talk In- There was an "Oh!" and change ot est figures in music, lhe answer and Robert Montgomery.
Blondie of the Follies witii Marion
day evening at the home of Mrs. Smith, Rankin street, celebrated his formally on legislative matter* anti subject. When she flitted off. scjwa-: "Mr. Luther from Palestine.'
Emily Stevens. Talbot avenue. Act fourth birthday Wednesday by enter- answer any questions. It is possible ■ j-.eiy unconscious was he of iris Tha; was one instance when thei Davies.
V of "Alls Well That Ends Well” timing several neighborhood chil- that Senator A. C. McLoon ma ' t
own importance, he exclaimed: \ teacher was unable to keep a straight1 Cne Hour Wilh You with Maurice
will be read, with Mrs. Helena Fales d.-en at a delightful party. Valen- present. The Higii School Girls’ Glee “What a marvelously exciting lady!' .face!
Chevalier and Jeannette McDonald
Forbidden with Barbara Stanwyck.
leader, and Mrs. Oertrude Wooster tine decorations, were used effective- Club, directed by Mis. Esther Rcgets.
• •••
••••
will present a paper.
ily, and each child had a nice lavor will sing.
The Man Who Played God with
And here's a contribution from
American music had one of the
--------! from a Jack Horner pie which |____________
Leonard Liebling, editor of Musical! most successful innings it has ever George Arliss.
David Allen Libby, little son of formed the centerpiece of the reDevil's Lottery writh Elissa Land)
Courier:
had in Germany, when Dr. How
WEST
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. David Libby who has I freshment table. There were two
"After the Antonio Scotti farewell ard Hanson, head of the Eastman and Alexander Kirkland.
been seriously ill with grippe at the | birthday cakes. Earl's guests were
Another Group
Word has been received here of the ln VOtacola last week, a large throng School of Music, Rochester. N. Y..
home of his grandparents. Mr. and Donald French, Wayne Drinkwater,
Mrs. A. V. Sawyer, i's improving slow- } Richard Freeman. Caroline Howard death of Ella iCarrolD. wife ot «a TT Mnma^barito'n- ^Man^asked conducted the Berlin Philharmonic
Arsene Lupin with John and Lionel
ly. HLs parents and sister have also Earline Perry. Albert Havener. Jr.. Henry Crawford, formerly of this £ hls^ogranhand amont them Orchestra at a concert sponsored by Barrymore.
Hatchet Man with Edward G.
been very ill at their home at thef Nancy Small. Marie Stewart. Junior Place, which occurred Feb 1 in Haw- °'
ar
’ATk 8orm« the Carl Schurz Society. The pro
included works of Daniei Rcbinson
South End
rx--H —
___ ___ mil- ..._____ j
Crawfnrd woe n *a- >-JUl5eppe BdmOO.^neK. IOfmei
Darling. Betty Crozier,
Billy Weed, thnrno
‘home Wlo Mrt
M-Craw
« » c"0“
cond“tor at
Metr“ gram
Ma'jn, the late Charles
Mr. Robinson Crusoe with Douglas
Irwin and Marilyn Spear. Mrs. sister of Mrs. Emma Leach wno for poiitan. 'I want your signature, too, Gregory
Grilles, William Grant Still. Leo Fairbanks and Marie Alba.
The Jolly Workers met Tuesday Smith was assisted by Dorothy several years spent the winters with here
this line,' he said sentimen Ejwerby, John Powell and Dr. HanAmbassador Bill with Will Rogers.
evening with Miss Jeannette Gordon, Smith, Madeline Philbrick and Vir- her, helping with the work and car- tally, on
handing the celebrant a piece MO him elf iThe Romantic Sym
Tarzan of the Apes with Johnnie
Limerock street. The evening was ginia Wood.
ing for her in her illness, Mrs. Craw
phony
and
Pan
the
Priest
i.
for
of
P
a
P
cr
Scotti
started
to
write,
.‘pent at sewing and games. Re
ford having been in poor health
Wel'muller and Maureen O'Sullivan.
.opped
suddenly,
and
roared:
’
Oh.
freshmen! s were served and Miss
Mrs Carl E. Freeman entertained a number of years. She also leaves no, oh no. I may be sixty-seven and
A Successful Calamity with George
Barbara Lassell was taken in as a at dinner Wednesday evening, as a l another sister Mrs Laura Packard retiring from opera, but I am not
The manuscript of Mozart's piano Arils;.
new member.
i birthday observance for Mr. Free- cf Glencove and nephew Arthur blind. A fine joke you would play on concerto in D minor brought $5,250
Phantom President with George M.
I man. There were 20 guests, from s Packard.
a. a sale in Berlin, in which other , Cchan and Claudette Colbert,
a feeble minded old baritone! 'This manuscripts
also realized surpris-j ont Way Passage witii William
Mr. and Mr. Linwood Bussell en- I Rockland and Camden. Cards with
The Mission Circle met Litis week
tertained at bridge Wednesday eve- Mrs. Howard Wilbur of Camden and ' wilh Mrs Margaret Andrews A! tne . . ?
Aoii' then h.^ii'inert t inB!y large figures. The manuscript Powell and Kay Francis.
ning at their home in Thomaston. j Mrs. Ralph Nutt carrying off honors, final count 12 children ----"
'
•> ,d.|i„r
were------preicr.t
f B
of .u„
the v
E flat string quintet, however. I Misleading Lady with Edmund
BamM3Cnelt
found no purchaser at the price de- i Lcwe and Claudette Colbert.
A late lunch was served. Honors fell , a birthday cake and many nice gifts including two sets of twins. a boy ar.o t”e crowd "
to Mrs. Ethel Sukeforth, Guy Doug- j were features of the gathering,
manded. namely $3,000.
girl in each set and the boy's name
The Dark Horse with Guy Kibbe.
las and Ralph Clark.
The after_ * i i in each case being Charles.
.
A small opera house for 'children
„ and Un Fiona riimmmu of ' oikTr
w cntertained
noon was spent in sewing patch work. ;ia, been epened in Leningrad. RusVladimir dc Pachmann, renowned
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings
of supoer WerP
and cards
Thursday evening. thCMrs.
Walter°1Ub
Wheeler entertained
s... Th„ ‘theatre
‘its 1 "00 needle nianiit who died in Rome Inn fi
MON.-TUES.
Sm.^ld
’tSS
tW° tableS
.TU^
Week W*th Chrises
Night by'w^S-SSft; no
Hte fortu^ had been
i The Tenon cdiih mot Th,, cd . near'y a l.he meml)ers present
has been chosen for the flrst divided during his life between his
_____
! edging
n
Z.leJ!±P°-PU‘^ P-'oduction.
The
two
sons anu
and <***
an arrangement
made ,
nw.AMtw'M with
n.;»u M?s bA r
r* ‘B^held^r
__ i__ _____
u. V14ULHU.I.
iv performance
izv 11 v/i 11 iu 11 vv starts
.ninu Dviio
ai lanxvnicui niaue
------ . evening with Mrs. A. R. Bachelder, pastime here as well as elsewhere. Il ... « n m lnd »nds not late- than i for navmpnt nf anv nntstandinu !
Mrs
1 celet>ra^eQ i *llh Mrs- Ray Eaton a special guest affords a number of men employment t?n
debts. The onlv personal possessions
her 23d birt idiy Tuesday at her i Honors in bridge were won by Mr. in making them, and from all appear....
the
pianist retained
was
small
__ pianist
__ __*1a______
, cn Nnrfh Main c'-cC
Thnco anri
t W r-Uccn
. ’
....
Lilt'
piatllSl ________
It* lil.I it'll WHS
Small |
home on North Main street. Those i and Mrs. L. F. Chase.
n'Jafn
Jt
I
the
sovnd
of
a
CHILD'S
laughter
leather
bag
which
had
accompanied
present were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond j
------work piecing them together again
again.
j him on all his journeys. After his
Watson and son Maynard, Miss
Junior Harmony Club will hold its
All tlie bells of heaven may ring.
Valorus Edgecomb who now lives
Ail the birds of heaven may sing.
death the bag was opened and found
Phyllis Watson of Thomaston. Mr [ annual “winter picnic" Tuesday eve- in Liberty, and whose wife was for
Ail the wells on earth may spring.
to contain a wooden Byzantine fig
and Mrs. Edwin A. Dean. Miss Irene j ning at 6 o’clock at Legion hall, for merly Theresa Ingersoll of this vil
Ail the winds on earth may bring
ure of the Madonna and Child, a gift
Dunn and Miss Eleanor Tibbetts. ' members only. Take box lunch and lage. was the accepted bidder on the
All sweet sounds together;
from de Paehmann's mother.
Sweeter far than all things heard.
Refreshments were served. Mrs. Lit- ! go in costume. There will be games mail route, Camden to Rockland via
• • • •
Hand of harper, tone of bird.
tlefieid received many beautiful gifts, and other jollities.
Sound of wixxls at sundown stirred.
West Rockport and Rockville. He
Welling
water's
winsome
word.
The
orchestra
of the Musicians
will take charge of the route July 1
Wind in warm wan weather.
Myron J. Hahn is again able to be
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess lo at which time Robert |Ieald who
Emergency Fund (Walter Damroscli.
out. following an attack of pneu the Copner Club yesterday after has been the carrier for several terms
conductor) gave its fourth concert at
One thing yet there is. that none
monia which occasioned considera noon.
Hearing ere its chime be done
Madison Square Garden Jan. 25, and
will retire. At that time there will
Knows not well the sweetest one
ble concern.
delivered an all-Beethoven program.
be many changes of Star Route drlvHeard of man beneath the sun.
The Moonlight Auctioneers met
Leonore Overture No. 3; the Agnus
Hoped
in
heaven
hereafter;
The first of a series of assemblies Thursday evening with Miss Lenore riluhHpss'rii^tn'm'w flhd Camditi.
Soft and strong and loud and light.
Dei, from the Missa Solemnis; and
«!, nl.p»
due to lOW bids frcm Uieil
Very sound of very light
took
place Thnr^rfav
Thursday evening a.
at lh,
the i Ronnar
Benner. Rridap
Bridge honors fpll
fell Itoa TlTrc
Mrs “ofCUbtleSS
th? ninth symphony. Among the
the
unemployed
ranks.
Heard from morning’s rosiest height.
Gonia cottage, Crescent Beach, with Phyllis Clark. Mrs. Rollo Gardiner of
; artists were Jeanette Vreeland, MarWhen the soul of all delight
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mr. . Camden, and Miss Gladys Bowen,
Fills a child’s clear laughter.
Jnret Matzenauer. Paul Althouse
and Mrs. George B. Davis in charge, j Late lunch was served.
' Chase Baromeo and the choruses of |
Golden bells of welcome rolled
Fifteen couples "tripped the light ' •
-------, the Oratorio Society of New York
Never forth such notes, nor told
MON.-TUES.
The weekly card party of the BPW
Hours so blithe in tones so bold.
fantastic" to the snappy strains of
and Schola Cantorum, Florence
As the radiant mouth of gold
the Country Club Mountaineers, di Club Thursday evening at the home
Austral, Rachel Merton, Irene WilHere that rings forth heaven.
rected by James O'Hara. There will of Mrs. Exxy Perry was marked by
( liams, Grace leslie, Ernest Davis
If the golden-crested wren
Were a nightingale—why. then.
be another assembly Thursday eve success, there being flve tables.
j Frederic Baer. Theodore Webb, and
Something seen and heard of men
ning. Feb. 23, with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Honors were won by Mrs. John
others. About 12.000 perrons were on .
Might be half as sweet as when
E. Morse and Mr. and Mrs. Earle Thompson. Miss Helen Burns, Mrs.
hand to lend aid by purchasing tick- 1
Laughs a child of seven.
—From Poems’’ Swinburne. (Christian ets and applauding the music.
Ludwick as the committee.
J. O. Stevens, Dr. Mary Reuter and
Science Monitor).
--------I Mrs. Crockett. The party next
• • • •
*
Miss Agnes Flanagan and Miss I Thursday evening will be at the
I am ready to make out your in
The New York Evening Post of a come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
Mary Johnson will be in charge of I home of Mrs. Earl McIntosh,
recent date contained a fine article phone 77, Rockland. 375 Main street
the card party at The Thorndike |
------concerning Jotef Hofmann who has
grill Wednesday evening under the ' Miss Harriet Lufkin of Hill street
12-tf
INSPIRING!
■pecial interest for us since becom
auspices of St. Bernard's parish. was hostess to the Do-As-You-Pleasc
ing
a
summer
resident
cf
neighbor
Play will begin at 8.
Club Wednesday evening.
Two generations
Camden. It reads, in part:
of fighting Amer
“One of the most important and
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
The nieeting of Baraca Class of the
d.fflcult duties of a music
Society of thc MethodLst Churcb' Methodist Church Wednesday eve- j
ican pioneers i .most
‘.chool. savs Josef Hofmann, Ls to
held a half-day session Thursday at ning was well attended. It was
carving
an
empire
keep the boys and girls from becom
the home of Mrs. Edith Tweedie, who voted to have the calendars again I
ing musicians.
was assisted in serving dinner by following a custom established witii!
out of the West.
"Mr Hofmann should know. Hc is
Mrs. Margaret Philbrook and Mrs. success last year. Games and music j
director of the Curtis Institute oi
Thelma Stanley. Mrs. Anah Gay rounded out the evening.
Music and actively engaged in pre
acted as leader of thc devotional
venting young people of promise
period, having as her topic, “Give
The annual student day program
from turning into musicians.
Zane
Me Water.” After the business meet of the Rubinstein Club is scheduled j
"They do so, he reports, despite
ing a short program presentied a for March 31. Mrs. Lorita Bicknell'
Grey/$
the best fatherly advice from teach
delightful demonstration of the will again be chairman, and is ask- j
ers of authoritative judgment. In
value of missionary work, in which ing local music teachers to advise
the end experience is the only
Mrs. Gay, Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. her as soon as possible regarding
teacher to whom ambitious youth
Tweedie. Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. Mae pupils to be presented on this pro-'
will listen, and then it is a little late.
Gregory took part. The women gram.
viewed with pride the work they had
accomplished—six comforters tacked
Chickawaukee Chapter, Delphian'
and completed, three complete lay Society, met Thursday evening at the i
FLORIDA
ettes, several other garments for home of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwcod. The
babies, and work begun on children's subject of the program was “Flem- 1
MIAMI
’S
GEORGE
robes to be completed in homes this ish Painters,” Mrs. Ellingwood acting
Ideal Retort Hotel
week. These will be placed in worthy as leader. The topics were: Influences
OBRIEN
families through the Red Cross and in the Development of Painting;
Convenient to all pointa ol interest—Modern in every way
Miss Corbett.
During the busy- North of the Alps. Mrs. Maud Smith;
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Directed by
working hours Mrs. Stanley saw to it Van Eycks, Mrs. Ella S. Bird; Other
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconiesDAVID HOWARD
that the women were “well watered,” Fifteenth Century Flemish Painters, ■
HOTEL
the utensils chosen being most ap Mrs. Suella Sheldon; Comparison ol
FOX Picture
propriate, The absence of Mrs. Ella Nemling and the Van Eycks, Mrs.
Lurvey, one of the society's most Beulah Allen; Painters of Antwerp, j SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE
June to
Rnnklet
faithful members, was noted with Mrs. Sadie Leach. Descriptions of!
October
TUESDAY, 4 O’CLOCK—10c
regret, Mrs. Lurvey unable to attend Pictures—Thc Adoration of the
Corner Second Street
Application
Hotel
due to illness in her family.
Lamb by Van Eycks, considered one
and First Avenue
Maselynn
TODAY
of the greatest pictures in the world,
Stamford
"Nilo.”
Miss Caroline Jameson; Portrait of
Zane Grey's
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Del
18'lt
Jean Arnolflni and Hts Wife, The
“TIIE MYSTERIOUS RIDER”
Madanna and Chancellor Roliin, and
Steamboat tickets to any part of Saint Luke Painting the Virgin, (Zan
the world. Tours arranged to West der Weyden), Mrs. Carrie Palmer;
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. The Shrine of St. Ursula (Nemling),1
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, The Banker and HLs Wife (Matsys)
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
and Winter Landscape (Brueghel),:
143 then j.45-S-tf Mrs. Helena Fales,

fred Tomh

fredLamb'

’

a

It’s BIG
It’s Thriuun
It’s

GRALYNN

PAR

Are there SOULS FOR
SALE behind the coun
ters you shop over?

ll

1S>

Has no place in the
scheme of things to-d^v
\
It's VALUES that ’'click” with sensible people . . .
whether they are shopping (or an auto or vacation
facilities. That’s why so many wise folks have se
lected MIAMI as the spot for a glorious winter
vacation . . . and the VENETIAN as the greatest

hotel value in this area.

Open from
January 10th

Booklet upon
request.

The high standard of operation . . . service . . .
cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab
lished the Venetian as the outstandinc bay-front
hotel . . . have not been lowered one bit ... but,
the 1933 rates have . . . and here’s how . . .
Room with private bath, including 3 meals

daily,

$5,

$6,

per person,

$7,

or

European plan if you desire.

ll

.*JL

k')

VL'NCTl/iW
E I.

M C
M I A M

FLORIDA

BEACH

YOU’RE
/z

i n t h e
-

the

at

Pnthini’ from
the hotel
American and
Euru|H*an Plan

BLACKSTONE

.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of
Miami lleaeh anil famous for its hospitality.
. . . Here's a friendliness that makes you
feel immediately at home. This, with its
proximity (200 yards) to the ocean, 41s sun
baths, ils dances in the gardens and its de
lict
food, is sufficient reason why the
Blackstone is always comfortably filled and
why you should make reservations in good
time. Send for booklet of details and sched
ule of sensible rates.
:
:
:

BLACKSTONE HOTEL
May We Surest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON SI Khh'f

Located on Benron
Hill Next to tbe
State Houee.

EMPLOYEES’
ENTRANCE,

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
.ind shopping centers.

probes the most pressing
moral problems ot Our Lmes1

New Lower Rates

tcrr.M WAHRLN

B.00-r »

Rooms without bath, ^T(X)up; with bath,
('’omplrte Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

WILLIAM
LORFTTA

YOUNG
*

First

National

Hit'

NOW SHOWING
“LUXURY LINER”
with
GEORGE BRENT

f/£Afir O£

ZV
l Wm'

TO STAY AT TA« LINCOLN
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
An Interesting ceamepeliten etmetphere • .

Cheerful reemt

Pleasant service .. fine ree-

tewrents . . Mederetely Priced . . Arewnd the

earner are theetres, clubs end glamereus Times
Square . . A perfect betel far tbe visiter . .

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR

from >3 Single ond M Double
e
MUMI, FLORIDA
The most Interesting upot In
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
ing the winter month*.

JOHN T. WIST. M«n«eer

New Under New Management . . ."A le/ieece Nefef**

COLN

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart of all activities.
Beautiful rooms and higii
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates; (European Plan)
Single rooms >2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms >5 00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the i
)
UuUding
Ownershlp-Manaeement j
\W1LUAM M. L’RMLY .

44th TO 45th STREET-Sth AVENUE, NEW YORK

SPRUCE GUM

The Real Northern Maine Kind,
mailed anywhere in the United States
at 50 Cents Fer Ounce.
C. II. MOOR & CO., Druggists
322 Main Street,
Rockland
10T&S15

JIG SAW PUZZLES
For Sale or To Let or Cot To Your
Order. Rental 25c per week. Also
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood.
Special Glue. Boxes, Etc.
II. L. MASON. Thomaston, Maine
Telephone 1S4
lOtf

the storm was so bad she could not
return before. The first good day
she got her daughter to take her
home, as Genevieve ls as good with a
power boat as her father Is. Mrs.
Purington says there Is no place like
home
It was 17 years ago the Uth of
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
January that we landed at Nttsh
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Island. Wc had five boys and two
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
girls then. Later we were blessed
with two more boys whom we arc
proud of. At this time we have only
recently constructed large swimming JJ}ree le,t- 85 two hav5 passed away,
Boon lsland
pool. The tide rose above the high
,re“
exc2’t„Ca'il
A STORM AT SEA
wall of this, and the seas carried a wh?
Hl5h u Po^'and.
A storm at sea ls a wondrous thing.
log. estimated at more than 30 inches and °llff and ^l who are going o
A mighty power unfurled.
in diameter, within. The wall was , ^ool on shore It seems funny to
A thing of waves and sun flecked
foam
much damaged. It has been the
’'1,h
!ou,r °' ”s ™wThe monarch of the world.
keeper's observation over a term of wher,e
°nce bad w bakf1 folu;
many years that these heavy storms Quarts of beans for one meal, and
A storm at sea Is a fearsome thing
A thing of might and surge—
have a tendency to come in series of- now a quart lasts a day or two. Wt
A seething fury. Hades loosed.
threes, like the sea rollers. And per are looking for two boys to come out
A thousand fiends emerge.
haps another was the “southeaster" for the weekend. They are always
ll tears and rends with savage Jaw
of Feb. 8. It is an unusual storm glad to get home
All things within its reach.
Feb 4 A lovely day here with lit
which washes among thc lower ex
lt clutches, batters, rumbles, roars,
On rocky crag and beach.
tremes of the "stilts" on which the tle wind. The boats have another
fog signal house' stands as much as S°?d day ,o *aUL ™ey a£
Htaunch houses are as tinsel thin
this one did

wel1 when they 861

NEW LINER HAS LATEST MARINE DEVICES

the*r traps

There was an attendance of about
a'wa>‘s vatch the boats go out
40
40 at the training class Mr
for «„nH.
Sundayv land
__ >f 11 starts
. gating
“
Tl bad
„ weather
school teachers held ln the vestry of *e counl 8 d
Yes. a storm at sea's an awesome
the Boothbay Haibor Methodist I * VT"
thing.
wtthtaht^*iwS^rV»"e^ eizto^ttew inheyUare in dX“
Its many moods a part
Of this, our wondrous Universe,
within the numher were eight from 1 call
«• us ana
_ j we z»o»i
i««c»
can tntt
tell nim just
For Ood is In Its heart.
J' where to find them. WeU. it is church
A. 8 H.
these meetings weekly for eight weeks.
Boon Island Light
off.
see a
They wll! embrace those interested in time, so will ring
• • • •
,
_
____________
___
a
the
Sunday
schools
of
Lincoln
CounThick fog tonight, Feb. 8. and warm (y.s
diMric, Mr cufford ,
The Cuckolds
enough for April We feel a change
district
superintendent
is
The Ilex landed material here last
in the air, however, and think there In charge of the class ofin schools,
teaching, Friday to build a new breakwater
is colder weather in store for us scon.
while Mr. Mitchell, pastor at East and repair damages caused by the
The storm was very bad out here Boothbay.
is Bible Instructor. An- , iWnt gale and hjgh
t».o wr.
on our little island. We saw It com
other class may be added when Rev. pgnters came on the Ilex, Mr. Cobath
ing. so to speak, and put things ln E
K Bassett of the Boothbay Harbor and Mr Beal and Mr d^ (rom
under cover, boats in the boathouse, Congregational Church has more
. Bombay
etc., and closed all the doors tight fully recovered from hls recent tilMr s^ey reported for duty Jan.
ly But we did not expect such a ness. This will be especially for those 31
sx/sj&rs &£»“ *•*,h' ”“wr
Cards have been received here an
the birth of a daughter to
stove in by the heavy seas which j On Friday of last week. Rosa nouncing
Mr and
Harold Seavey at
pounded them.
However. they did not break in. for ’ *n?h?.
W,th
E1Is'wth' Jan 28
which we were thankful. A rock,
Vhe ?£« effect.
not in „ El» Ma?Aulay rcturned t® =«>“»
weighing several tons was throarn up! ^hllc
entirely disap- bay Saturday'
-,by ^XTousPS00^0 ZedXth^rt\eWSmi^?e
’ ’ ’ ’
going from the double house door to mostly on the gain But unfortu.
Heron Neck
the boathouse was picked up and
»uis <s no»
case with all.
Some change ...
in »..»
the weather this
thr°rhiXpn^nla^eVln r^st Summer includin« Haney Pierce. Mr Pierce morning. Feb. 9 from yesterday wner.
Vi
nf wlu be rfcalled by a11 the older keep- it was so warm, to the high winds and
k ers
registering at 8 ...
above zero, .
wrater. around it. under it. and in it
. “ ®"e of the m0£t P°Pular of a11
♦/>
It trembled and lifted up. but as each I
.*?
Cl8renc<‘ Bennett left Jan. 24 for
roller receded, it settled down again. “a^,("pa,‘rs, “LJ?,*
J“,v
a ''Uit ’1th reUUves M
and Is still here at this writing. condltlon ls unfortunatelj only too gouthwm Harbor, and on Jan. 29
. leaving bv car for a trip to Somer -Ue
though somewhat battered and worse ser‘ous.
Many thanks £or thejtind words of
Mystic. Conn.
for wear.
tIn
J e„»,
Frank
Beverage. lRIncluded
In
fact the whole island i,
is much Brother
North
Havfn
& rpcent
Carl Manguson wras a recent visiter
the
for wear
Visitors
Not | ol his friend Philip Bennett.
bilC worse
WIHOV IUI
V1OIIU13 that
|~ciin
Th
a Tzxf
kn™ th7nwi nowmeThe°sfin w^ <ml>' u Nor^ Haven 8 Particularly
The recent st«~
J»n. 27-28 did
^hedlwa^Tn a bad roTigh s^ll b"- dutiful spot through nature, which nc damage at this station except to
r^n
TVw noKin t/N th* man has *>nc much to improve., but break awav our mooring, and we were
rLnhnn wnnV
nS, th ?
“ possesses more than perhaps its fortunate not to lose our power boat
dav of the «forin We* ho£e it wWb" share of year around residents of ex- on the mooring, but we certainly
fix^d coon ’ To^um it all un we were ^optional character.
thoueht of our fellow llghtkeepers
not battered as much as some of the
Mr
hK VT
T?*' VwTh
stations but bad enouzh The water remarkable capabilities, for his ad- We have missed our chats with Sad-

h.ve

Sunday and will bc conducted by
Rev. A A. Berlc. Private Joseph L
White will lead the choir.
A Seagoing Newspaper Pub "Elaboiate piog.ain prepared foe
tomorrow. July 4:5 a. m„ parade oil
lished In '96—They Had antiques and horribles; 6 a. m.. salule of 21 8un‘; 8 a in., thc Stars
“Some" Eats
and Stripes will be run to masthead
j The writer has a copy of the "At- and saluted with 24 guns; 9 a. m.,
band concert of national airs; 10 a. in.,
I lantlc Dally” published July 3. 1896 meeting on the quarter deck, read
[This is the heading: “Atlantic Daily, ing of thc Declaration of Independ
[ printed every morning on board the ence and oration by Gov. Wolcott;
Steamship Servia. J. Harry Hart- 12 noon to 2 p. m„ band concert; 2
i ley, publisher." Here are some of p. m„ athletic sports on the quarter
deck. Running high jump, standing
! the items:
"Yesterday's k>j. SB. Servia. Ob long jump, tug of war by teams
servations taken at noon July 2. from Maine. New Hampshire, Ver
i Winds northerly to S. E E. Lati- mont, Connecticut and Massachu
[ tuds 48.00, Longitude 47.33. Re- setts. Shuffle board and ring toss
j marks: Strong gale to fresh breeze contests; 6 p. m„ grand banquet, to
and high southerly seas. At 9 a. m. be followed by five-minute speeches,
i badc adieu to Commodore Cushing's 8 p. m, Mrs. Jarley's Waxworks; 9
yacht Nimbus which will return to p m., grand display of fireworks; 10
thc States with thc "Commodore's" p. m. to midnight, dar.cing on the
■ friends. The yacht kept well up quarter deck.
"It may bc not generally known
throughout the trip Signaled North
I German Lloyd steamer going west. that the Steamship Servia is 515
Passed the Lueanla going east, and feet in length, the exact length of
the Quincy Market in Boston. The
the City of Parks at 6 a. m.
"Band concert this evening. Thc bridge is in the same position which
I program: March, Major Merrill; the clock occupies in the market.
1 overture. Mirella; solo fir cornet. Sou Her beam is 52 feet with 8000 ton
venir; selection, Ermlnie; waltzes, nage and accommodates 600 first
Flowers of the Forest; Idyl, Tlie class pastengers.
"Dinner bill for today: Russian
Mill; selection. Black Huzzar finale,
caviar, anchovies, queen olives, lit
Tout a la Joie.
clams, consomme, macaroni.
“Announcements. Tomorrow being, tle
., neck
.
.....
j,_ ,
the gloriou^ Fourth we will suspend ch-cken ha.ibut. sauce a a cardinal,
, the evening
edition.
Sunday s
d; «ll*r a la Ita
edition however will contain a full
of btef and horseradish, sad: eport of how we celeb! ated. With dle of mutton, currant jelly, smokcu
our Sunday edition we shall present :ox ton8ue. loast chicken, ham sauce,
to each subscriber a facsimile of a , 8reen P*85 au 1b®urrc. Pure® of
$2 bill, the exact price of our sub- hips, plain boiled and mashed Pptascrlption for thc round trip, and If itoe£ Plan> rice, cold pressed beef,
““
the receiver is successful in passing | roast mutton, Cumberland ham,
gelatine
of
turkey,
macaroni
pud

tt in London he will come out even.
"Thc committee which has in hand ding. lemon pudding and wine sauce,
the great farewell concert on Mon- ; apple tart and cream, assorted
I day night will assemble in the head- cheese, tea, chocolate, coffee."
E. E. Allen.
i quarters of Private Joseph L. White
' at 2.30 p. m. to(perfei t arrangement.- L Tenant's Harbor, Feb. 4
"The commander has called a'
"It must bc terrible," says a critic,
I meeting of the officers this evening
I at headquarters tor 8.30 p. m. It I “when a comedian realizes that he
1 Is rumored that the gridiron is being has lost thc gift of being funny." It
1 heated. Divine services will be held [ is more terrible still when he doesn't
in the music room at 10 30 a. m. | realize it.—Humorist (London).

"ATLANTIC DAILY"

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Within Its ruthless grasp
They have withstood the wear of
years—
Yet crumble In Its clasp.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Cob,iei Gazette, Saturday, February I I, 1933
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The bridse of the "Santa F.lfiia.” and Captain Walter N. l’rrngrl, her commander.

HIRD of nic three new "Santa"
Th<- navigating equipment includes
sisters which are among the latent
a gyro-compass, by means of which
additions to the growing Americanthe vessel is keel accurately and au
merchant marine, the "Santa Elena" tomatically on a true course; a gyro
of the Grace Line sails from New
pilot, rudder indicator and revolution
York February 17th nn her maiden indicator. Nothing is left to guess
voyage to California, Fritiah Columbia
work, and a minimum margin of
and Seattle, Wash., by way of Ha
"human error" is involved. No long
vana, Colombia, Panama Canal, Sal
vador, Guatemala and Mexico. She er is it necessary for thc quarter
master to stand at his post outside
is commanded by Captain Walter N.
Prengel who, although he has been the bridge and "swing a line" to
going to sea for fifteen years, is one learn the depth of thc water in which
of the youngest skippers in the ser the ship is traveling. On the "Santa"
ships he pushes a button on the echo
vice.
depth-finding fathometer. An elec
While the builders of the new vesavl -went to great lengths to trans tric impulse travels from the instru
form the ship's atmosphere into a ment almost instantaneously to the
feeling of the modem, comfortable bottom of the sea. showing without
home and hotel, the marine naviga error the number of fathoms of wa
tion features will delight the eyes of ter beneath the keel.
Among the other efficient “safetythe saltiest seaman. The bridge ot the
"Santa" ships presents a gleaming insurance” devices are the master
errav of mechanical devices which compass, steering repeater compass,
insure ’o«-d, safety and smooth bearing repeater compass, radio di
rection finder, and the electrical
Milin v

T

"VOICE OF THE M. S. P."

steering control operated from the
-.aster gyro-compass for controlling
th*- movement of the rudder. A rud
der-angle indicator automatically
keeps the navigator constantly in

formed of the exact position of the
rudder.
By means of an elaborate telephone
and signal communication system
which penetrates to the remotest
corner of the vessel, thc captain on
the bridge may put himself in im
mediate touch with every room, com
partment and crew quarter. Reports
and instructions pass in an almost
endless stream over ths wires to and
from the bridge.
The maiden voyage of the "Santa
Elena." which was constructed by
American workmen, as were her
three sisters, at a cost of $5,000,000.
marks the inauguration of weekly
sailings of the Grace Line ships be
tween the Atlantic and Pacific coaat
ports by way of the Canal and Cen
tral America.

LONG COVE

TELEPHONE REVIEW

Inmates of Thomaston Insti Gross Earnings 8 P. C. Less
tution Producing Excellent
Last Year, But Operating
Newspaper
Cost Reduced

St. George Gutld recently met at
the home of Mrs. Andrew Nelson
with the following present: Mesdames Robert Anderson. Albert Sea
vey, Victor Ruskey.. Isabelle Nairn.
William Pirtnen, William Edwards.
Aaron Smalley, William Erickson.
Omar Conway, Matt Elgland. Misses
Hilmi Kulju, Gertrude Kulju. and
Una Wood. A good amount of fin
ished work was turned ln including
three children's dresses, three house
dresses, two night dresses, two slips
I ?,nd f‘Ve pairs of mitt«us; donations,
flannel shirt, pair child's eicks. child's
dress, and a quilt to be covered A
quilt was also tacxcd. after which re
freshments were served. The next
meeting will be held at the home of
Mrs. Omar Conway.

on the double house Keeper Orav grand old men- charles Staples, telephone cable. We hope they will
Thc Maine State Prison publiratton
Net earnings in 1932 of slightly less
had to watch hi* chance to dash out br°ther of that prominent citizen. C. ;0on have the use of their phone
U, the engine houTeTnd baX The S Staples, also unfortunately arir-- agaln.
Vox. appears this month as a 16-pag than 4 ,'i on tbc average book cost
engines have to be oiled every half *<•"
NOt
Joycc Bfnnett with several other newspaper, and shows continued im of its $314,450,000 plant, equipment and
hour-and thev have to run from 2 ^bde dwellmg there did we find candidates received the third and provement.
working caDital are shown by thc an
a m until 12 or 1 p m. in order that Charles an exceptionally active man fcuIt;, degrPfs at the Orange on lhe
The January report shows thc in nul report of thc New England Tele
the light mav run that night.
for hu
but 8 vcry
"rtimg of Feb 1.
stitution to havc a total population phone and Telegraph Company.
Keeper Rumery also had to watch accommodating ouc *s well. Inc t<,nd<,r jlex
this sta- of
287. including 32 "lifers." During
Earntnes after all charges were
his chance and rush out when there dentally, from a photo taken In his tion Frb 6 golng
the month two were pardoned, two
Earnings, alter ail charges were
was a lull. The engines were not, >'oonger days, thc w-ritcr was rather
phfiip Bennett is spending several discharged and 10 paroled.
$6.75 per share of average stock outdamaged and the Ptht was lighted ‘mpressed by a certain resemblance dayg in vinalhaven with his friend
Here are several quotations from landing. Dividends aggregating $8
on time, sunset. Whatever happens, which, if onemade allow-ance-for gen- carl. Manguson.
per share were disbursed, the differ
that light must shine out. Keeper eral complexion, color of hair. etc., as
Wp hopr c L Dalzell and family the editorial column:
'We look with admiration on ill?
Hutchins was at York Beach, recov- in certain suggestions contained in
]ike
new stati<)n at Egg
ence being made up by taking $1,667,way
President
Hoover
is
finishing
hts
erlng from an attack of flu. so the ! »-r‘tin»s by A. Conan Doylejo a cer785.74 from the company's surplus of
term.
There
has
been
much
hostility
two keepers carried on alone. Hutch t8111 American soldier who was famed
Miss CaroiJT1 D..er SpCnt the weeksays “I'd like to have been here It for extreme intrepidity Certainl fnd
Joyce Bennett at the Light, towards his recommendations and his more prosperous years
effort to bring forth sane legislation
Last year the company installed ,
mist have been a grand sight " It
*** not *>uM the assertion tha
We are enjoying the spare time has been a thankless task. But
734.313
telephones and removed '
brines to mind the words of Big « those younger days tt was not ...........
.
here by doing the popular Jig-saw through it all he has carried on. he
354.907. a loss from regular operations
Brother. “Lashing brine and rolling ,
to put anything o er o pu2zies.
has fought for his principles and he of 120.594. Through absorption of the i
seas, and a skipper s grim, drawn
.
____ „
has shown great courage, and for this Aroostook Telephone and Telegraph
•
1 Then during our sojourn there tt
face.'
Gwls Head
we
admire him.”
seemed
to
this
keeper
that
the
town
Company, all of whose stock tt previ
We are glad to have Mr. and Mrs
__ ___
"Disgraceful is the situation in thr ously owned. 9196 telephones were
We _____
sorrow to
hear of_ ~
so manyRumery with us. but tt was tough to owed much to citizens bearing the
Uke them from their nice litUe home I names of Beverage and Staples. Thus !ight stations
hrt so hard bv Senate. With the most vital izsuet added: so that the net loss of tele
pending nothing has or will be done phones operated was 111.398.
and put them out here, then hand the sudden passing of Fremont BevJanuary storm,
Loss of telephones, the report says,
them that terrible storm. However. cra«e seemed a loss not easily recovQUite a difference jn the tempera- It is a sorry spectacle, but it has fur
that's the life of a light-keeper, at ered Jrom- And 88 t®
,y
'nre Wednesday and Thursday. Hope nished a most convincing illu- ‘.ratiot reached its peak in the third quarter,
home everywhere, no real home any- not those citizens who have lived the fhc co,d wealher
Ilol iSUv to„ of the need for the abolition of these ■nee iten tfae rate of loss has been
where We have chosen this as our nobler and purer lives, regardless of long. It will soon be time to lay aside 'lame duck' sessions."
decreasing. December losses were
"Because of its inaccuracies and •mailer than ui any month since last
life work, so take our hardships as thetr ™rldly t»«**>lons. whose lo*s jigsaw puzzles and take the paint
exaggeration. Technocracy appears April. Loss of residence telephones
lightly as we can
means most to any community? lew brush in hand.
has been relatively heavier than loss
Hope all the sick ones are feeling
ns are perfect but it used to oc-ur
Everything is fine at this station to us as a discredited theoiv
"The passing of the Philippine in of business stations.
better at this writing. Hutch savs he to the writer that Boy Scouts might and everybody at Owl's Head is gain
dependence bill will be regretted."
is not going ashore again until the well Uke pattern of virtues possessed ing from colds
Gross revenues, as compared with
"Burns' exposure of Georgia’s chain 1931 showed a loss of nearly 8G. OeFourth of July. Every time he goes bY the lat® Fremont Beverage,
gang
conditions
wa.-,
the
real
motive
-rating expenses were reduced bv
in he gets sick. So he says Boon I
• • • •
ISLE AU HAUT
behind this State's request for his abcut G'j'Z. Both as a measure of
Island for him. storm or not. Now to
Portland Head
extradition. Georgia did not waut -conomy and to spread available work
call the watch, and call lt a day.
•R T
hiLs^nc^Satu'rJ K Barlcr has returned home Justice, it wanted revenge."
amcng employes as far as practicable,
were in Portland on business S
after spending a few weeks in Reck
G. L. Leavitt has this to say about all officers and practically all em
Hendricks Head
day afternoon.
land.
the harness shop and its supervisor. ployes have taken at least half a daAs a glance at map or chart would 1 Edward Spinney completed work
Kathleen Fifleld spent the weekend (James H. Hall of Rockland >
off each week since March without
show, about all this station would be here lasrt Thursday
"Under the expert supervision oi pay. In some departments, where
Fred Morong made a short call on with Mrs. G. Grant at Head Harbor
exposed to through the sea in "north
This community w-as shocked and Mr. Hal! and thc able assistance of work ls slackest, employes are taking
easters" would be a kind of back F. O. Hilt Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Elden were re saddened at news of the death ol inmates formerly employed in this even more time off without pay.
wash. Nevertheless, during the storm
Mrs Margaret S. Bowditch which department, thc manufacturing oi
Naturally, new construction work in
of Jan. 27. our lahding stairs, located cent callers on Mr. and Mrs. R. T occurred Jan. 26 at her home in Mil- fine harnesses ls carried on. and the- 1932
was sharply curtailed, amounting
at this edge of an ordinarily well pro Sterling.
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Grant of St. ton. Mass. Mrs. Bowditch was a quality of the product turned out i: to a little less than $18,000,000 as
tected cove which makes in to the
summer resident here for more than the verv last word in appearance and
northeasterly, were carried away, and Oeorge were last weekend guests of 40 years, and by her sweet and gentle of the best quality. Quality has been against nearly $29,000,000 the previ
ous vear. As to 1933, President Jones
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and
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the hen-house threatened. The spray
An ice storm late Tuesday night, personality had won many friends more in demand than quantity. Such > ays that, although demand for servin considerable quantity, went over
who
are
grieved
by
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a demand is in keeping with the de ’ce at new locations and replacement
thc top of this last, and heavy debris fog Wednesday morning, snow and
Miss Marion Cleveland of Ston sire to produce an article worthy of of worn-out or defective plant will
was carried well above the easterly rain in the evening—more exercise
ington was weekend guest of Mr. and the time and labor, also an article necessitate substantial outlay, the
end. The seas broke onto the lawn, for our fog signal.
that is superior. It has been im amount will be smaller than in 1932.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt. Willard Hilt and Mrs. Forrest McDonald.
leaving (debris, including 50 pound
Leroy Coombs of Rockland is pressed upon the harness workers,
rocks, to bc cleared away. Inquiry guests, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant,
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made of E. C. Marr, whose father, W. were in Portland last Saturday eve visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Coombs that the best and only the best wifi
H. Marr, kept this station for ap ning.
Ttie Sewing Club meets every meet requirements. And this standI
d
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A. W. Hathorn. Mrs. F. O. Hilt, Wednesday afternoon at thc home of srd of requirement is strictly adhered
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Ls
also
Mrs.
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and
party
attend
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that the tide was higher than he had
Elizabeth Rich. All who are inter
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(
ed Keith's Wednesday evening
ever before seen tt.
ested in working for the church are t one there.
— Youngstown Telegram
"At tlie present time there arc sev
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained at invited to attend these meetings.
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eral
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in
thc
tea
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Mrs.
Charles
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of
And
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to a warmer clime
above mentioned is a sand beach
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lufkin who
That's tar away from here
nearly 300 yards in length. Along Peaks Island. Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port went to Milton. Mass., to attend the shop, and the display is striking
The pestiferous maiden who
this is a sea wall, ranging in height land. Misses Elizabeth and Marian funeral of Mrs. Margaret Bowditch, At first glance quality is seen and
Chews spearmint In my ear.
—Buffalo Evening News
from about three to seven feet, built Sterling of Falmouth Hotel.
are visiting relatives In Quincy be upon examination it i^ found to be of
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—
tt
exceedingly
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This
to protect the tarred road. Seas went
fore returning home.
And I should love to yank around
is the result ot the painstaking effort
The foyer by her hair.
over the top of this wall, damaging tt matters not to the Good Timers'Club
Ruth Rich who has been ill that is given to tt. Mr. Hall, the fore
The pretty little flapper that
not a little, and rolling up the con They were on deck early Wednesday forMiss
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a
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at
Left cream-puffs on my chair.
man has had wide and thorough ex
crete in the road in places, much as morning, wending footsteps toward Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Her
the carpenter's plane rolls up shav Portland Head to be guests of Mrs. mother Mrs. Llewellyn Rich has perience in thc manufacture of har
ings. About a quarter of a mile north Martha Sterling. Covers were laid been caring for her at the home of ness. He knows the business from terpiece of workmanship and of the
of the station on the bay side is the for eight members and six guests. Mrs. Fred Snowman, previous to hcr A. to Z. His stamp of approval on a very best quality."
A jolly party and good time is as
From thc local column come these
finished product marks it as a massured when they meet with Mrs. entering the hospital.
items:
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prevailing
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Sterling
Construction of thc addition to the
are all recovering and no new cases
• • • •
deputy's office will soon bc finished.
have been reported.
for the next 5
It is with regret we have learned
Nash Island
Mr. and Mrs. O. Grant enter
that Mrs. Liutt our genial,lnall-cciisor
monthti of
Wc sec where Keeper Powers ha^ tained at their home at Head Har
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bor Saturday evening. In the com
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Tlie
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from
TH» most interesting spot In
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the Eastern Hemisphere dur
Cape Split are all out hauling, the Mrs. Stanley Dodge. Mr. and Mrs
ATLANTIC MONTHLY
Fourteen prisoners were committed
ing the winter months.
first day they have had- since thc Ralph Chapin, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
here last week. Not for quite some
bad storm. Their traps must bc in Turner, Irville Barter. Ralph Gross,
Waiter Rich. Elizabeth Rich, Ava
a mess.
Make the most of your reading time havc so many been committed in
In the heart nl all activities.
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and
Kath

Well,
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last.
We
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Enjoy thc wit. thc wisdom, onc week. Soon thc prison will bc j
Beautl/ul room> and high
rlass service
surely had a bad storm last week leen Fifleld. Cards featured thc eve
the companionship, the charm that filled, there being but two empty
A Modern Fireproof Strucbut everything was o. k. on Nash's. ning's entertainment and a box
has made thc ATLANTIC, for cells.
Mire Rvery room steam heated
Ye Editor extends hLs thunks to
Mrs. Purington and hcr famous dog lunch was served.
seventy-five years, America's most
Rates (European Plan)
the yoimg lady in Cincinnati who
AIikI* rooms *2..vn per day
Rex returned to the island Tuesday
quoted
and
most
cherished
magaupwards
rent him four jig-saw puzzles.
morning and was glad to get home
"You say you never clash with your
slne.
DmMe rooms gS.IM) pet day
They arc being passed around and wc
again after being ashore two weeks wife?"
upwards
are sure they'll be enjoyed by all.
A Lean Jacebsm Cafe In the ,
with her two boys. She is always
"Never.” Slie goes her way and I
Bulletins
Send $1. <mentioning this ad)
Improvements are being made ir.
glad to get back at Nash's, also Rex go hers."—Boston Transcript.
> Ownership-Management!
the repository where products made
to
as he couldn't watt for the keeper
.WILUAM M ' h MF) ,
here are on exhibit.
to get off with his pod. but Jumped
Many regret thait General Sher
The Atlantic Monthly, h Arlington
Thanks are extended to Father
overboard and swam ashore. He man said that about war as tt left no
St., Boston
Flynn for his donation to the library
knew he was home again. It was adequate word to describe peace.—
of books.
quite a stay for Mrs Purington but Buffalo News.
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CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 10 5 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price ot $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 3 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
108-8-tf

TAe Courier-Gazette

Printing Plant
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
Poster.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
experience.
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
advertising printing done at our new low prices.

LETTERHEADS
BILLHEADS.
STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES.
FLYERS,
CARDS, ETC.,

$9.95
tad

Per 1000

I'arcrl Pustt un each Itiliu 15c Extra

Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink

1000 Sheets, half pound size,
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
Milk Bills, 1000,
•"

Lota

$3.00
$3.73
$ 1.50

SPECIAL OFFER

One year's subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
with each order of Wedding Invitations
or Announcements

Embossed Letter Printing
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. Wc arc
the only printers in Knox County using this up-todate process.

Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
figure with you

HOTEL URMEY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

